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Thr W aldo Truat

Company

th.
Opening of Th.ir
Offices. W ith banquet, fctc

Celebrate

New

a
The trustee* of the company gave
W indvor ffotel Friday evendinner at the
of the event. Forty covers
,„g in honor
table extending the
» *ong
were laid at
the spacious dining room.
full length of
ot
bright red carnations
4" s hum! a nee
With aspiragus ferns were used
coin tuned
It was exactly what tbe
n decoration*.
a
in effect
large
truster* had planned
gathering with a few invited

family
friends.

...

and novel
I he menu cards were original
the Waldo
representing the pass boohs of
On the inner covers
Trust Company.
‘'If you Would
were the true injunction,
think ol saving as well as of
be wealthy,
»“d the following menu:

getting,”

SOUPS

Consomme Clear
Queen O.ive*
Crisp Boston Celerv
Radishes
Sliced Cucumbers
Oyst rs on Half Shell
MEATS

Celery Dressing
Vermont Turkey
Cranberry Sauce
ENTREES
Fruit

a

la Conserve
Cheese Sticks

Fresh Lobster Salad

VEGETABLES

Tomato Ketchup
Worcestershire Sauce
Pickled Cucumbers
llaltord Sauce

Heinz’ Sweet Mixed Pickles
Horse Kadish
DESSERTS

Harlequin Ice Cream
Nut Cake
Sponge Cake
Young American Cheese
Milk
Coffee
Tea
Highland Spring Water
At the beginning of the course l>r. Eugene I). Tapley, president of the Company,
who

was

called

on

to
a

act

as

the toast-master

was

critical case and Morris I,.
urged to act in his place. He

Slugg was
had
emergency and
was equal to the
ready wit and a supply of appropriate
stories, when he called upon the following:
Arthur E French of Boston, the archtect who designed the changes, and who
spoke entertainingly of conditions when

he first en ered the rooms and what had
been done to counteract the poor lighting
problems, the location of the vault, the
He expressed
work room and the lobby.
I his pleasure with the completed work and
l also of the friendships formed while in

I our city.

j

■

Onions in Cream
boned Potatoes

Turnip
Mashed Potatoes

Mashrd

“The Unloved Wife.”
Mr Lawrence, Mr. French, Mr. Joslin, ,
Mr. Tripp, Mr. White, Mr. A. C. McKin- |
J. J. Clements, Mrs S. A
Do mothers of pretty daughters innon, Hon
Thompson, Mr. and Mrs James H. Howes, stinctively take a dislike to handsome
Mr and Mrs. Wilmer J. Dorman, Mr and young men? Generally it works out that
Mrs. M L. Slugs, Mr. and Mrs. C. R
But in "The Unloved
way in real life
Coomhs, Mr. and Mrs R D Southworth, Wife," a new play in three acts, which
Mr. and Mrs Herbert H Stevens, Mr. and comes to the Colonial Theatre Belfast,
Mrs. Wm. H. Hall, Mr and Mrs. B H.
Monday night only, February 6th, the
Mudgctt, Mr. nd Mrs. Ralph H. Dunbar, authoress. Miss Florence Edna May, does
;
Miss
ChrisMr and Mrs. Henry Smith,
not fully agree w th that thought. Money
tine Jones of the Brooks branch, Mr. O. covers a multitude of sins, but Miss May
W. Tapley of Ellsworth, Mr. and Mrs. J ; declares money should not react against
W. Hlaisdell, Misses Doris Allen. Hazel God’s fairest flower—American WomanHeald and Louise Colson, clerks; Mrs. S
hood—and in her play she placed before
S. L. Shute, Misses Anne M. Kittredge her audiences the vital truths of m irned
and Sue M Partridge of the press.
life.
The authoress boldly declaies that
After the the banquet all adjourned to i it is possible for a woman to neglect her
the Banking rooms, where Dr. Tapley own proper development when obessed
soon joined them, when Mr. Slugg in a
by a too worshipful love of her “lord and
briet, hut most friendlv speech presented master,” and that such love may, in lime
testihave effect in turning the object of her
him with a cherk of $‘i00, a small
monial of what the Trustee* think of his devotion away from her. The awakening
for
of a wife to a realization of this fact is
efficient services as thcr president
the past three years that have made these one of the most dramatic moments in this
was
visahly
Dr.
remarkable play.
How many married
Tapley
changes possible.
affected by the words of appreciation and couples that you know are still saying:
at
length,
to
"We
unable
are
and
still
on
the
our honeymoon.”
speak
gift
It is
by
but all who heard him realized that he will silly to think it, isn’t it, yet you who are
never forget the gift or the spirit that
contemplating matrimony, fully expect
prompted it. Then came the inspection just that one, sublime, eternal honeyAnd after marriage, what?
of the handsome new quarters with the moon.
For ages and ages the all absorbing
officers as gu des.
The rooms were open to the public Sat- question, “He was so good before we
urday afternoon and evening, when music were married, what could have changed
him (or her, as the case may be*,
was
furnished by McKeen’s orchestra
three
and salient points are discussed in the new
Hundreds of people called to admtr
of
roses,
commend. Beautiful bouquets
play, “The Unloved Wife,” which comes
the gifts of Mrs James tl. Howes and here with a distinguished cast and New
the
lobby
York production
Mrs. Norman H. White graced
I he evening performance is for everyand the president’s office an.i handsome
AsMasonic
Temple
body over sixteen years of age.
carnations from the
sociation were in the ladies waiting
BASKET BALL.
room
The location of the Trust Company in
the Masonic Temple is one the best in the
The Belfast A. A. five won from the
Old Towns in the Armory here Saturday
city and a full description of the improve
ments have been given in our columns
Trie score
night with Foster as referee.
The effect of the banquet and the formal was 27 to 15
opening have been already felt in increasThe Belfast A. A won from the Clined business to the company
The Journal is indebted to the trustees tons in the Armory last Wednesday evenfor several excellent photographs of the ing, 56 to 34, in a game of four teh-minute
Belfast
exterior and interior of the offices, taken periods with Foster umpiring.
by A C. Tuttle, but too late to be used has played six games winning all. The
summary:
in the account.
bELFAST
CLINTON
White, rf
THL CHURCHHS
lb, Pratt
If
Norton,
rb, Snow
Soper, c
c, Walker
There will he preaching services at the
Getchell-Fogg, rb
McKenney
If,
next
morning.
Church
Sunday
Federated
Roberts, lb
rf, Dangler
Sunday school at noon. All cordially inGoals from floor—White 8, Norton 9,
vited.
Soper 9, Fogc, Roberts, Dangler 6, Mchold Kenney 6, Walker 5.
The Univeraalist Church will
_

next Sunday morning
by Rev. William
Vaughan. Sunday school at noon. All
cordially invited.

preaching

services

at 10.45 with

sermon

Tripp, the vault

engineer was
of the
Rev. John J. Martin, D. D
the man who knew more
Bangor Theological Seminary has been
man
in
New
vaults
than
about
any
Engengaged to supply the pulpit of the fedland. Mr. Tripp said he could agree with
erated church until its new pastor, Rev.
ibe toastmaster on that point as he hapWrn. F. Skerrye of Templeton, Mass.,
pened to betheonly vault engineer in New
arrives for the first Sunday in March.
England. He explained the improvements
of the new vault which makes it one of ;
Methodist Church. People'* Meththe best in Maine and while smaller than
odist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
those of the Federal Reserve Banks it has
pastor; parsonage. No. 7 Court St.; teleHe also had
the same degree of safety.
213.1!. Sunday morning service
phone,
interesting things to tell of the Federal at 10.45. Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
Reserve Banks and is at present installservice at 7.30.
Prayer meeting this,
ing a vault in a Boston Bank.
A un on ser
Thursday, evening at 7.30.
White
of
Norman H
Brookline, Mass., vice of the city churches will be held at
well
known
her;
and Northport,
and a
this church Sunday evening at 7.30.
trustee and loyal friend of the Trust ComRev. G. C. Sauer will be the speaker.
of
his
briefly
in
the
pleasure
pany, spoke
ins remarks on railroad
ew apartments,
Rev.
The First baptist Church.
ecureties were of vital interest to all as
ueorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
e knew what he was talking about from
Sabbath ser123-11.
ersonal experience.
He spoke of two Cedar; telephone,
vices at 10:45 and 7:30; Bible school atlderly women dependent upon their rail12; Christian Endeavor 6:30; mid-week
aad stock dividends for their daily sup
devotional service Thursday, 7:30
ort.
These stocks were worth at one
At the morning worship next Sunday
ime $250 per share and were Quoted at
the ordin tnee of the Lord’s Supper will
le present time at $20 per share.
He reThe chorus choir leads
be administered.
retted Hr. Tapley’s absence and said the
Ihe
Everyone welcome.
rust Company may well be proud of its the singing.
omitted in order
service will be
esent condition and he expressed faith evening
to unite in a union service at the Methotat the future had better and more busidist church, where Mr. Sauer will preach
pss for them.
the sermon; theme, ‘‘John Robinson s
Commissioner rederick W. Lawchurch at Leyden, and the ‘Beloved Ad
nce was a
forceful very entertaining
All the
eater.
He referred to ttie pass books venturers’ of the Mayflower.”
pastors will participate in this service.
ithe banquet table and said he
wonderat1 about some of the deposits as he Let everyone come. The Bible school
tendance last Sunday reached the reIticed that several had withdrawn
very
Orally from their contents. He enthu- markable ligure of 168.
The appointments for the week are as
commended the enterprise
follows: Meetings for the Rangers, Scouts
at had led to the
attractive banking
and Campfire Girls at appointed times;
oms and said their
up to-date and conMonday evening, Troop 4 meets with .Mr.
mient quarters spell
opportunity for the
sewing
and be was sure that would re- Sauer; Wednesday afternoon,
circle meets in the church for work;
tole all well regulated
recommunity
choir
chorus
Wednesday evening,
la based on the
r
home, the school and hearsal; Thursday, 7.30 mid week service,
e church he would
place banks next in
subject, “Elijah taken up into Heaven;”
iiuence.
1 he Company’s
responsibility 11 Kings, 2; Friday, afternoon. Senior
nat negative but
positive and it is ao
Bible class, Mrs. Rich, teacher, social
egral part in the life of the
public. Me meeting with Mrs. Knowllon, Cedar St.
atoned the trustees to
avoid the iniluSaturday morning, 9 o’clock, basket ball
aof the promoter and to
do all they
teams at the Armory; Sunday morning,
'e home a,ld
the commu10.15, early prayer meeting.
and county.
was
It
a
i chief duty
of the directors
to direct
A special from Augusta under d^te of
banks acti vities in this
direction and Jan. 30th says: “A decision was renderP ln increasing the business of the sav- ed by the Public Utilities commission
P sod commercial branch of th.
Monday authorizing the Winterport Walie spoke of the
iy.
line effect of the
ter Co. to mortgage all its property, real
‘he Waldo Trust was
and personal, assets, franchises, easelunate that as a Trust
they ments, rights and privileges to the Union
U without competitionCompany,
in their comSafe Deposit A Trust Co. of Portland in
the capacity of trustee to secure 135,090
PHe present were Dr. and Mrs.
Tapley, in bonds.”
r.

introduced

IBenj

as

Ina K

!jpa“y

vdNf* T'fh
hf% t.h® C«lty

K a,'.‘d.Said

The Belfast team lost their first game
the season Tuesday evening, when
they were defeated by Colby Comets 32
to 23 in a fast and very exciting game
Foster refereed; Robinson, timekeeper;
of

C. A. Coicord, scorer.

Colby Comets.

The summary:
Belfast A. A.
White rf 6
Norton If 4

Toole, rf 7
Heal, If 5

Soper c
Getcjiell rb
Roberts, lb 1

Enholme c 3
S. Dunnack, lb 1
G. Dunnack, rb

The B. H. S. Seniors continued their
march toward victory Tuesday afternoon
when they trimmed the Juniors 16 to 14.
Another close game was played between
the Sophomores and Freshmen, resulting
in victory for the former 12 to 11. The
summary:
Seniors
Durham, rf 2
Winchester, If 1
Staples, c 1
Nickerson, rb 2
Roberts, lb 2
Nlclnnis, referee.

Juniors

rf, Coicord 1
If, Plaisted 4
c, Greenlaw 1
rf, Adams
lb, Brown 1

Sophomores
Wadsworth, rf 2

Gross,

It,

If 1

Tompkins,
Warren, If

c

3

Freshmen
rf, Davis 2
Clements 1 (1)
c, Ness 1

If, Kelley

rf, Buzzell 1

Nickerson, rb
Cramer, referee.

LORENZO PATTERSON
The funeral of Lorenzo Patterson of
East Belfast took place Monday at 10 a.
at the Coombs undertaking rooms
in.
with Rev. William Vaughan of East BelMr. Patterson had been
fast officiating.
in ill health for several years, but recently had a severe shock from which he
He was cared for at the
never rallied.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shaw- on
Mitchell street, but a few days before his
death, which occurred last Friday, h
was taken to the W aldo County Hospit
His wife died a number of years ago a.
they had no children. He was born
Belfast 78 years ago, the son of Andrew
Nason and Anne (Stevenson) Patterso
and was one of the old time Belfast ship

The News of Belfast
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
Collins, Congress street, tomorrow,
Friday, afternoon

2, 1922.FIVE CENTS

The Old Towns will play tne B. A. Ae
here Saturday, when the game will be
called at 9 p. m.

PERSONAL

]

■

1

j

REDUCED PRICES

Fred Marriner; treasurer, James Robbina;.
con., Lilia Miller; asst con., Julia Levenseller; marshal, Grace Higgins; chaplain,
Ruth Packard; Adah, Ella Moody; Ruth,
Electa Robbins; Esther, Nettie Marriner;
Martha, Alice Hunt; Electa, Fannie Cobb;
warder, Ina Moulton; sentinel, John Levenselier; organist, Elizabeth Hills.
OBITUARY. The funeral of Mrs. Clara
(Merrill) Mayo, widow of Edward P
Mayo, formerly of Brewer, was held at
the home of Mrs. Sadie Jackson Wednesday morning Jan 25, Rev. E. E. Harrison officiating.
The remains were.taken
to brewer for burial and were accompanied by Mrs. Mayo’s daughter, Mrs.
Frank Patten of Somerville, Mass., and
Mrs. Sadie Jackson, who has tenderly
cared for Mrs. Mayo for several months.
Mrs. Mayo was a lady of refinement and
beautiful character, a devout Christian,
who enjoyed reading her Bible, in which
the book mark showed that the last chapter that she read was John 14, "In my
“I
Father’s house are many mansions,
go to prepare a place for you.” We believe Mra. Mayo has gone to occupy the
mansion and fill the place prepared for
her, that she is happy with her Saviour
and loved ones who had gone before.

CENTER MONTVILLE
The buildings oh the farm formerly
owned by the late Mayo E. Heriman and
occupied by the lumbering outfit of E. P.

LewistoD, were burned Thursday
morning, Jan. 2ffth, after the crew bad

Rich of

breakfasted and gone to their work on
Mr. Rich’s collie,
the W. H. Nash lot.
“Teddy,” came to the house door and
scratched and barked until he got the
cook’s attention. The cook was alone at
the time. He opened the door and found
a fire of unknown origin burning in the
large shed connecting the house and barn.
He summoned help by means of the tele*
phone, and many came, but little wan
saved.
A valuable piano belonging to
Mrs. Rich, furniture, bedding and furnishings, an Oldsmobile truck, a miscel*
laneous collection of heavy wagons, seed
potatoes, hay, grain, farming tools, etc.,
were lost.
The present owner of the
place, Mr. Jacob Hatch, was away, so

the amount of the insurance can not be
obtained. These buildings were large and
were a well known land mark on the road
from Center Montville to Liberty.

FREEDOM
Dorothy Penny visited her aunt, Mrs.
Calvin Bangs, the past week.
Albra E. Flye of Brighton, Maas., ic
spending his vacation with his sister,
Effie M. Flye.
The senior drama held in the Grange
Hall called out a large crowd.
They
played the drama with much credit to
themselves and cleared a good sum of
money.
Mrs. Annie

Aborn, assisted by Mr.
Aborn, Harding Bryant, Myrtle Turner
and Elva Ingraham installed the officers
Music was furnished
at Dirigo Grange
by Mr. James Cusick and Thelma Clement. After the installation the regular
out.
business
was
carried
grange
Through the influence of Mr. Betts the
A good program
grange debt was lifted.
About
lecturer.
was furnished by the
were
80 members
present. Oyster dinnoon.
served
in
the
hall
at
was
ner
dining

Political Advertisement

-—ON-

Holeproof Hosiery
We

are

pleased

to announce the

1915, Blaine Viles, Republican,

In
of

Augusta

with

a

majority

1920, Blaine Viles, Republican,

In

following reductions in the

price of

exception of 1909,

was

elected mayor

of 195.

1916, Blaine Viles, Republican,
of Augusta with a majority of 520.
ber of the legislature from the
majorty of 914.

was

was

re-elected mayor
elected

a mem-

city of Augusta with

Jfolgpraof
Jfosiery

Blaine Viles has NEVER met

Augusta will again
wonderful support.

on

defeat.
13, give Blaine

political

February

Vjjea

(Signed)

Blaine S. Viles Augusta Campaign Committee.

By Willis E. Swift, Secretary, Augusta, Maine.

To the Citizens of Belfast
We wish to take this opportunity to express
sincere appreciation and heartfelt thanks for
the courteous and kindly interest you showed at
the formal opening and inspection of our new
banking rooms last Saturday.

our

Something New
Chocolate lee Cream Bars
10 Cents Each
Similar to Chocolate
and Eskimo Pie, at

a

This is, REAL, SUBSTANTIAL, RECORDED endorsement of
Blaine Viles in his home city.

Make Your Income Tax Returns Now

ASSETS $3,500,000

On the evening of Jan. 17 the officer*
of Rosewood Chapter, O. E. 8
were installed by past matron Nettie B. Marriner, assisted by psst matron Lilia If..
Miller as marshal and Elizabeth Stanley,
chaplain. The officers are as follows: W.
M., Alice Andrewa; W. P., Charles Andrews; A. M., Sarah Plaisted; secretary,.

In

No. 680 fiber silk with lisle toes and heels and <r< AA
ribbed lisle tops, reduced to, per pair,
These reductions come while the price of raw silk is advancing and will be continued as long as we are able to do so.

GIH NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST

j

Augusta from 1905 to 1915, with the
elected Democratic mayors.

CQ

TO ANYONE WHO
NEEDS ASSISTANCE.

Mrs. Augusts Bixby has gone to Lawrence, Miss to visit an old friend, where
Andrew Jenkins of
Mi,
1 her daught
Pasadena, Calif., will meet her and accompany her to her home.

MR. VILES IN AUGUSTA

No. 480 and No. 580 pure thread silk with double lisle toes
t
and heels and ribbed lisle tops, with and without
a back seam, reduced to, per pair.

WE OFFER OUR SERVICE
FREE OF CHARGE

SEaRSMONT

Capt and Mrs. J. E. Hackett have
The Universalist League will
meet
moved to Bath, the latter’a home.
with Mrs. Drusilla Frisbee Thursday afternoon at 2.30.
Durham left Monday
It ia hoped that everyMrs. James C
The primary ballot for Congressional i
one will make an effort to be present as a
for a short visit in Boston and vicinity.
election of Feb 13th is printed in the ad- \
large attendance ia desired.
vertismg columns of this issue of The
Mrs. Lizzie M. Black left Friday for
Journal.
Mrs. L. S. Southard entertained the New York, where she has employment
Ladies’ Aid Society on Thursday last at
The Waldo County Hospital Aid will j
Miss Alfreds Ellis was at home from
her home on Northport avenue,
with
have a St. Patrick benefit dance in the
the U. of M. to spend Sunday with relaMrs. George Huff as guest.
Although
Armory with music by McKeen’s orches- the
tives.
weather was very cold there was an
tra and decorations by O J. Dickey.
Mrs. Emma D. Elms has returned to
unusually large attendance, Dainty reMrs Eva F. Dickey of Market street ! freshments were served
and a pleasant Belfast, after a few weeks’ visit with
has been granted a Government pension afternoon
relatives in Weymouth, Mass.
enjoyed by all.
of thirty dollars ''er month, through the j
Plans are practically completed for the
Hillard Buzzell, a U. of M. Freshman,
Agency of Orrin J. Dickey. Mrs. D.ckey
is the widow of the late Almerin Dickey I B. H. S. benefit to be held in the Armory arrived Friday to spend a few days with
afternoon
and
his
Feb
14th.
Tuesday
of th s city.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Buzzell.
evening,
In the afternoon there will be a farce,
Miss
Ruth C.
and Gideon Bril*
The official records of the past 20 years “Uncle Josh Visits the
Srhool," coached lard of WatervilleWiley
were guests over Sunof prisoners held in the Waldo county
by Mrs. S. A. Parker. The admission is
jail for trills for State Prison offences free and the program will begin at 3.45 day of the former’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert A. Wiley.
show only eleven.
In the past year, six The
evening concert to begin at 8 15 will
have been sent to the State Prison, one include numbers
Miss Margaret Louise Rogers went to
by the B. H. S. students
to the Refnrma'ory and one is in jail on a
and music by McKeen’s full orchestra. Portland the first of the year and has enState Prison offence.
Tickets for adults, 50 cents; for children, tered Shaw’s Business College.
She is
The Journal is pleased to extend con- 35 cents.
living with her uncle and aunt, Mr. and
gratulations to the liouiton Times,which
Chairman Thayer of the Maine Indus- Mrs. W. A. Kimball.
was awarded the lirst prize at the annual
trial Accident commission has rendered a
O. W. Tapley of Ellsworth was a gueat
meeting of the Maine Press Association, decision in the case of benjamin Knowl- last
Friday and Saturday of his brother,
recently held in Portland. The contest- ton of Swanville versus The Consumers’ Dr. Eugene D. and Mrs
Tapley. He
ants were from Maine, New Hampshire
Fuel Co. of Belfast and the Maryland came to attend the opening of the new
and Vermont m the best make up of front
Casulty insurers, denying compensation. rooms of the Waldo Trust Company.
page and best arrangement of advertis- He states that it is found that no claim
C.
ii g with general appearance, neatness for com, ensation as
Wesley Lockwood of Fiskdale,
required by the statand press work considered.
It is a credit ute was made within a year after the al- Mass., and Mrs. Louise C. Strecker of
to Maine and Aroostook county in par*
leged injury and that the petitioner has Boston were called here Sa'urday by the
ticular.
Lockwood, and
not shown to the satisfaction of the com- serious illness of Mrs.
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Collins.
Winnie Crocker of Monroe was before mission that the inflammation in the
Mrs. Charles Brickley returned to her
Judge C. K Chapman of the Municipal blind eye necessitating its removal was
Court Monday, charged with the larceny the result of an injury by accident aris- home in Jamaica Plains, Mass., last Satout
his
of
employment.
of a rifle, a pair of hip rubber boots and ing
urday, accompanied by her mother, Mrs.
John Ward, and son Edward, who will
other articles from John Knowlton of
brooks.
spend the remainder of the winter with
SVVANVILLt.
He was found guilty and was
her.
bound over to the April term of the S. J,
court and was committed.
There is anMiss Grace H. Hayes, Messrs. Eugene
Milton Nickerson, who was quite sick
other warrant against him for breaking
several days last week, is able to attend R. Spear and Harold A. Howard of the
into and larceny from a box car at the
local Telephone exchange returned Satschool again.
depot. He is only 19 years of age, but
urday from Portland, where they attendIns served several sentences before.
Charles Trundy and Arthur Brown, ed a
meeting of the New England Tel. &
Deputy Sheriff C. Maurice Littlefp Id re- who have been very sick with a bad cold Tel Co.
turned with him Saturday night, after a and threatened with pneumonia, are imMr. and Mrs. William A. MacDqnald
It proving but still confined to the house.
three days’ trip into northern Maine.
of Seeboomok, Me., who have been on a
was learned that Crocker was in a camp
and Mrs. T. D.
Nickerson
Mrs.
A.
T.
visit to Boston, New York and Portland,
Mr.
north of Stratton with his mother.
last Friday night arrived
Friday to spend Friday and SatLittlefield went to Stratton, where he Nickerson returned
where the former had been urday with Mrs. Cecil
from
Bangor
was joined
Clay and Sunday
by a deputy from F.anklin
the
three
weeks.
treatment
past
receiving
with
Mrs.
F. G. Spinney.
county. They drove over 20 miles into
and her many
is
She
improved
greatly
the Kangeley region before they located
Recent letters from Mrs. Amie Knowlfriends hope she will soon regain her
the camp.
Mr. Littlefield saw Winnie
ton Pratt of Boston state that she will
usual health.
when
he
knockbut
through the window,
spend the remainder of the winter in SaLast Monday afternoon about 4 o’clock
ed at the door he had disappeared, but
vannah, Ga. and that Mr. and Mrs.
later was found hidden on the rafters of the smoke stack at C. R. Nickerson’s Thomas B.
Gregory, who spent the summill came down. The lower half rethe roof.
mer
here, have returned from their
mained on the roof of the engine house southern
visit and will spend the remainMorrill Hamlin
of
Mrs.
Portland, and the upper half fell to the ground.
der of the winter at the residence of Dr.
daughter of the late U. S. Senator Lot Elmer Thompson was loading lumber in Charles P. Bean of Boston.
M. Morrill of Maine, and one of the best the yard and saw it coming in time to
out of the way and notified the crew
known women of our State, lectured in get
JOHN F. PAINE
in the mill.
Repairs are now being made
church
the Unitarian
Monday evening as
can
smoke
be
all
the
stack
of
nearly
The funeral of John F. Paine was held
under the auspices of the Woman’s Allierected again.
at the home in Searsmont, Jan 17th, Rev'
Mrs. Hamlin was introduced by
nce.
News were received last Friday after- C. H. Bryant of Newport, a former pastor
Mayor C. W. Wescott, who also spoke
briefly but to the point on ethical intelli- noon of the death of Mr. J. W. Nicker- and friend of the family, clftciating. Mr.
gence and the world conference, closing son who died Thursday at tbe home of Paine’s age was 62 years, 4 months and 15
He was born in Johnson, Vt., the
with well expressed and deserved praise his daughter, Mrs. W. W. Willson in days.
Since going to Mass., son of Dennison and Augusta (Scribner)
Mis. Wollaston, Mass.
of the speaker of the evening.
Besides his wife Emma (WhitHamlin was requested to speak on the in Nov., 1921, he had seemed to be im- Paine.
“Washington Conference,” one of the proving until about three weeks before taker) Paine and four daughters, Mrs,
A week before he had a seri- Hattie Thomas, Mrs. Bertha Cushman,
s ix subjects she is speaking on throughhis death.
Miss Minnie Paine, Mrs. Angie Bickford
out the country, and many who heard ous ill turn from which he did not rally.
j
Mr. Paine leaves his mother, Mrs. Bixby, j
her Monday evening would be delighted His death brings profound sorrow to a
The
one
Mrs.
friends.
Andrew
of
all
the
She
is
a
and
Jenkins
Pasahear
of
series.
of
relatives
to
sister,
broad, large circle
bright American woman with the ad- entire community extends their sincere dena,Calif.,and a half brother,Ernest Bixfam
Mr. Paine lias lived here the greater
ail
stricken
of
inheriof
world
the
by.
to
ly.
grief
vantage
travel,
sympathy
tance of the best of Maine blood, and
Funeral services were held Sunday at part of his life, where he was respected
home education.
Wollaston but the remains will not be as a man of integrity, a good citizen and
many advantages of
business man.
One of the old residents
Fearless and unusually fair in her ex- brought here until warmer weather.
said, “I do not think John Paine had an
pression she covered the situation at
RALPH H. HART
enemy in the world.”
Washington in a most concise manner
from the selecting by Prisident Hard t g
Alfred Vose came up from Liberty Jan.
in
Los Angeles,
of America s biggest men to sit with
Ralph H. Hart, who died
representatives of the fore.gn countries Calif January 23rd, was born in Belfast 22 with his brother Kenneth, who is attending Freedom Academy and on ac- I
concerned in the debates. Speaking withAugust 21, 1880, the youngest child of count of the gale that afternoon didn’t
out notes her entire discourse had an in
Hart. His return.
During the night he was taken
timale relation not met with in the press Gilbert and Josephine (Carter)
in ill and was obliged to remain at the dor
cove'ing the same ground. It would be youth and early manhood were spent
He has been ill for about two mitory for a week.
impossible to give a summiry of her talk Belfast
been able to attend to his
as the full text would not allow clipping, I years, but had
of Hallett &
Following the lecture she spoke inform i duties as a representative
betore his death.
Political Advertisement
ally on why Germany should pay and Davis until a short time
now in Roch
suggested that it would be a noble thing j A widow and two children,
H.
Mrs.
Eleanor
two sisters,
for the United States to cancel France’s es'er, N. Y
of
indebtedness to us. She also made some Gray of Belfast, Mrs. Annie H. Albee
three brothers, Capt. Justin
and
bri 'ht and very forceful statements about Bernard,
Lewis H.
the U. S. Senate and remarKed that it G. Hart of Philadelphia, Pa.,
Hart of Belfast and Alonzo C. Hart of
wis time for business men to displace the
Lawrence, Mass., survive him.
professional men in its membership.

MISS BOB

_

FEIHIFAKY

Ethel

carpenters.
WHITE. The B. H. S. Seniors
have selected their play, Miss Bob White,
and will present it in the Colonial Theatre,
Thursday, March hth. It is another of
the lamous John F. Rogers productions
and will be staged and coached by one of
their representatives, who will arrive
here later in the month. It is one of Raj^mond Hitchcock’s specials and is a musi
There are
cal comedy of three acts
about 12 characters and a number of
group and solo dances.

TH VESPA Y.

Icebergs

JOHNSON’S

overwhelmed by the flood of complipaid us and assure you that we are delighted, beyond measure, by the numbers of you
that took tne time and trouble to honor us with
your presence.
We

are

ments you

There is a wealth of inspiration in this manifestation of your approval of our efforts, which
confirms and supports our belief in the future
progress and prosperity of Belfast and Waldo
County—all of which places us under newer and
greater obligations to serve you than ever before.

Waldo Trust

Company

BELFAST
BROOKS

CASTINE

UNITY

_

obsolete and it seems to be good economy
to accept the highest bid made for them
and let them go to be broken op for
•CLTAST. THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 2, 1922 ; jnnk. Added to the above sales was the
I old battleship Brooklyn, the flagship of
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
I Hear Admiral Schley in the battle of

The Republican Journal

The

Republican

loumal Pub. Co. Santiago,
Another

built

ADVERTISING TERMS, r or one square,
inch lentfth in column, 50 cent* for
one week and 85 cent* for each subsequent
in Mexican waters during the Mexican
Insertion.
war in 1846 and 1847, and in the
In
advance,
Terms.
Civij
SUBSCRIPTION
S2.00 a year, $1.00 for six month*; 50 cent* war on blockade duty on the Gulf coast.
.for three month*.
Since then the has at times been used as
At public sale she was
a training ship.
Eleven other old and obsold for $237
QUOTATION
solete war vessels have been sold recentIa your spirit bowed by grief,
ly, some of them monitors which have
Try againbeen useless since 1865
Scrapping the
Rally quick for life is brief,
obsolete and useless is well underway.
Try again;
Every saint in yonder sphere,
We do not understand that this action
Borne through tribulation there,
on the part of the Navy Department is
Whispers in the anxious ear
due to the anticipated decision of the arOf each mortal in despair,
conference. It is a sort of
mament
Try again.
housecleaning which might well have
What though stricken to the earth,
been instituted several years ago.
Try again—
Up, as from a second birth,
Try again.
We notice that the Houae of RepresenYonder flower beneath the tread,
eliminated from the postal approtatives
is
foot
the
gone,
Struggling when
priation bill, an item providing about two
Riaing feebly in its bed.
Tells the helpless lookers-on
million dollars for aerial mail service.
Try again.
In our opinion Mr. Burleson should not
Guided by the hand of Right,
have spent a penny for that purpose,
Try again.
neither should Mr. Hays. Mr. Burleson’s
With Hope's taper for a light,
experiments caused the death of several
Try again.
men, two or three planes were burned
With a destiny like ours,
And that destiny to choose,
with all the mail carried in them and
With such God-creatsd powers,
several planes were completely wreckedAnd a Heaven to gain or lose,
Under Mr. Hays’ operation few lives
Try again.
—David Barker have been lost but seven planes have
crashed to earth although but two of
UNCLE SAM NOT A TIGHTWAD them were wrecked beyond repair. In
all, the planes wrecked are said to have
Some of the foreign newspapera are
It
about one
million dollars.
cost
selfish
is
saying that the United States
has been announced from Washington
and ia not doing its share toward the resthat the cost of carrying mail by the air
toration of normal industrial conditions
route was, at first, one hundred times
in Europe. They tell us that European
greater thun when carried by rail, jand
business is languishing for want of credit,
that so great improvement has been
and
meaning, of course, loans of cash
made that now the cost ia only sixty
long time credits for the varied products
times as great.
Until further and greatof the soil and of the factory. Evidently
er progress has been made in aeronautics
they do not consider the fact that our it woul 1 seem
to be wise to let the War
national government has, during the last
defense plans for arDepartment
develop
seven years, given them credits for more
my use and to let the War Department
busiour
and
that
than *10,000,000,000,
develop sea planes. The time may come
ness men during that time have bought
when mails will be carried by aviators
business
their
have
and
given
their bonds
one

men

credits for

*3,000,000,

at least.

Fur-

but at present it is neither necessary nor

economical.

thermore our capitalists are willing to
extend and are extending to foreign inThis year is a campaign year. The
dividuals and to foreign corporations all terms of 33 of our United States senators
financial
which
the
standing
the credits
will terminate on the fourth of March
of the borrower will justify. Just one
1923, and their successors will be chosen
this
conclusively.
will
prove
illustration
this fall. The terms of all the RepresentIn the year 1921 our exports were *4,5tX),atives in Congress, 435 in number will
900,000 and our imports were *2,500,000,- also terminate and their seats are to be
favor
in
our
The balance of trade
900.
In addition to this, State and
filled.
Of this balance we
was *2,000,000,000.
County elections are to be held. Before
and
in
gold
silver,
received *667,000,000
the fall elections there will be primary
and the remainder, *1,333,000,000, has
elections in most of our States, but Cona
acIt
is
"credit”
been
paid.
not yet
necticut, Delaware, New Mexico, Rhode
corded to the people who are complaining
Tennessee and Utah do not hold
Island,
of the selfishness of the United States
primaries but nominate by convention.
and her people. It was only yesterday Whoever wins in the
special election in
when we read that an American firm had the Third Maine District to fill the vacan■contracted to furnish railroad equipment
cy created by the resignation of Hon.
to Poland and extended credit thereon
John A. Peters will serve, under that
Foreign nalor a period of ten years.
elaction, only till March 4, 1923. Just at
tions and foreign business men cught to
there is no considerable interest
present
realize by this time that America has
in politics anywhere but the last of next
They ought
been their unselfish friend.
August there will belittle interest in anyto realize, also, that American purse
thing else.
deif
they
strings will be tightly drawn
mur against the refunding of the sums
During the last six months the expenses
owed to the American government, into of the national government have been relong-time bonds at such low rate of in- duced $700,000 and taxes have been reterest as will be offered.
duced to about that amount, thus bringing
us a

which

recently

little nearer to

normal,

but our enor-

public debt and the fact that our
We im- people expect the government to do a
come into use in this country.
to
ported it from France. We do not yet great many things which they ought
know how much it is going to cost us. It do themselves, and some things which
is not unlikely that the bloc will prove to ought not to be done by anybody, puts
for
be very expensive as a trouble maker, if normal conditions far out our .each
We fear that two or three
not in cash, not only in Congress, but in the present.
and
business. It will be found later on that American generations will live, toil
there are divers, sundry and many blocs, learn before our present difficulties have
but the Agricultural bloc is the one we been surmounted.
have in mind just now. It made its apGreat Britain seems to be threatened
pearance in the senate of the United
with trouble in India
Encouraged by
and
a
month
thoughtago,
States about
the advantage gained by the people of
ful people soon discovered that a bloc
Ireland, the Internationalist Party, otherwas a device to be used by politicians in
wise
known as the Independence Party,
Congress in trigging the wheels of the
has become very active.
It is said that
was
bloc
This
“Agricultural”
statesmen.
there
are more than a million men enonly in name. The sturdy, conservative
rolled in its ranks and that 11,000 British
and sane farmers of this country were
Indian
troops have joined the movement.
not in this bloc. A bloc in its true sense
If a formidable uprising occurs, Turkey
an
interor
faction
a
a
group,
is.merely
If
and Egypt will probably be involved.
...
This “Agricultural” bloc was a
India
in
trouble
Great
Britain
has
serious
who were out for the
group of politicians
the whole world will feel its effect.
votes of the farmers. A bloc of any sort
the senin
to
exist
allowed
be
not
should
Jake Brooks, a negro who worked in a
serve the
ate. Senators are elected to
house in Oklahoma City, was
scking
p
beat interests of all the people and to bow
Twelve days later,
14.
January
lynched
or interest
a servile knee to no group
two negroes and three white
five
men,
and vote
They were chosen to deliberate
who had been arrested for complicity
of a men
<»ot as politicians, but as statesmen
in the affair, were arraigned. They plead
that
some
.'high degree. We regret to say
guilty and were sentenced to life imprisRepublicans and some Democrats in the onment This is the way to put a stop
been
have
senate of the United States
No State which deals out
to lynchinga.
to say,
playing politics. We are glad
in this expeditious
to
lynchers
justice
however, that Senators Hale andFernald manner needs to be alarmed about what
The Kenne
are free from that charge.
will happen if the Dyer anti-lynching bill
bee Journal says:
becomes a law.
“Senator Moses asks a very pertinent
are
question. Why if “dirt” farmers
It ia proposed to negotiate a treaty beneeded on the Federal Reserve Board tween the United States and Germany to
aren’t they also needed in the agriculturhe create a joint commission to arbitrate
al bloc? That distinguished body,
one news- and settle the private damage claims
aays, is made up of 20 lawyers,
well digger. What
Germany. After the treaty has
paper editor and a
what against
the bloc needa ia an undertaker and
been negotiated it will of course go to the
in
farmers
“dirt”
are
the farmers need
Senate when the wind caves will o en in
place of lawyers to speak for them.
opposition, even if the treaty is a good
Bloc is

a

word

has

have been sold
Six of our war vessel*
will scrap them.
wnd the purchasers
are battleships,
Three of these vessels
Missouri and Wisconsin.
the Mr*—.
more than
Each of these vessels coot
for
sold
$80,000.
were
fS ,000,00a They
are on the
war vessels
other
Three
These
•action block *t this writing.
when they
all excellent war craft

-were

-•wete

built tut today they

are

mous

one.

Gen. Wood has told the Filipenos that
their government has too extravagant
i deaa and has recommended that they
c ut down their budget for public expenses
It is aaid
to the amount of $10,000,000.
that this recommendation waa not received with any enthusiasm, but, perthe
haps, we have not yet heard from
practicallv taxpayers.

ALWAYS SAHSHES
Colie,

m_

PROSPECT FERRY
his
Capt A. A. Ginn ia able to leave
to the house.
room, but ia still confined

WATCHFUL EYES
safeguarding the health of
and daughter and grandchildren. Grandma knows
are

son

41

visitor
Chester Webber was a business
in Belfast Saturday, Jan. 21.
at

STATE OF MAINE

Special Primary Election
For the Third

re-

Mrs. George Meservey, who has been
working in the Slate hospital at Augusthe
ts, is at hunie for the remainder of

Congressional District

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES to be voted for in the Special
Primary Election to be held February 13, 1922. in the Third Con-

gressional

LIBEK l'Y.

Carpenter,
Webb, Swanville; land in Swanville.
to
Alice A. Clark Heirs, Hampden,
land
Dorothy B. Secomb, Newton, Maas ;
and buildings in Islesboro. (Two deeds).

This famous old anodyne has
equal for Coughs, Colds,
Sore Throat, Grippe, Cramps,

Republican Candidates

program was earned out followed by
freshinents of cake and colTee, irom
which a sum of five dollars was realized.

and buildings in Belfast.
John W. Manson, trustee, Pittsfield, to
Blanche N. Morton, do.; land and buildings
in Burnham
Brooks, to Jennie R
E. A.

Doctor's Prescription
Internal and External
100 years of Success

District.

Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list 0{
candidates or a specimen ballot, FIVE TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
FRANK W. BALL, Secretary of State.
FINE.

Henry S. Stowers, Weymouth, Mass., winter.
William W. Smith et ah. Stockton
Donaid S. Walker and Mr. Weeks of
Springs; land in Stockton Springs
in the square to the right of the name of the person you
Samuel S. French, South Weymouth, New York are at the Hunt house for a Make a cross (X)
Mass., to Herbert L. Hopkins, Stockton few weeks. They are being cared for by wish to vote for.
Follow directions as to the number of candidates to be
Springs; land in Stockton Springs.
Miss Bridget Whalen, who has been
G.
marked for each office. Add names by writing or pasting stekers in blank
F. H. Cooper. Searsmont, to Everett
spending the winter in Belfast.
Fuller, do.; land in Searsmont
Do not erase names.
of such names.
EvMrs. Albert J. Skidmore left town for spaces and mark cross (X) to right
George A. Jackson, Searsmont, to
attend
to
erett G. Fuller, do.; land in Sears ont.
recently
New Haven, Conn.,
Vote for ONE
Orrin J. Dickey, Belfast, to George L. the marriage of her daughter, Gladys, to
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS
Northport.
in
land
Thomas, Newport;
Richard Combe ol New York.
Frank E. Boardman et als., Natick,
in
The Kennebec froze clear across at the
Mass., to George E. Grant, Hope; land
JOHN E. NELSON. Augusta
Reach, Bath, last week, so solidly that the
Lincolnville.
steamer Sabino was unsble to make her
to
George
Rockport,
G.
Athetia
Trulan,
afternoon trip to Ropham Beach, after
E. Grant, Hope; land in Lincolnville.
BLAINE S. VILES.
having broken through on I he up trip in
Timto
She made another attempt
Evelyn T. Fellows, Winterport,
the morning.
in
Winterport.
land
othy G. Fellows, do.;
Wednesday morning but again failed and
Leon E. Blake, Winthrop, to Ctarilla P. j sent for the cutter Oss.pee, which began
in
at 1.20 p in., to break up the ice, an easy
Blake, Frankfort; land and buildings
matter for that powerful boat.
Frankfort

no

Colic, Chills, Strains,

Mrs. \V. E. Dillingham of Naples, Maine j»ay8
Atwood MediWe have used your “E.F.
cine in our family for more thau eighteen
years and find .t a perleft remedy for sick
headache, and that tiled feeling. It i> mo^t
vnlualde f r v*oin <h ami bowel trouble
\\>
feel i' it v c. n havdly keep house without it.
with a large hot
will supply v
Your den!
tie for ft tv cents.—and you will find it an in
dispensable household medicine.
44L.tV’ MEDICINE CO., Portland. Maine

the Jas-

Millard York was a Sunday guest
Frank M Fairbanks. Pittsfield, to Cora
grandmother, Mrs. AuM. Fairbanks, do ; land and buildings in i the home ot his
York.
gusta
Unity.
Mrs. f heater Webber and Miss Daisy
Cemandel T. Kimball, Hope, to Fred B.
meeting held
Kimball, do.; land and buildings in l.iu- White attended the all-day
colnville.
by the Comet Urange in Swanville.
Brooks
Elmer H. Moore, Swanville, to Alice
Miss Doris Webber, a student of
M. Palmer, Monroe; land in Swanville
High School, and who has recently joinwent
George E. Grant, Hope, to John Grib- ed the Brooks Basket Ball team,
team onrribel, Philadelphia, Pa ; land in Lincoln- to Albion to play with the
ville.
day evening, January 20.
Carrie M. Quinnam. China, to Charles
entrr Church held a soThe Monroe
E. McManus, Lynn, Mass.; land in Pa- cial at the home of Mr. and Mrs. hphraim
lermo.
Haskell on Monday evening, January lb
About fifty people were present and ^
Nahum E. Burgin, Belfast, to Alden H.
I he usual
and Laura L. Robbins, Lynn, Mass ; land good time was enjoyed by all.

more

nine

on

per Webber lot.

1922:

about twenty three years ago.
was
the wooden sailing ship

She carried 16

Arthur Fllia is lumbering

The following transfers of real estate
.vere recorded in Waldo C ounty Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Jan. 26,

than 80 years ago.
inch guns and was, in
her early days, believed to be the strongS>he was
est fighting ship in the world.

"Dalr,”

BROWN. Editor

A. L

Remc'dyffor Sick Headache

MONKOE CENTRE

Transfers in Real Estate

1

Specimen Ballot

to

Cuts,

Durns and many other comtroubles. For more than
a
century generation after
generation has praised its
worth. All dealers. 25 and 50c.
mon

I

SWANVILLE CENTER
—

James Brown is in ooston visiting relatives.

E. H. Littlefield has three

men

Augusta

cutting

cord wood.
Mrs. Hollis Divoll is very ill with double pneumonia.

Holt,

Mr.
Keen

farm,

who bought I he Melissa Mchas a man and is cutting

LIBtRTY

wood.
Lawrence Brown, who had a toe amputated, is able to attend high school in

ley hospital,

at

home from the Tap-

where he

was

operated

on

Mrs. Margaret Verrill spent the weekend recently at the home of her sister,
Mrs. Walter Beal.,

A special meeting of Arbutus

The installation

cers

Leon Webster, who is a cripple
from infantile paralysis, has had a bad
attack of indigestion, but is much better.
great shock to all in town
when they learned of the sudden death

semi-public,

was

and

3. In 10 seconds the medical properties are
thoroughly mixed with water.

Matron;

Chaplain.

Mrs. Bina B-rry, Associate Conductress;
Mrs. Eva N. Ripley, Secretary; Miss

Treasurer; Mrs. Almatia
Vose, Chaplain; Miss Katherine Sanford,
Organist; Mrs. Jessie Luce, Ada; Mrs.
Ida Jackson, Ruth; Mrs. Ena Martin,

her late home Saturday at 1 o’clock, Mr.
Charles Sherman of Belfast in charge.
Rev. Wm. Vaughan of Belfast spoke very
feelingly words of comfort. The bearers

Hibbert, W’arder;

Leroy McKeen, E. H. Littlefield, R.
G. Robertson and Carl Webb. The flowers were many and beautiful. Her neighbors in Swauville and friends in Waldo
There
bought a very handsome piece.

Mr. Bert

Berry,

tron’s jewel.

After

j

banquet

E.

<io4)

the

installation

Granite Memorials

a

We have for your inspection a large stock
of finished work in all the leading granites.

B.

a

Wisconsin Mahogany Granite

short visit.

Hunt and H.

M.

Brown were

business visitors in Belfast recently.

is a new granite in this part of the country.
It is a beautiful dark red stone, exceeding-

Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Rand are in Boston
for

a

If you have friends,
they should have

few weeks’ visit with relatives.

The Turner Center Dairying Association are putting in their year’s supply of

your

ice.

Mrs. David Mahoney most royally entertained a party of twenty-two friends

Claide

Kelly,

been quite ill
is a little better

Benjamin Weston, who has .been ill tt
At 10.30 the home of W. S. Lowell, is gradually
No prizes offered.
played.
o’clock the attractive dining room was improving in health.
Quite a number of Unity citizens atopened, where most delicious refreshments were served, consisting of ice tended the funeral of W. L. Fairbanks,
cream, assorted cookies, hot coffee with held recently in Pittsfield.
cake; also confectionery, nuts and
Mrs. J. W. Sawyer of Fairfield has
Dnring the social hour there been in towm the past week, the guest of
oranges.
One of
was music and old time songs.
her brother, C. B. Mitchell.
•
features of the hour was a song by LaMrs. T. W. Reynolds was called to
forest Rankin, after which all took places
Portland recently by the death of her sisat the tables and played until a late heur.
ter’s husband, Alex Knowlton.
it
one
of
the
On leaving they pronounced
All town schools have opened for the
Mrs.L. S. Russ
best times of the season.
winter term with the same teachers ex-

serv-

school, which is being
taught by Mrs. C. B. Jones.

cept the Kelly

Winterport

MON HOE

days in
Cora Knowlton recently visited
friends and relatives in Bangor.

ly hard, takes

photograph.

of the best.

Tour friend* will appreciate
end cherish just the sort oi
picture* we make.

who has

for the past, two weeks,
at this writing.

neighbors Friday evening, Jan. 20lh.
The tables were placed and a most interesting game of progressive whist was
and

business

Aurora Rebekah Lodge of Belfast entertained the officers of this district Jan.

B.

18th.

Several from Loyal lodge attended
a pleasant time.

and report

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Nealley entertained
several guests Jan. 18'h.

Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Whitney and son
Clyde of Hampden Highlands were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Libby.

Morning Light grange held a profitable
Jan. 21st, with a large attendmeeting
CoBant,
Mrs. C. M.
first and Becond degrees were
The
ance.
Daley, Mrs. Amos Conant and Mrs. C.
A birthon a class of seven.
conferred
ot
the
a
meeting
W. Nealey attended
was presented to past master
cake
day
Monroe W. C. T. IT. at Mrs. Lizzie Hasby past master Parker. An
kell's in Monroe village, Friday P. M., Cleiqfnta
feature was carried out
surprise
unique
Jan. 20.
by Mrs. G. M. Twombly.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. White called on
Maine’s number of wireless telephonea
their daughter, M.ss Erma, at the village,
Jan. 24 and found her making a satisfac- is growing and the stories of wonderful
tory recovery from a sprained ankle sus- things heard through the air daily increase.
tained in an accident while sliding.
One of the most marvelous has just been
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Conant and Mrs. experienced by Mr. and Mrs. Preble and
C. B. Jewett were among those who went D. K. Hatch of Presque Isle, who last Sunto Belfast, Wed. evening, Jan, 18, to atday evening heard an entire church sertend the reception given Mrs. G. A.
New York. The nightly band
Palmer of Monroe, Vice President of the vice from
Rebekah Assembly, Mrs. Evelyn Frost of concerts are a source of delight, each selBelfast, D. D. President and others at ection, the applause and remarks of the
audience all being distinct.
Odd Fellows’ hall.
MrB.

Thomas

Mayors, bankers, lawyers, prominent
The many friends of Percy Harding
will bo pained to know that be ia serious- government, State and county officials,
Dr.
prominent business snd professional men
ly iH at his home. He is attended by
have endorsFoster of Bucksport and has a trained E and ministers of the Gospel
Tanlac. Read A Hills.
■urea from Bangor,-ed

Children Cry
I

FOR FLETCHER S

CASTO R 8 A

an

elegant polish and is

Dnioorn

Dairy Ration

them
Don’t think all feeds are alike and that any one of
will do as well as another. The leading dairymen are
DAIKi
fectly willing to pay the price for UNICORN
lor
RATION and they know they can’t get something

While they last at $2.50 per
cord; sawdust at $1.00 air

j*r-

cord, at the mill on Swan
Lake Avenuf, Belfast,

nothing.

Bore Milk

MILTON HILLS.

For Sale
The ten-room house with bath on Cedar
stieet, known as the Dorman residence.
Pleasantly located and in the best of repair. New hot water heater of the best
make. Double garage,hen bouse and about
three acres of laud. The lot extends from
Cedar to Court street and borders on Salmond street, with a fine view of the Bay.
B. H. MUDGETT,
Apply to
5ttf
Belfast, Maine.

Eelfast, Maine,

Near the end of the New Bridge.

Main Street, Belfast.

ltt

ETeryDay—TorMoreDiiy

WILKINS^

HALL &

on
can save money
your clothes with a Spencer
Corset.

YOU

1

May I
Kindly

Expert Piano Tuning
and Repairing
LLOYD D.

one

CALL AND SEE IT.

A. S. HEAL,

M. A. COOK’S S1UDI0

Mrs.

Jewett and Mrs. L. A.
White were guests at a 500 party given
Mrs. F. F. Palmer in Monroe Jan. 21.
C.

Cents

Mrs. F. M. Fairbanks of Pittsfield wt s

LINCOLNVIl LE.

were

Augusta

H. HiLE COMPANY. DETROIT

UNI IY.

ubof
Norman Jcnes entertained a
friends Jan. 20tn at checker playing. A
most enjoyable
evening was passed
Among the expert players of the evening
were Lloyd Thomas and N, W. Jones.

Mrs.

ERNEST L. McLEAN,

room.

in town last week for

Bangor recently.
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. York
visitors in Bangor, Jan. 20.

Druggists—SO

I——--

program of
readings and music was
given followed by refreshments in the

boys are to stay with their uncle, Eli !
Knowlton for the present.

few

W.

Vote for ONE

FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS

the test, and observe that in most instances
an hour or more is required for complete
d Integration.
Demand C. B. Q. Tablets in red box
bearing Mr. Hill’s portrait and signature.
At AII

;

names.

Chapter presented the retiring Matron,
Mrs. Minnie Sprague, with a Past Ma-

she.

a

}

breaking up.”

Tiius, Hill’s C. B. Q. Tablets act immedi- I
alely, give relief without delay and begin
checking Colds and La Grippe long before
ordinary tablets, by actual test, are abjirbtd by the stomach juices. To prove
this, subject other than C. B. Q. Tablets to

Senti-

Mrs. Helen C. Hurd in behalf of the

nel.

but few who loved flowers better than

Lyndon Nealey spent

i

Esther; Mrs. Gertrude Colby, Martha;
Mrs. Jane Mathieson, Electa; Mrs. Cora

were

WHITE’S CORNER,

or

Mrs. Ethel Sherman, Associate
Mrs. Clara Bagley, Conductress;

Susan A. Capp,

Make a cross (X) in the square to the right of the name of the person
Follow directions as to the number of candidates
you wish to vote for.
Add names by writing or pasting stickers in
to be marked for each office.
blank spaces and mark cross (X) to the right of such names. Do not erase

water.

Lula

Mrs.

Specimen Ballot

HILL’S

stalled were Mrs. Hattie Wing, Worthy
Matron; Walter D. Ludwick, Worthy

The

Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of
DOLLARS
or a specimen ballot, FIVE TO ONE HUNDRED
FRANK W. BALL, Secretary of State.

candidates
FINE.

Spot

2. Instantly the tablet begins disintegrating

j Patron;

The remains were put in the tomb
the two girls are
at Belfast until spring,
to stay with their relatives, Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. Kendall of Belfast, and the four

Marshal

as

as

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE to be voted for in the Special
Election to be held February 13, 1922, in the Third Congressional district.

C. B. Q. Tablets are best bj test.
Try this simple experiment:
1. Drop a C. B. Q. Tablet in a glass of clear

officers in-

Ludwick

est of work and by the help of the moth’
ers’ Aid, she was able to keep her family
together. Funeral services were held at

and Mrs. S. E. Churchill assisted in
ing refreshments.

Acts On The

District

Congressional

Primary

mscabuTquinine

guest.

one

Ripley,

N.

of Mrs. Sadie Bucklin with pneumonia.
It is a very sad death as she leaves six

CENTER

I

The work was finely
done by Past Matron Mrs. Jessie N.
Luce, assisted by Past Matron, Mrs. Eva
viting

a

After the
the youngest four years old.
death of her husband, by doing the hard-

One ReasonWhy

each member having the privilege of in-

Mr.

children without father or mother, the
oldest, a girl of fifteen, and very frail;

For the Third

Chapter-

O. E. S., was held at Masonic hall Jan.
20 for the purpose of installing the offi-

few days ago.

a

to

went

Skidmore

J.

cousin, Mrs. Ned Taylor.

Mrs. Arthur Ellis and two sons were in
Brooks visiting Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cun-

are

Special Primary Election

New
Haven, Conn., to be present at the wedding, of her daughter Gladys, who was
married Jan. 29th at the home of her
A.

Mrs.

for appendicitis.

was

STATE OF MAINE

home.

Fred Barden is

It

Democratic Candidates

Simplest

Donald Walker of New York City is in
town for a few weeks’ stay at the Hunt

Belfast.

ningham

0'vy'yfiis

an

why?
telephone l°r

call and tell you
write

or

appointment.

MRS. Isaac s. hills
tel. 72-23. R. 6 BELFAST
llegielered Spencer Coreet‘*rt

McKEEN,

BELFAST, MAINE.
Phone 126-4._ 41tf
\

8INOE 1882

I

At 72 Main Street, Belfast.

Charles R. Coombs
U ndertaker

FOR SALE
Lou>

price second nand parloi
and kitchen stoves.
J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

FINE HOME FOR SALK
o

f

Two story, modern frame bouse.
=
po»<
City water, t 4 acre of land.
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 rolle > ,ar roe"*
or
Excellent summer
office.
oRp

dwelling.
tf45

MAURICE W„»
P
Hayford Block.

FRANKFORT
Mr

Donlin

M. J.

FREEDOM.

Some Aspects of the
Farmers’ Problems

in Belfast re-

was

cently.
Mr. Harold Drake spent the week-end ;
n

Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Meade Allen have return-

ed to Old Town.
Mr.

cently

Leo
on

The Senior Drama is to be held in the
hall, Jan. 27.

grange

Mrs. Perly Allen waa the guest Jan. 2z
of her parents in Montville.

Claude Clement spent the weekend with
mother, Mrs. Ralph Clement.

t.eSan

Bangor

in

was

re-

By BERNARD M. BARUCH

business.

Mr. and
recent

Mrs John Boyd and family spent the
week end in Prospect.

—

of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs- Larrabee. daughter
Ernest Sprague, Bre in town,

Messrs. Judson Grant and W. H. McManus spent the week-end in Bangor.

and Mrs.
a
play MondaV
The High School gave
Jan. 23, which every one enjoyed.

night,
was held
Asocial dance
The proceeds
program.

at

fying.

\ed

a

were en-

The order of Eastern Star serin their hall.

officer

R. W.

was

Grand

L Sprague
by P. M. Ernest
Marshal and Rev. William L. Lewallen as
Grand Chaplain. Entertainment Dean’s
orchestra. The program was as follows:
opening of Lodge, music, march, selection
as

Dean's orchestra, installation of Master;
recital, Mrs Melvin Trimm; installation
of wardens, treasurer and secretary; piano
aolo, Martha Smith; installation of remaining officers; vocal solo, Mrs. Harry
Pendleton; charge; recital, Dr Larrabee;
presentation of Jewels; vocal solo, Mrs.
The officers are:
Harry G. Pendleton.
Worshipful Master, Leslie E. Smith;
Senior Warden, Horace W. Sprague;
Lloyd K. Pendleton;
Junior Warden,
Treasurer, Edwin A. Lames; Secretary,
Harry P. Leavitt; Chaplain, Frank W.

Marshal,

Sherman;

Elmer

L.

Pendleton;

L. Sprague; Junior
Senior Deacon, E
Deacon, Melvin F. Grover; Senior Stewnest

ard, Fred L. Sprague; Junior Steward,El
M. Beckett; Tyler, Wiibur P. Fairfield. After the installation of officers
cake, coffee and ice cream were served in

ton

[the

dining

minutes

room,

was

after refreshments

a

few

spent in community singing

of old songs which every one enjoyed immensely. The orchestra then went to the
town

hall where every

dance.
success

one

followed for the

The evening was voted a huge
by every one who attended Sev-

eral of the dances were old fashioned

ones

and nobody had a chance of being slightThe ball was brilliantly lighted by

ed.

blue and white.

We’ll say

gone to

who has been
Fairfield for

sumer.

red,

up a very efficient marketing
The grain, cotton, and toagency.
bacco farmers, and the producers of
hides and wool, because of their numbers and the vastness of their regions,
and for other reasons, have found
Integration a more difficult tusk;
though there are n ov some thousands

built

bury; P., Ernest Averill; M. W., Alva
K. of B. S., F. L. Hopkins; M. F.,
M. NickJudson Hopkins; M. E., F.

Hall;

that the

Masons know how to entertain!

erson;

iM.

A.,

Albert

I.

Kingsbury;
G.,
Jr.; O.

Stevens,
G.,
MUKkiLL.
Following the installation
James Snow.
the Knights grand chief of the grand
Mrs. Eugene Allan of North Sedgwick of
lodge of Maine, Jennie Dockham, assistb stopping for awhile with her
parents, ed by Mabel Cook as grand senior and
lev. and Mrs. Nathan Hunt.
Maud Hopkins as grand manager, in a
manner ins ailed the officers of
pleasing
Mrs.
Mr. and
George Dow were recent
Elite Temple, Pythian Sisters: P. C., Loisitors at her pareuts, Mr. and Mrs. CVelzora Nickerson; E. S.,
ra Clark; M. E
1. Knowltun, in Liberty.
Sophia Ireat;
Zetta McLaughlin; K.
and C.,
K
M. of
Mr. and Mrs. James Mears left for M., Laura Alley,
M.
P., Arlene
Jennie
Batehelder;
•ewistou last week to pass the rest of
G., Ida
Nellie Heagan;
Clark; P.,
he winter with Mr. Mears’ uucle, Mr. Maddocks.
Poliowing the ceremon
les interesting remarks were made by the
ilton Neal.
installing officers ami others. Music lor
Mrs. Annie Sheldon seems to be a little the
evening was furnished by Miss Jenlore comfortable.
A banquet ill the dining
She was remembered nie Batehelder.
hall below and a short time spent socialV a Sunshine bag that certainly brought
y closed a very pleasant evening.
unshiue into her sick room.
F.

Primary school closed last week, Miss
essie ^ oung of
Liucolnville, teacher,

E.

farmer’s co-operative elevators,
warehouses, creameries, and oilier enterprises of one sort and another, with

of

billion dollors a year.
They are giving ttie farmers business
experience and training, and, so fur
as
they go, they meet the need of
honest weighing and fair grading; but
they do not meet the requirements of
rationally adjusted marketing in any
a

j

(Boston Post)
In a recent address, Howard Elliott, forPacitic
mer president of the Northern
Railroad, made the interesting statement
Orethat as owner of an apple orchard in
V days.
the best grade of
gon, where he grows
one cent apiece at the
ifonesty orange entertained Riverside fruit, he receives
the sime apple costs at the
orchard,
jrange,
Belfast, Wednesday evening, i New York fruit store* and stands any’an. 18. Representatives from 6
to 13 cents.
granges ! where from eight
kere present.
Costly travel, is it not? Who gets the
The officers of the host
railroad
money? Mr. Elliott says that the the Atrange were very
gracefully installed by ] fare
from Oregon to
said
apple
for
Ars. Annie Aborn of
Sunlight Grange, lantic coast is only three-quarters of a
to 13 cents, or
inox, assisted by Mr.
Aborn, Edwina cent. That leaves from six of
prolit, to be
•erry, Ernest Bowen and Lucy
several hundred per cent
Blood, accounted for somehow. Who gets itr
nd were aa followa:
M., James WoodThe same question applies here is Bosmy; O., Leo Jackaon;
Lecturer, Bertha ton, where the same excessive prices for

,

leafs; S., Delbert Paul; A. S., Frank Western apples are charged. Who "hogs”
Irown; Chap., Hattie Paul; G.K., Vaughn the money? Not the grower aud not the
yailroadg.
latch; Treas, James
Harding; Sec'y,
EutnDow; Minnie Hatch, Emma Woodj
Thomas s. b. watbkMAN.
ufy, Ada Jackson, lady otliceraj Florance
died Monday,
Watebrtan
B.
S.
irown, L. A. S. Supper and a good
Thomas
proram filled out the
Jan
23, at the home of his daughter,
evenittg.
D. Shute on Waldo Avenue,

"There are many increaaing Indications
hat this nation is at the beginning of a
ireatiy increased prosperity. There has
•ten a drastic deflation of all kinds of

aerchandise,

which appears to be com-'
are many things selling bethe cost of production.
There is a
arge reserve of money in the banks. The
•tt of interest has declined.
Every appearance
indicate* that business has
eached a stable foundation. There has
been a complete economic internation1
readjustment, but the foundation lias
*en laid for it in the
existence of the
“Pf1 complete and friendly understanding
•hich ever existed between the nations
the world.
The Washington Coufcroce made a
remarkable contribution to
'i* end.
The period of reaction is done,
a* time for
prosperity is at hand. The
conditions have been completed.
®
Ahis
let the faith of man add pros.,‘*

ileted. There

ow

ferial

ro RfcDUCG POSTAL T.XPfc'NSfcS

iO^f* ?osl°fiice

Department has selected
*arger postoflices for inspection
r t*> ascertain
if the service is sat«f»
and whether reorganization may
ected that will result in many
icon
**thout lowering the quality
if
**rv*ce.
Many of the postoflices
Sx
to meet war time conditions are
•till
run ou that basi>.
Inspections
lo
indicated that considerable
iavit.“,Ve
,BM “>•» be
made.

Ik011®*

Smi*1?1

Children Cry
?0R FLETCHER’S

castor

I a

Mrs. Grace Mason and Mrs. Christie Shute of Belfast and Ralph .WaterHe was
man of Northport survive him.
a respected citizen and had many friends
The
in his home town and in this city.
funeral was held at the chapel in Grove
Rev.
cemetery Jan. 24 at 2. p. m. with
William Vaughan of East Belfast offici-

dren,

ating

_

USE SLOAN’S TO T
i WARD OFF PAIN
aches grow into big pains
unless warded oil by an applicaRheumatism,
tion of Sloan’s.
neuralgia, stifT joints, lame back won t
figiit long against Sloan’s Liniment.
For more than forty years Sloan’s
Liniment has helped thousands, the
world over. You won’t be an exception. It certainly does produce results.
It penetrates without rubbing. Keep
this old family friend always handy
for instant use. Ask your neighbor.
At all druggists—35c, 70c, $1.40.

LITTI.E

SloariS
Liniment

of

a

large and fundamental way.
The next step, which will be a pattern for other groups, is now being
prepared by the graln-ralsers through
the establishment of sales media which
shall handle grain separately or col-

the individual farmer may
It is tills step—the plan of the
elect.
Committee of Seventeen—which lias
created so much opposition and Is
thought by some to he in conflict with
Though there Is
the anti trust laws.
now before congress a measure de-

j

Mrs. Alfred
with pneumonia.
after a short illness
71
Mr Waterman was born in Northport
P. and DoroYea ft! ago, the sou of Henry
all of
thy (Herrick) Waterman. Nearly
Ilia life was spent in what is known as the
or
Woodbury district, but for a number
in general
years he had been employed
His widow, formerly
work in Belfast.
Miss Imogene Abbott, their three chil-

turn-over

lectively.

APPLE'S COSTLY TRAVEL

upils not absent during fall and winter
erms-20 weeks—Elson, Harold and Robin Blood. Edna Daggett absent 14
days,
Juanita White 2 days, and Velma Blodgett

ICE PRESIDENT COOLIDtiE
SA»S:

Nor dees the steel corporation
Its products on

inconsiderately dump

of Mt. Waldo Lodge, Knights of Pythias:
C. C., B. f. Grant; V. C., Everett Kings-

white and blue with the Masonic emblem
in

Hopkins,

has

Prospect

slectric lights and very prettily decorated
the high school students and teachers.

By

Tne effect of the decorations were

health,

the market.
On the contrary, it so
acts that it Is frequently a stabilizing
Dr. and Mrs, F. P. Laffir of Ellsworth,
Influence, as Is often the case with othformerly of this town, are receiving con- er large organizations. B Is master of
gratulations on the birth of a son, Charles Its distribution ns well as of Its production. If prices are not satisfactory
Allen.
the products are held hack or producMr. Arthur Turner received last week' tion Is reduced or
suspended. It Is not
from Blue Bulge Kennels, Blue Bulge,
compelled to send a year's work to the
Ja,, what he considers a very valuable market at one time and take whatever
It can get under such circumstances.
coon dog.
It has one selling policy and its own
E.
Mr.
John
Nomination papers for
exp rt department.
Neither are the
Nelson to succeed Congressman Peters grades and qualities of steel determinthe
ed at the caprice of the buyer, nor does
have been circulating in town during
past few weeks. His name is received the latter hold the scales. In this single integration of the steel corporation
very favorably.
Is represented about 40 per cent of the
been
visithas
Supt. F. M. Nickerson
steel production of America. The rest
ing his schools by train during the past
Is mostly In the hands of a few large
week. Several of them can be reached companies.
In
ordinary times the
short distance
steel corporation, by example, stabilizes
in this way by walking a
all steel prices. If this is permissible
from the stations.
(it Is even desirable, because stable
Business at the station is quite brisk.
and fair prices are essential to solid
Cars are daily being loaded with pulp
and continued prosperity) why would
Men have been
wood and other lumber.
it be wrong for the farmers to utilize
central agencies that would have simivery busy for some time harvesting their
ice.
The ice is of good quality and the lar effects on agricultural products?
like that Is what they are
weather and traveling have been very Something
at.
aiming
favorable.
Some farmers favored by regional
Church services were held as usual last compactness and contiguity, such as the
cltrus-frult-raisers of California, a!
Sunday, our regular pastor, Mr. C. H.
found a way legally to
Clark from Bangor Theological Seminary ready have
their products Intemerge and sell
occupying the pulpit. A greater interest
grally and In accordance with seasonal
and
school
in
the
created
Sunday
is being
local demand, thus Improving
and
more members are being added. A church
their position and rendering the consumer a reliable service of ensured
supper was given Saturday evening, Jan.
quality, certain supply, and reasonable
28th, fr in 5.30 to 7.30.
and relatively steady prices.
They
A joint installation open to the familhave not found It necessary to resort
ies of the members was held in K. P. hall
to any special privilege, or to claim
Tuesday evening, Jan. 17, when district any exemption under the anti-trust
deputy grand chancellor F. L. Ward of legislation of the state or nation. Withinstalled the following officers out removing local control, they have

A. Nichols assisted

|) G. M. Warren

ill

the guest of

few days.

a

On Tuesday evening of last week a
public whist party was held for the benefit of thj public library.

of the Masons Island
The installation
in their hall last
was held
lodge, No. 89
I9th at 7 30
evening, Jan.

n

was

Mrs. Loville (Juigley and Mrs. Ear*
Kay were business visitors in Bangor
Monday

clam chowder supper

Thursday
o’clock. The installing

Donlin

treatment.

held a free dance in
Tne Hoard ot Trade
Tuesday night. Music was
the town hall
orchestra and the
furnished by McKeens’

tertained.

J.

Mrs. Margaret

satisin

of Commerce
Belfast Chamber

M.

Mrs

friends in Old Town for

the end of the

were verv

IV. Continued
As Bn example of Integration, take
the steel Industry, In which the model
Is the United States Steel Corporation,
with its Iron mines, Its coal mines, its
lake and rail transportation. Its ocean
Teasels, Its by-product coke ovens. Its
blast furnaces. Its open hearth and
Bessemer furnaces, its rolling mills. Its
tube mills and other mnnufaiAurlng
processes that nre carried to the highest degree of finished production com
pntlhle with the large trade It has
built up. All this Is generally conceded to be to the advantage of the con-

Snow has effectually stopped all traffic
except on the Atlantic highway.

signed
the

to

as

eleay

up d ntht on this point,
are not relying on

grain-producers

from anti-trust legislaThey desire, and they are entitled. to co-ordinate their efforts just
as effectively as the large business inIn
terests of tlie country have d me.
connection Trltft ;he selling organization., the United States Crain Crowers
Incorporated Is drafting a scheme of
financing Instrumentalities and auxiliary agencies which are indispensable
to the successful utilization of modern
business methods.
It Is essential that the farmers
should proceet} gradually with these
of
plans, and aim to avoid the error
scrubbing the; Existing marketing mftciiinery, Vhlch has been so laboriously
built up by long experience, before
they have a tried and proved substior
tute
supplementary mechanism.
They inus^ be careful not to become
enmeshed In their own reforms and
lose the perspective of their place In
the national system. They must guard
any
tion.

immunity

against fanatical devotion to new doctrines, and should seek articulation
the general economic system
with
Vather than its reckless destruction as
it relates to them.

Mrs. James Jackson returned home
Jan. 21st, from Massachusetts where ahe
has be.m visiting the past month.
Mr. and

Tyler’s

In spite of all the rough weather the
week, the sale at Eflie M. F'lye’s was
Some people knew a
patronized.
good sale when they saw it.

People of Freedom was shocked, when
the news came that Stanley Stevenson
had passed from this life to the higher
life. He was a member of the alumni at

such as any union of far ler*
be at best, cannot he so arbitrarily ami promptly controlled as a
great corporation.
The one Is a lumbering democracy and the other an agile
autocracy, in the second place, with
all possible power of org nlzarlon, the
farmers cannot succeed to any great
extent, or for any considerable length
of tltne. In fixing prices.
The great
law of supply and demand works In
various and surprising ways, to the
undoing of the best laid plans that
attempt to foil It. In the third place,
their power will avail the farmers
nothing If It be abused. In our time
and country power is of value to Its
possessor only so long as It Is not
abused. It Is fair to say that I have
seen no signs In responsible quarters
of a disposition
to dictate prices.
There seems, on the contrary, to be a
commonly beneficial purpose to realize
a stability that will glv-> an orderly
and abundant flow of farm products
to the consumer and ensure reasonable
and dependable returns to the pro-

Freedom Academy

and

demand,

offer

a

timely

when attending

Supper

served

was

Light

(St. Louis

Liocrrr & Mrins Tobacco Co.

THE

Republican)

Sargents.
Waldo.
Brooks.
Knox.
Thorndike.
Unity.

7
7
7
7
7
7
8

Winnecook
Burnham Junction....Ar.

01
14
29
36
45
57
05

12
1
1
1
1
1
2

NEW FOX

SUNBEAM 18

One-Pipe Furnace

The winter time table of the BelfastBurnham R. R. is as follows:
Stations
A. M. P. M.
Belfast.Lv.
6 45
12 30
Point.
6 50
12 35
City

remembered that, although representing une-thlrd of the Industrial product
and half the total population of the
nation, the rural communities ordinarily enjoy hut a fifth to a quarter of
the net annual national gain. Notwithstanding the taste of prosperity that

Installed in Your house for $150.
This furnace is ALL CAST IRON and
first-class in every respect. We believe it to be the best Furnace Value
ever offered.

46
02
17
30
40
50
10

Made also in

]

quality

volume,

in diet that aids healthful

Scott’s Emulsion
quality-food that
need to help tide

a

Call

a

times of weakIt’s rich in the
ness.
precious vitamines.

us.

GOODHUE &

many

V' P

over

a

We aim to be most up-to-date in our
b-. eneginering ani are always glad to ex£ plain why and how your home can best
v
and most inexpensively be heated.

growth.
is

Furnaces

Pipe

heating apparatus for
your home you are buying a machine
(not simple merchandise), to perform a
ceitain function which, in order to be
successful, must be adapted to the particular needs of and must be built for
that particular house or building.
When you buy

-QUffiLITY-FOODI
but
It’s
not

pouch!

of Home

The light of home’s a wondrous light,
So tender in its shining,
So soft it follows through the night,
Our weary road outlining;
Though lonely and for years we roam
Far from the ones who love us,
Yet ever shines the light of home
Like God’s grace spread above us.

should be prepared to go
ulation,
a long way In assisting the farmers to
get an equitable share of the wealth
they produce, through the Inauguration of reforms that will procure a
continuous and Increasing stream of
farm products. They are far front getting a fair share now.
Considering
his capital and the long hours of labor
put In by the average farmer and Ills
family, he Is remunerated less than
any other occupational class, with the
possible exception of teachers, religious and lay. Though we know that
the present general distress of the
farmers is exceptional and is linked
with the Inevitable economic readjustment following the war. It must he

from the

o’clock by

at seven

the supper committee: Bertha Bryant>
Edna Knowlton and Grace Clark.

we

Phone 216-12

J\ {I

44 Main

CO.,

Street, Belfast, Maine.

AT ALL DRUG STORES

PRICE. 31.20 and GOc.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
-ALSO MAKERS OF-

or

Granules)

!i£? INDIGESTION
21-1 lsk
,

products?

the agricultural sltua
tion with a view to its Improvement,
we shall be most helpful if we maintain a detached and judicial viewpoint,
remembering that existing wrongs maybe chiefly pn accident of unsymnietrlea'l economic growth instead of a creation of malevolent design and conspira-

the army rejects
THOUSANDS OF MEN
on

account of their teeth.

To keep the teeth sound
aud gums firm end
healthy, form the
d.iir b.bit of

Altar

etch meal

brushing

..

and

them
with
__

on

retir-

ing. to inhibit
growth of b«otaria

ProWe Americans
cy
pronej
fessor David t’riduy well says in his

$0 and 60c at jour Druggist
tub ANTIDoLOR MFQ. CO.

intent bePrices,” to seek a “criminal
ecohind every difficult and undesirable
can
I
situation."
nomic
positively asof
sert from my contact with men
large affairs, including bankers that,
are endeavoring to
as a whole, they
fulfill as they see them the obligation^
That go with their power, Preoccupied
with Hie grave problems and heavy
tasks of their ywn immediate afTulrs,
they have not turned their thoughtful
their construcpersonal attention or
to the deficiencies of agriabilities
tive
Agrlcultural business organization.
suffers from
culture. It may be said,
rather
their preoccupation and neglect
than from any purposeful exploitation
to
They ought now to begin
bv them
farmers’ difficulties,
to the

BIND SAPMLI TUBS Mil

as

and
admirable book. "Profits, Wages

their own.
contacts with
On tlie other hand, my
me with respect
the farmers have tilled
their pafor them-for their sanity,
Within the last
tlenee their balance.
are

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

M Main

8t., Spriugellle. H. Y.

Addreaa.„r^?^l.—.

BIG MONEY FOR AGENTS
GET ottr prOVfen formula for the making of
4,Kole Saver/’ Saves 80 per cent of the users coal
bill. UtfOd on either hard or soft coal. Can easily
be made at home at a profit of 300 per cent. Coal
consumers grasp the opportunity to buy. Establish
a permanent business supplying homes,large build
Ings and factories. Further particulars upon re6t4
questenclosing stamp for reply.

HOUSEHOLD CHEMICAL CO.
180 E. 3rd St.

St.

Paul, Minn.

Waldo, as Dec. 24. 1921. The said libelant
made oath that the above allegation as to the
residence of the libelee is true.
H. C BUZZELL.
Befere me.
Justice of the Peace.

[US.]

WANTED
Second

Kitchen

Box

185,

Range

Belfast, Maine

Trucking
to do all kinds of truck-

I am prepared
Furniture and piano moving I
ng.
specialty. Leave orders at the stable,
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.

Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 W aldo Avenue, Belfast

Dr. A. M.

DENTIST
Building

TELEPHONE 336-3

27tf

GRAY HAIR
Indigestion Stops Quick
relievt

by
U>»u>utMaM.

'or i‘J cent*

Building

As-

sociation, Belfast,
DECEMBER 13, 1921.
Ralph H. Howes, President.
Selwyn Thompson, Vice President.
C. W. Wescott, Secretary and Treasurer.
Directors—Ralph H. Howes, V, A. Simmons,
Selwyn Thompson, Ralph D. Southworth. Wilmer J. Dorman, Ben D. Field, John R. Dunton.
Fuller C. Wentworth. C. W. Wescott.
Organised January 21, 1891.
LIABILITIES
Accumulated capital.'.$ 88.620
Guaranty fund.
4,134
Matured shares. 24,277
Bills payable. 17,600

60'
82
88
OO
138 97
4.298 82

Due on loans
Profits.

1138,96347

RESOURCES
Loans on mortgagej of real eatate..$138,716 4*
222
Cash..
90
30 lv
Other resources.

3138,968 47
Number of shareholders. 204
129
Number of borrowers.
Number of shares outstanding.1,488
802
for
loans....
Number of shares pledged
Number of loans..*.. 149
FRED F. L4WRENC E.
Brnlt Commas oner

Eastern ninuMi Lises,Inc.
BAN 60K LINE

bs.

Judicial Court in Vacation.
Belfast, January 17th, A. L>. 1922
Upon the annexed writ and libel.it is ordered
by me, the undersigned, a Justice of said Court,
mat notice be given to the Libelee by publishing an attested copy of the same, or an
abstract thereof, together with this order
thereon, three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast.in the County of Waldo.tbe last publication
to be sixty days at least before the next term
of said Court, to be holden at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the third Tuesday 'of
April next, that she may then and there
and answer thereto, if
appear in said Court
CHARLES J. DUNN,
she Bee lit.
Justice Supreme Ji dicial Court.
A true copy of Libel, and Older of notice
8w2
thereon.
Attest: JAMES H. CILLEY, Clerk.

Notice of foreclosure

Lothrop

Colonial Theatre

Waldo

Belfast Loan and

Supreme

State price first letter.

In Use For Over 30 Years

Mi-O-Na Stomach Tablets
01
biliousness, dizziness and indigestion,
Ask A. A. Howe. & Co.
money back.

WALDO. SS.
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be holden at Belfast,
within and for the County of Waldo, on the
third Tuesday of April, in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and twenty-two:
HERBERT F. ALLIE of Frankfort, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, respectfully libels and^gives this Honorable Court to
be informed: that he was married to Amelia
Allie of Bangor, in the County of Penobscot
and Slate of Maine, at Bridgeport, Connecticut, on tb$ »eveutetlltb day of June, A. D.
1903; thai thej cohabited in tbis Stste after
their said marriage; that your libellant hss
ever been faithful to his marriage obligations,
but that the asid libellee has been unmindful
of the same; that on the fifteenth day of August. A, D. .1918; ®he utterly darted you*
*h«J has
ilbelisnt without Maldha'bl*
continued said Utter desertion for three consecutive yehrfe next pHor to the filing of this
libelj that one child has been born to them
during their said marriage, now living, vis:
Phillip E. Allie, sixteen years old.
W'herefore your libelant prays that a divorce
from the bonda of matrimony between himself and the said libelee, may be decreed, and
that the care and custody of their minor child
may be given to him.
And the libelant further alleges that he has
used reasonable diligence to ascertain the
present residence of said libelee. Put is unable to do so, and does not know where it is.
Dated at Belfast. Me., December 24, 1921.
(Signed) HERBERT FREEMAN ALLIE,
Libelant.

STATE OF MAINE.

Hand

Statement of the Condition of the

STATE OF MAINE

IIS

♦M
(Tablets

examining

which they must realize

A smoke from the
plug is worth two

M. E. C., Myra Murch; E. S., Susie
Clement; E. J., Fannie Bellows; M. of R.
& C., Bertha Banton; M. of F., Anna Bryant; M. of T. Mae McDonald; P. of T.
Della Flye; G. of O. T., Ethel McDonald.

In view <rf the supreme Importance
to the national well-being of a prosperous and contented agricultural pop-

respond

plut

cers:

ducer.

are

3-ounce

The
District Deputy Grand Chief
Maud Mudgett made her official visit at
Juanita Temple, Jan. 18th.
She also installed for the t emple the following offi-

we

supply

and

the Academy as a student, he was highly
respected and loved by all his school
friends.

'and

have a common interest with the
farmer In his attempts to attain a degree of efficiency In distribution corresponding to his efficiency In production?
Do not the recent fluctuations
in the May wheat option, apparently
unrelated to normal Interaction of

the guests or Mrs.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Emmons.

past
well

V
! year,
particularly at a meeting
To take a tolerant an' sympathetic
Kansas State Board of
the
by
paiied
for
bet;
view of the farmers’ strivings
at another called by
and
Agriculture
ter things Is not to give a blanket
of Seventeen. I have
I
Committee
the
endorsement to any specific plan, and
.d the new
many of the leaders
still less to applaud the vagaries of ; met
n all
I
testify
and
farm movement,
of their leaders and groups.
some
to
that they are endeavoring
!
sincerity
the
other
on
hand,
should
Neither
we,
not as protheir
problems,
with
deal
bitter
agitation,
allow the froth of
class interest, not
moters of a narrow
false economics, and mistaken radicalof the hapless consumer,
as exploiters
ism to conceal the facts of the farmmonopolists, hut as
not as merciless
ers’ disadvantages, and the practlcabil
on the improvement
bent
ment
Ity of eliminating them by well-con- honest common weal.
,f the
sidered measures. It may be that the
meet such men
AVe can and must
farmers will not show' the business
1 heir
such a cause toif way.
and
wise
leaderthe
sagacity and develop
is our business the nations
hut
business
sound
plans;
ship to carry through
business._._
that possibility docs not justify the
obstruction of ,tlielr upward efforts.
We, as city people. see 'n high and

prices,
manipulated
speculatively
spoilage, waste, scarcity, the results
of defective distribution of farm products.
Should it not occur to us that

Tyler spent the

Brooks,

Fred Nichols and son, Eugene have
been getting out the lumber for Fred N.
Flye’s new shed to be built in the spring.

must

the farmers had during the war, there
is today a lower standard of living
among the cotton farmers of the South
than in any other pursuit in the country.
In conclusion, it seems to me that the
farmers are chiefly striving for a generally beneficial Integration of their
business, of the sumo kind and characIf It
ter that other business enjoys.
should he found on examination that
the attainment of this end requires
methods different from those which
other activities have followed for the
same purpose should we not sympathetically consider the plea for the
right to co-operate, if only from our
own enlightened self interest, in obtaining an abundant and steady flow ojE

Mrs. Horace

weekend in

tion,

in

Carter.

Thelma Clement waa the guest for a
few days recently of her cousin, Gertrude Jackson.

proof of Hie need oT some such ST
Izlng agency as the grain growers have
In contemplation?
It Is contended that, If their
proposed organizations he perfected and
operated, the farmers will have In
their hands an Instrument that will be
capable of dangerous abuse. We are
told that It will be possible to pervert
It to arbitrary and oppressive pricefixing from Its legitimate use of ordering and stabilizing the flow of farm
products to the market, to the mutual
benefit of producer and consumer.
I
have no apprehensions on this point.
In the first place, a loose organiza-

fajm

Mrs. Ralph Carter were the

guests of their sou, C. P

son:

Some folk* call thi*
whittlin' tobacco
old-fashioned, but
they don’t know
where the honey is!”

Miss Mary Bennett has been helping
EfTie M. Flye take account of stock.

(Reprinted from Atlantic Monthly)

Miss Gladys Erskine spent the weekend with frie.ids in Wmterport.

ISLES60R0

“Listen,

his

>

Quickly rostered to it
nature), original color in a
few days with Mildredina
Hair Remedy. It is not
dan Jruil
0 a dve. Removes
w
and uittk-s the hair clean,
abundant
nod
fluffy,
beautiful. Sample mailed
Tbo Mildred bouiae VC. Meider 48.

Herbert E. Harrington of SwanWaldo and State
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the
D.
A.
1920, and reof
December,
sixth day
corded in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds
Book 884, Page 466, conveyed to me,;the undersigned. a certain parcel of real estate situate
in said Swanville, in the County of Waldo,
with the buildings thereon standing, and bounded as follows:—On the north by a atone wall
an the east
on line of land of Dan Reinburg;
by land of Mrs, Charles Bruce; on the south
so
called; and on the
by theSOak Hill Road,
west by land of George H, Wahl; and being
the same premises conveyed to me by Lottie
Wyman by her deed dated Jan, S, 1999; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Dated this seventeenth day of January. A.
LILLA HATCH PEARSON.
0,1922.
3w«
B. * T.

WHEREAS
ville, in the County of

W1N1EK

SlhtELLfe

During the clone of navigation at Bangor,
wi i
leave W interport
on Mondays and Thu~sd.*ya at 10 a. m,. Bucksfor Camden,
m
2
Belfast
at
12
p.
noon,
port
Rockland and Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesday*, and Fridays at 5 p.m. Leave Rockland Wednesdays
and Saturdays. 4 80 a m„ Can.den 5 15 a m.t
Belfast 6.45 a. m, for Bucksport, and 'Winter-

Steamship BELFAST

port.
At

Boston connection is made via the Metexi-resa freight steamers fo*
York and points South and West.
GEO. E. DUNTON. Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

opolitan Line
New

SLEIGH FOR SALE
INQUIRE OF

J. H.ULLEY, Belfast.

Second-Hand Sleigh
FOR SALE.

d. Austin

MoKe#n|B#Mk»t

8ALE8MAN
oolieit onion ter
- —

to
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WANTED

hark«»te«
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CtavaMai. Ofcte-

Catarrh Means

Colonial 2S&* One Night Only,

Impure Blood
It i* a Constitutional Disease.

When it affects the

nose and
throat and becomes chronic it
weakens the delicate lung tissues,
deranges the digestive organs, and
It immay lead to consumption.
pairs taste, smell and hearing.
Take Hood's Sarsaparilla, which
by purifying the blood removes
the cause of the disease, ahd gives
permanent relief.
“I had catarrh of the head nnd
stomach, and dreadful ringing
noises in my ears. 1 decided to
Hood’s
Sarsaparilla: my
try
health improved wonderfully, and
I adopted Hood’s Sarsaparilla ns
airs. M.
mv family medicine.’’
Jennev Shaw. St. Johns, Ohio.

Christine A. Jones,

Pays
on

YOU unit,

yjr

PICTURE

Mol hers

mu-v

HOM' SHALL YOU
_

Married?

HOW MUCH

ir^N

DECEPTION
SHOULD A

4?

WIFE TOLERATE
ON THE PART
HER,
OF

Are Yon

Contemplating
Marriage ?

2 Per Cent Interest

checking

WOMtif WASTED ///
The L/ves Of A Mill/on
ARE

Are You

Manager

NO ( A MOVING

NO CHILDREN ADMITTED

NOT A MOVING PICTURE

BROOKS BRANCH

6

of Tremendous Human Appeal
Sensation
Amazing
Startling

The

BELFAST, MAINE

Monday, Feb.

RETAIN THE LOVE
OF YOUR HUSBAND^

Bring

/“/ '</

^

Your

Daughters

HUSBAND

accounts.

BROOKS

Then See This

Mr. Ernest Roberts has purchased the
Sddie Godding farm on the Gibbs road.
M. L. Fogg and crew have gone to
Unity to harvest ice for Hood’s creamery.
Miss Mima Moore has returned from
3angor, where she has been visiting rela-

tives.
Pearl Crockett has had his well drilling
machine moved to Albion, where a well j
:s to be drilled for the creamery.
L. H. Bowen and family have moved
into the H. C. Jenkins rent and Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy I. Staples have moved into
the rent formerly occupied by him.

J. B. Pearson of the J. B. Pearson Co.
Boston was in town Friday, Jan. 20, and
has leased the factory in the D. B. Plummer block and began work Monday, Jan.

Amazing,
Startling Play
of

j

Miss Christine A. Jones, Mgr. ot Brooks
Branch of Waldo Trust Co., attended the
banquet and supper by the Waldo Trust
Co. in the Windsor Hotel 1 1 Belfast last
Friday night. She was accompanied by
her sister Laura who attended the firemen’s ball.

wH

Harvest Feast
Grange will meet, here on

foliowed by the

bmu

ro-

Feb.^5,
l.

^WIT

.\ot

ROMANCE'.!/^-

AND

a

Motion

a

lifthit

Marriage

Popular

Prices:
SEATS

A. Roberts; A. M., Mrs. Jennie W. HamMrs. F. A. Merritt; assistant
cond., Mrs. Rose Goddard; secretary,
Mrs. l.ettie Cox; treasurer, Mrs. Lizzie
Stiles; chaplain, Mrs. Susie Brown; marshal, Mrs Marie Payson; Ada, Christine
A. Jones; Ruth, Mrs. Vesta D. Higgins;
Esther, Mrs. Amy Grant; Martha, Miss
Laura Johes; Electa, Mrs. Bernys Ellis;
wa,der, Mrs. Affie Crockett; sentinel,
A baked bean supHarland Pattershall
per was served after the installation.
!
About 82 were present.

lin; cond.,

50c-75c-$1.00 F"STS*
SELLING

FRIDAY

The members of the W. H. S athletic
association held an entertainment and
social at the M. E. vestrv Thursday evening. The amount of $18 dollars was realized for the cause.

Owing to ice conditions and the consequent discontinuation of ferry service,
W. G. Crockett, motion picture exhibitor, was obliged to cancel his regular pictures at Orrington last week.
Friends of Roy Fernald were interested
to learn last week that he had received
his honorable discharge from the West
The annual installation and inspection Point Military Academy and had resumof Silver Crown Temple, Pythian Sisters, ed his studies at the U. of M.
The
was held Friday evening, Jan. 20.
At the regular meeting of Cushing
inspection was held and the officers installed by D. D. Mrs. Maud Mudgett of Chapter, O. E. S., Wednesday evening,
She was assisted in the in- the worthy maton, Mrs. Clara A. Cole,
Burnham.
Annie
stallation by Mrs. Zelpha Miller as G S
was installed by past matron Mrs.
Bachelder as G. M. The 1 B. Hill, assisted bv Mrs. Laura S Clark
and Grace
following officers were installed: P. C., ! as marshal.
Mrs. Sadie Webb; M. E. C., Mrs. Sadie
The members of the athletic associaHall; E. S., Mrs. Marie Payson; E. J., !
who are entitled to their school lettion,
Mildred
Miss
Mrs. Stella Young; Mgr.,
ters are John Carleton, Earl Clark, EdCrockMiss
Affie
and
M.
of
R.
C.,
Hall;
mund Ritchie, Clayton Grant, Donald
ett; M. of F., Mrs. Emma Huxford; proThomas Bowden, Everett NeVille,
Long.
|
guard,
Cassandra
Mrs.
Austin;
tector,
Lord and Randall Young.
Mrs. Susie Lord. Degrees were conferred Lemuel
on live members and two members were
The Republican club held an interestreinstated. The installation wa, followed
The
meeting on Friday evening
ing
by a baked bean supper, 53 members be
chairman, Mrs. C. C. Moody, presided.
ing present.
Judge Ellery Bowden addressed the club
wis listened to
A double header basket ball game was on important matters and
will
playe in Union Hall Friday evening be- with close attention. The meetings O.
be held on Friday evenings at the I. O.
tween B. H. S. boys and Islesboro H. S.
notice.
boys, Newport H. S. girls and B. H. S. F. club room until further
girls. The boys’ game was rather oneThe Winterport ferry is closed for the
sided, the score being 78 for the 1$. H. S.
its beThe girls’ game present until ice conditions permit
and 15 for the L H. S.
ing reopened. An impassable barrier of
was fast and interesting from start to
froze the ferry boat into its
finish, the score beiDg 10 to 10, in the ice which
formed by the extremely cold
third period, no goals were made in the berth was
At present the mail
week.
fourth penoid, and two five-minute per- wave of last
is conveyed from the B. & A. station to
iods overtime were played with no goals.
this service to continue
The game ending with a score of 10 to 10. the post office,
until the ferry is again open. There is
The following is the line-up and goals:
mail
L H. S Boys now one outgoing and one arriving
B. H. S. Boys
the usual two mails.
If, C. Pendleton (3) per day, instead of
Boulter, Ig 1
rf, R Pendleton 3
Bradford, rf 16
c, Robert Pendleton 3
Littlefield, c 14
rg, L. Pendleton
Bowen, If 8
MUKK1LL.
lg> Hatch
Quimby, rg
Nickerson, bub.
The l adies' Aid met with Mrs. George
Time keepers, Psyson and Monroe.
Referee, Thompson. Rose last Thursday. A pleasant afterScorer, LeUrow.
noon was passed.
Time, 4 ten-minute periods.
N. H. S. Giris
B. H. s. Girls
Mrs. Lilia Pearson entertained the
If. Newton
Beckwith, If 2
Junior girls of the Sunday school at dinIreland
rf,
rf
1
Porter,
ner last Saturday.
c, Sprowle 5
Gould, c 2
rg. Van Darden
Nickerson, Ig
Mr. William Wolfendon of Beverly,
rg, J. Turner Mass!, spent last week with his sick
Webber, rg
Turner
f C.
Mrs.
McKinley \
ollh_
daughter, Mrs. Annie Sheldon.
Subs
\ M. Turner Sheldon is quite comfortable at this
Roberta jSubs
LeGrow.
Time keeper, Payson. Scorer,
writing
Referee, Murphy. Time, four 8-minute
overtime
periods.
Mr. Roscoe Cross had a narrow escape
periods, two 5- minute
from a bad accident recently. He was
chopping ice from a watering trough
WIMERPORT
Somehow the
using a double bitted axe.
axe caught in a limb of a tree and came
Gordon W. Cheney of Presque Isle was down on his head cutting quite a gash.
in town Friday.
He had on a very heavy cap and the axe I
was dull if not there might have been a
Rev. C. A. Purdy attended convocasad tragedy.
tion week in Bangor.
The Good Time Club was entertained
Mrs. Charles Wells of Lynn, Mass., arbv Mr. and Mrs. Charles Woods Friday,
rived Friday to visit Mrs. F. T. Bussey.
Jan. 27, the birthday of the hostess, an
Mrs. Annie V. Green returned Satur- all day party. Such a dinner, chicken
attended
she
day from Bangor, where
with 16 accessories and such appetites.
convocation week.
The birthdays of two of the members
the usual club presMrs. F. M. Eastman entertained the C. were remembered by
next meeting of the club will
H. M. club Friday afternoon. Refresh- ent. The
be with Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Paul, Feb.
ents were served.

B. H. S. girls’ basket ball team was
defeated by the Bessey H. S. girls' team
of Albion, in Albion Friday night, Jan.
20, by a score of 10 to 2. The following
is the line-up and score:
BESSEY H. S.
B. H. S.
rg. Glidden
Webber, rg
lg. Taylor
Nickerson, lg
c, Bessey
Gould, c
rf, Abbott 3 (2)
Porter, rf
It. Turner 1
Stroia, rf
Bee kwith,' If 1
Referees, Knight and Coughlin. Time,
four 10-minute periods. A dance followed
the game, with music by Tozier’s orchestra.
1
Golden Crown Lodge, Knight* of ytbin Union
ias held its annual installation
Ha’ll Tuesday evening of last week, with
Charles Edward White of Belfast the installing officer. The following were installed: C C., Leroy Godding; V. C., Elbert Moulton; K. of R. and S., Percy H,
Grant; M. of F., Wm. C. Austin; M of
Ex.. Walter H. Young; prelate, absent,
sew one to be elected; M. of W.» Clyde
Smith; M. at A., Edward G. Cox; L G.,
Beecher Sherman; O. G., Edwin Johnson.
About forty member* were present and a
baked bean supper was served after the
installation.
A fast and exciting game of basket
ball was played in Union Hall Saturday
between Belfast Inter9. m., January 28,
mediate school and Brooks Intermediate
school, the score being 11 to 12 in favor
of Brooks. The following is the line-up
and score:
BELFAST L S.
BROOKS I. S.
rf, Philbrook 1
K. Ryder, rf 1
If. Davis 1
B. Deerinv, If S
c. Grey 3
M. Fogg, c 2
rg, A-Maraano
L. Bradford, rg
JHammons
Iff.
N. Prime; Ig
rg, Buzzell
Referee, R. L. Merritt. Timer, Harold
Parson. Scorer, Cecil Goddard. Three
fouls on Brooks counted one point for
Belfast.
on
Harvest Home Grange No. 52, P. of H.,
Miss Edith Gilman entertained the
|tg regular installation of officers in
Sept Amies on Friday evening. Dainty
with
Jan.
23,
evening,
Monday
hall
their
refreshments were served.
p kl. Otia W. Lane as installation officer.
Judge Ellery Bowden was in Belfast last
week on special business connected with
bis office ss Judge of Probate.
_

>

\

Loveless

30th.

Wilson Hutchins, the 17 year old son
of John Hutchins of Brooks, was severely
injured last Friday afternoon by the accidental discharge of his 44 rifle as he fell
from the load of wood on which he was
riding. He was taken to the office of Dr. 1
A. E. Kilgore and is now at the residence
of C. H. Forbes. Dr. Kilgore found that j
the shot entered just above the right hip j
and came out of the right lung. His temperature was normal late Tuesday after
noon and his attending physician says it |
is a remarkable case.
At the last meeting !
B. H. S. NOTES.
of the Athletic Association it was voted
to grant letters to all students playing in
two-thirds of the games played each season...Mr. E. C. Marriner, Portland, Me.,
representative of Ginn & Company, visit
ed the schools one day recently and gave
of
a very interesting talk to the members
the Junior and Senior High schools ...The
Senior play is progressing favorably, and
t is hoped it will be ready for the stage
by the last of February.
The following picture program is booked for Crockett’s Theatre on the following dates: Jan. 28, Ethel Clayton in the
five reel Paramount feature, “The Price
of Possession,” one reel news film, two
reel comedy, "Sonny, Polly and Jack
Tar.” Feb. 4, all star Paramount feature
“Heliotrope,” six reels, one reel news,
two reel Fox comedy, “Night Before.”
Feb. 11. Paramount six reel feature, “To
Please One Woman,” one reel news, two
Teel comedy, “Paul's First Kiss.” Feb.
18, W illiam S. Hart in the six reel Paramount feature, “Testing Block,” one reel
news, two Fox comedy, “The Hayseed."

A PLAY THAT HAS EVERYTHINGAND TEARS-THRILL^
^Y)\AND THE SWEEP of drama-^

^S\LAUGHTER

Following is a list of the number of students enrolled in
the ten largest collegiate institutions in New England as
of December 1. 1921, including evening students, but excluding special, extension, and non-resident students:
Harvard.^071
Boston University
.5i(H)
Yale.3815
Mass. Institute of Technology.
The Bentley School of Accounting and Finance
Tufts.

Dartmouth.2011

births and 4 deaths. Mr. William
Cooper was 90 last October; Mr. Robie j
Meservie, 89; Mr. Robert Cushman, 87; j
little Willis Nel»on Blake, son of Mr. I
new
and Mrs. Milton Blake, the youngest i
Harold O. Getchell installed a
electric burnishing machine at hia shoe citizen, born Jan. 27, 1822. The population of Morrill is quite mixed, mostly
repairing shop on south Main street.
We!
white and partly good looking.
few
a
closed
was
The shirt factory
have at present 21 widows, all young and |
arrival
non
the
to
days last week, owing
fine looking, 9 widowers, 9 old bachelors, ;
of a machine which had been ordered 4 bachelor girls (young, pretty and rich) :
some time ago.
a few grass widows and widowers, 2 reg- j
The special first nstionsl attraction at istered nurses, no doctors or lawyers, <we
Crockett's thestre next Saturday night settle our disputes by word of mouth or >
otherwise) two ministers, several resiwill be the screen success. The Idol Dsnc
dent school teachers, several rather
ed, s D. W. Griffith production.
promising young men and women and
The fsculty and student body of the the usual number of embryo Presidents
W. H. S. have decided on green and and Go\ ernors. All of the women and
white as the school colors to be used on moat of the men are good Republicans I
athletic uniforms and sweaters.

1999

Smitn.‘

Brown.,.1541
.1548
Wellesley
The

Eentley

School ol

recounting

and Finance was

established

in 1917 with 29 students, and in 1921 its enrolment ot 2194
established a record of growth that is believed to be un- j
paralleled in the educational history of this country, ft is, j
so far as we have been able to ascertain, the largest pro|
fessional school of collegiate grade in the world that is deand
of
commercial
public
voted exclusively to the training
accountants.
The remarkable growth of this school is chiefly due to
its high standards, and reputation for furnishing the best
training in preparation for accounting practice that is

available.

your Kodak
completely stocked shelves contain Kodaks and Brownies
of every model ready for your inspection—see them here.

Our

Kodaks

$6.jO up—all autographic.
r-5";

$2.00 up.

Required Courses
Accounting I (Elementary)
Accounting Ilf(Intermediate)
Accounting III (System Ruilding and
Cost Accounting)
Accounting IV (Auditing)
Accounting V ( Advanced Accounting
Problems)

Fred T. Chase
BELFAST, MAINE

TeL 34-11

_

One of the outstandine features of this school is the unusuallv hiBh
standards required for graduation. All courses in accounting must be
completed with an average grade of not less than B—(80 percent’, and
all other subjects must be completed with a grade of not less than C—
is
(70 percent).
Upon completion of the required courses a certificate
to
issued, but the diploma is withheld ind the student is not permitted
be known as a graduate of the s< hool until he has had two years of
practical experience in commercial or public accounting that satisfactorily demonstrates his technical ability, adaptability, application and
as
business conduct.
He is then entitled to a diploma and to be known
a B. S. G. (Bently School Graduate). A diploma of The Bentley School
of Accounting and Finance is* something which one can justly feel
proud to possess, and prize for the prestige it affords.
o
Both day and evening courses are offered to men who desire
specialize in accounting. Day courses require two years for completion
of the required subjects, and evening courses four years.

Winter Days invite

Business Mathematics

CITY POINT
Mrs. F. M. Bailey has returned from a
visit with friends in Boston.
Mrs. Jennie McGray of Knox has been
the guest for the past week of her brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Shorey and of her niece, Mrs. R. H.
Mosher.
Ezra Knowlton and family have the
sympathy of their many friends in the
Mrs.
loss of a devoted wife and mother.
Knowlton, whose death occurred laBt
week after several weeks of illness, wsb
a woman of rare home making qualities,
and outside her home had endeared hersqlf to a large circle of friends.

The following invitation from Miami,
Florida, brings a reminder of our former
neighbors, and also a vision of waving
17.
palm trees, birds and flowers and sunny
The vital statistics of Morrill are as fol- I skies. “The Hotel Halcyon, Bradbury
In 1921 there were 12 marriages, f. Cushing, Mgr., Miami, Florida. A
lows:

7

353 >
2194
2092

cordial invitation is extended to attend
the Dixie Ball, the firat important social
event of the 1922 season, Tluirsday, Jan.
19, 1922, Gen. Robert E. Lee’s birthday.

Myrl Smith, chauffeur for Louis Pennington of Washington, D. C. and Northport, has at the home of his father, Herbert Smith of Waldo, a beautiful bearskin rug, trophy of a hunting trip in
northern Maine two years ago. The family was spending a vacation in a tent
near Jackman, when Myrl took his gun
He
and went into the big woods alone.
soon started a half grown bear cub at
to
whimper
which he fired, causing it
like a child. In a moment he heard a fethe
and
saw
huge mother
rocious snarl
bear coming for him with mouth wide
open and every claw ready foi business.

Business Law
Business

English

Economics

Corporation Finance
Money and Banking
Interpretation of Financial Statements.

who
There are excellent opportunities in business for young men
had time for just one shot, which
are properly trained in accounting, and interested in fitting themselves
lucky one, and no doubt saved his
for a position as office manager, cost accountant, auditor, comptroller,
life. The bear weighed 300 pounds and
assistant treasurer, or public accountant,
was seven feet long.
witn
Finish your high school training and then spend tw’o years
feat ever
| Perhaps the most wonderful
us.
You
will then be ready for a good position and have the satisfacthe
circu
a
horse
outside
by
performed
This is tne
tion of knowing that you are fitted for a definite career.
ring electrified City Point last week,
to
age of the specialist, a^d the man who starts out in life unprepared
when Robin, the chestnut horse owned
o
do some one thing especially well is out of tune with the spirit
by Fred A. Holmes, attached to a heavy
the times.
rack used for hauling barrels, crossed the
Our students range in age from 17 to 45
long, open trestle of the railroad bridge,
A number of them are college graduates.
A single misstep would have meant dis- j
aster to himself, hia driver and probably I
Send for our catalog.
to Fair Holmes, who courageously rushed
half
to the rescue when the horse was
!
SCHOOL
THE
way across and kd him the remainder of !
Finance
and
the way until solid ground was reached, i
of
The driver, who has been in the employ
of Fred A. Holmes for several years, be- !
125 TREMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS
came bewildered from an attack of epilepsy, to which he is subject, and after
unloading hia barrels drove down the
track to the railroad bridge, which hia
intelligent horse accepted aa all in the
day’a work, carefully placing each foot
We wish to thank our friends
on the icy stringera until safely acroaa.
a
for their kindly assistance
Old-growth hard wood, full measure, neighbors
It goes without saying that Robin is a
also
our recent bereavement, and
ing
Also
large-type
;
delivered.
at
(10 per cord,
thoroughbred, having in former days
de- the beautiful floral offerings.
been the high spirited, handsome and Poland China pigs; also first-class hay
Mrs. James Higginsi
For particulars
for $30 per ton.
livered
speedy driving horse of his recent ownEugene Kendall.__
H.
LORD,
to
apply
er's father, the late Alonzo Holmes.
2w5*
Belfast, Me.
Tel. 179 11

Myrl

was

a

...

I

j

<

BENTLEY

|

Accounting

FOR SALE

CARD OF THANKS

POLITICAL

PROSPECT FERKY

CARD OF THANKS

The many friends of Percy Harding
We wish to thank our friends and
! will be glad to hear that he is slowyl
neighbors for their kindnes and sympathy
gaining every day.
Also for the beaui Mr. and Mrs. Evander Harriman were in our bereavement.
! week-end visitors with Mr. and Mrs. J tiful flowers.
MR. Ezra K.nowlton,
A. Pierce in Sandypoint.
Mr and Mrs. William Rnowlton,
Miss Faustina Harding of Sesrsport
MR. and MRS. HARRY KNOWLTON,
was called here last week owing to the
MR. and MRS. IRA Seekins.
serious illness of her brother.

ADVERTISEMENT_

Political Announcement
1 wish to announce to the Republic*
L
of the class towns of Belmont,

_

Lincolnville, Searsmont, Morrill,
mo, Norlhport, Montville, Tree,°,Repfo
Knox, that I shall be a candidate * ^
resentative to the Legislature,
^
)
primary election, and I respeettu
for their support.
H. piTCHERA

The Ladies’ Circle of the North Church
wdl meet with Mrs. Clarence O. Poor
Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 8th.

4 Fair Proposition

Leroy A. Paul, who recently moved
here from Morrill, has taken the agency
for the Dolge autotnobdes and has leased
Althe Knowlton store on Main street.
terations ami improvements will be made
lot a display room and also for the Dodge

*

Look around everywhere and see the kind
of clothes you can buy for $25, or $30, or
$35, or $40, or any old price, then

ac

Kenneth foster of Farmington, N. H.,
has been here the past week substituting
for J L. Palmer, mail clerk on the Belfast Burnham branch.
Orrin J. Dickey, reai estate and insurance, has sold for Annie M. Staples of
Boston, a lot of land at Temple Heights,
Northport to George L. Thomas of New

new styles
Mrs. C.S.Webber advertises
anti prices in corsets.

Blaine S. Viles publishes a political adv.
Paul advertises Dodge cars
with reduction in prices.
Direct Importing Co. advertises coffee

port, Maine.

Lerov A.

anti extract
A I. H. Pitcher

publishes

There will be a special meeting of Canton Pallas, P. M., I O. O. F., Wednesday
evening, Feb Hth with a supper. The annual ball of Canton Pallas takes place at
the Odd Fellows hall Wednesday evening,
Feb 1st, with music by McKerns orchestra. The hall has been very prettily decorated for the occasion.
Arey will cater.

political

a

adv.
J H. I.ord offers wood, etc., for sale.
E/ra Knowlton and family publish a
aril of thanks.
Mrs. Jas. Higgins and Eugene Kendall
publish a card of thanks.
Mrs. W. J. Dorman advertises silk scarf

Belfast relatives have received news of
the death Thursday of Mrs. I ia M Baker
She was
in a Waltham, Mass., hospital.
a former Searsport woman, but was very
well known in Belfast, where she had
visited
For about 23 years she was employed in the Waltham, Mass., watch
factory, but during her illness had made
her home with her son, George Baker, in
The remains, accompanied
Waltham.
by her son. arrived here Saturday and
were taken to Searsport for interment.

lost.

Harry W. Clark & Co. advertises the
last week of their T. D. Bill sale, closing
Saturday night.
The Colonial Theatre advertises play
for Monday evening.
The Waldo Trust Co. expresses appreciation for the interest shown at their
opening, last Saturday.
Allen Drinkwater
hound lost.
Mrs. J. B. Darling

advertises

publishes

a

William M. Randall has been having
the old shelving for his dry goods branch
of the business entirely changed the past
wee
but his efficient and obliging clerks
kept on with their work with apparent
1'he changes give a line space over
ease.
the shelving the entire length of that
made up
side of the store to display
goods, etc.; next the lloor in the rear of
the counters will be handy drawer, and
The changes
in between the shelving.
not only add to the conveniences of those
already made but aiso to the general appearance of the whole.

rabbit

card of

thanks.

j

Bert L. Davis makes a proposition on
the sale of men’s clothes.
The City National Band offers free service in making income tax returns.
f'red T Chase advertises Kodaks for
on winter day’s.
See adv. of child's sleigh for sale.
Johnson’s offers chocolate ice cream
bars.
Mrs. Thomas Waterman ami relatives
publish a card of thanks.

use

Betsv M. Seldon gives notice in regard
to package.
Eastern Illustrating & Publishing Co.
makes application to be registered as dealer in

j

securities.

Fred D. Jones advertises sale for Saturday and Monday.
The Dinsmore Store olTers Holeproof
Hose at reduced prices.
The regular meeting of Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., will be held Friday evening,
Feb. 3rd, opening at 7 30 sharp. There
wilt be games and refreshments after the

|

meeting.

j

The inventory of the estate of the late
Charles K. Swift has been tiled for the
lfis
Probate Court and totals $94,220.
bequests totaled about $73,250 including
It is
$8,000 for the new school building.
now hoped that this building will receive
about $20,000, but the present valuation
of some of the securities must be taken
Several friends of
into consideration.
the Swift brothers, Charles K. and William -Augustus Swift, feel that some mention and credit should be given the latter as in life they were never separated
The
and shared each other’s fortune.
former’s I equests included the savings
of the latter.

of books of more than 3 305 the total
been lent being
Barr, the present
|20,231.
EiLicrarisn has been in charge of the Librafry since the first of September. Miss
I Barr has accomplished excellent results
I since coming here and has brought about
I many new changes of great benefit to the
many users of books.
There is no question but what under her supervision the
Library will continue to be of greater service to the people of Rumford and com-

Prices

f

:

refreshments. The guests were Bernice
Hopkins, Jane Mudgett, Martha Bowker,
Ruth Foster, Sheila Upton, John Stevens,
Maine Hills, the other neighborhood boy,
able to attend; the little
was ill and not
sisters Katherine and Dorothy making
the nine present. Several grown-ups also
had the pleasure of the event.

!

and Crawford Ranges, recently announced by the
manufacturers.
This reduction applies to every Range
our floor.

And this month we can offer you exceptionally
favorable terms for easy payments.
Come in today and

see our

display.

;

A No. 8 Glenwood

Range now as low

25% off
all sample heating Stoves.

on

/

The Home

Furnishing Co.,

BELFAST, MAINE

nected

j
[
(

j

j

j

John Cochran Chaper, D. A. R., will
meet Monday evening with

Misses Le-

The Sons of Veterans will have a public dance in Memorial hall this, Thurs

Mrs. Fred West of 24 Union street was
severely burned Saturday while frying
doughnuts.
The boiling fat reached her
arras and back causing the most intense
pains, her screams being beard several

day, evening
J. H. Lord,

who is raising some fine
specimens of those hannsome black cattle
will be answered by quotations on Wash- known as Abcidccn Angus, recently sold
|
ington and Lincoln and the remainder of bulls to F. H. Quimby of brooks and H.
Fair Holmes of Belfast.
Work jj the program will be furnished by the
verne

and Bertha Whitten.

tor and all modern improvements.
will begin in April and will be completed hostesses.
I
jy tne middle of July.

Dodge Brothers
announce
a

as

$59.00

The roll call

The Federated church held

a

novel and

pleasaut parish parly in Memorial Hall
last Wednesday evening under the direction of Mrs. Fred T. Chase, assisted by
Mrs. Clement W. Wescottand a number
I' was
ot young girls who served colfee.
an indoor
picnic when basket lunches
trees
were
were in order.
Evergreen
used to good effect and all gathered in
srnal) parties alter the style of grove or
An hour tor the children
shore picnics.
followed aud the remainder of the evening was spent in dancing with music by
McKeeu’s orchestra.

|

now on

Those who have been waiting to bu.V a Range
need wait no longer. We see no prospect of
further reduction.

opened and a free bed has been practically assured. On learning of Dr. Tapley’s
enterprise Messrs. A. E French, A. W.
Joslin and B. F. Tripp of Boston, all con

with the recent work of the Waldo Trust Company, presented him with
Plans for retheir checks of $50 each.
modelling and adding to the house have
An addition the same size
been beguij.
of the main building will be built in the
rear in place of the barn and sheds and
the present ell will be raised to connect
them. There will be twenty-five beds,
surgical, medical, obstetrical and X-Ray
depaltments, also a lavatory, an eleva-

Lower

are

We are immediately passing on to our customers
the substantial reduction in the price of Glenwood

of

Margaret Virginia, the eldest of the
three darling little girls of Mr and Mrs.
Jerry E. Hayes, observed her 3th birthShe was the
day Saturday afternoon
recipient of many '‘just lovely things”
Covers
and it was a very happy event.
were laid for nine, the favors being in the
candies.
and
form of bunnies
containing
A large birthday cake with its live candies was a principal feature of the dainty

users

The Woman’s Alliance of the Unitarian
church met last Thursday afternoon with
Mrs. Albert M. Carter and Miss Charlotte
W. Colburn. Considering the severe cold
weather there was a large attendance. |
Mrs. Edmund P. Brown in a very enter- I
taili ng and concise manner gave brief
reviews of several books, speaking also
of Edwin Arlington Robinson, a noted
Maine author and poet. He is today considered by the majority of critics the
greatest living American poet. Born in
Gardiner in 1869, he attended the G.H.S.
and later went to Harvard.
At the age
of 28 he published his first book to attract
the reading public entitled "Children of
the Night.” He then went to New York
and was given a position by Theodore
Roosevelt in the Custom House, where
be had more time to devote to his literary
efforts. In 1916 he published "The Man
Against the Sky,” and bis latest book is
He is a shrewd
l “The Three Taverns."
interpreter of character and a brilliant
writer. Mrs. Brown read a short poem
of his entitled “Boston.” She then took
I up the books “Mirrors of Downing
Street,” “Mirrors of Washington,” and
the “Glass of F'ashion,” the authorship
of which iB unknown.
The last book of
which she spoke was “My Life Here and
There,” by the Princess Cantacuzene
iJulia Dent Grant). Then followed a brief
summary of the principal events in the
life of tnis bridiant American woman,
Mrs.
both in this country and abroad.
Brown received many compliments at
the close of her well written and very
pleasingly delivered paper. Mrs. Fred A.
Johnson read the Unitarian religious
news.
The next meeting of the Alliance
will be at the home of Mrs. Irving T.
Dinsmore, when Mrs. Stephen S. L.
Shuie will have a paper upon “Belfast
Bay’s Old Merchant Marine.” Mrs.
Harry W. Clark will read Unitarian
News. On next Thursday afternoon the
I members will meet with Mrs. Cecil Clay
to sew.

RANGE

The Belfast Chamber of Commerce will
in
the
have an interesting meeting

having
[ number ofMissbooks
Annie L.

munity.”

GLENWOOD

uated.

The Rumford F'alls 'Ti es of Jan. 28th, I
^ has the following complimentary notice |
of a Belfast lady:
I
"During the year justpast the Rumford
t Public Library has showed an increase in

I

•$*AND«-

Memorial building this, Thursday, evenPresident Ralph H.
ing at 7 30 o’clock
Howes cordially invites all citizens to be
present whether members or not and take
a friendly interest in the discussions of
topics of vital interest to our city. Principal Harry A. Poster of the High school
will speak on the subject of children and
them is very great.
This subject should
our public schools.
The many Belfast friends of Archie appeal to all men especially those who
the
went
to
Pacific
Coast
who
Robinson,
Remember there will be a
have children.
some time ago for his health, will be glad
cordial welcome for all men
to learn that he is benelitted by the change
The Bradbury Memorial Hospiand that lie is now located in Monrovia,
A deed was recorded in the Waldo
Calif. He is now the energetic house tal
manager of the Colonial Theatre in that County Registry of Deeds last Friday
city and believes in advertising and finds transferring what is known as the Cotlie was a trell house on High street at the head of
his work very interesting,
member of the B. H. S. graduating class Commercial streaf, from Alma Enna
Bradbury to Dr. Eugene Dal ; Tapley of
of 1917.
It was a gift to Dr. Tapley in
this city.
The Belfast bowlers were in Kockland appreciation of what he has been to the
last Thursday night and were victors in family of the donor, for many years and
The Kockland “team in
an exciting match.
particular his devotion and skill in
The score of Mr
wi I play here this week.
tlradbury’s recent.and critical illness.
to
2201.
2206
of
in
a
total
the game was
Both Mr. and Mrs. Bradbury feel that his
The tally:
life was saved on several occasions by
Belfast
Dr. Tapiey would
Dr. Tapley’s care.
388
Keene
consent to receive the gift only as a trust
481
O. Staples
to revert in case of his death as a Belfast
166
ind VValdo county institution and at his
Ronquist
431
Fowles
i
suggestion it is to be called the “Brad437
Pinnette
bury Memorial Hospital.” His work has
ROCKLAND.
entirely outgrown Ins present hospital at
473
Phillips
his residence and Mrs. Bradbury knowing
426
Thomas
that he might leave the city was only too
421
Stevens
glad to give her birthplace and childhood
44)
Halstead
home to keep him here. The hospital
433
Kenniston
will be incorporated and conducted on
Dr. Tapley will be
business principles.
Mrs. Wiimer J. Dorman entertained
in charge of its surgical branch and Dr.
three tables of auction last Saturday at
Foster C. Small, a close friend of Mr.
The
her new home on Church street.
and Mrs. Bradbury, wi I be in charge of
The
decorations were pink carnations.
the medical branch. The hospital will be
i first prize, a bud vase, went to Mrs. Les- open to any and all Belfast anil Waldo
two
colored
lie C. Follett and the second,
county physicians, who care to avail
hand made handkerchiefs, to Miss Belle
themselves of its use. Norman ti. White
assisted
H.
Stevens
Keating, Mrs. Carl
of Brookline, Mass., and No.thport, a
hot
chicken
in
serving
salad,
the hostess
close friend of Dr. Tapley, has given him
biscuits, olives, coffee, sherbet and cake, j an X-Ray outfit, which will cost about
The other guests were Mrs. C. W. Wes$.1,000 and has also placed $5,000 more on
cott, Mrs. S. A. Parker, Mrs. William M. a checking account in the Waldo Trust
Randall, Miss Florence M. Duntou, Mrs. Company for his use in the work of the
Maine Hills, Mrs. Ansel M. Lothrop, i
Five Belfast citizens have
hospital.
Mrs. Fred A. Johnson, Mrs. Allan M.
pledged $100 each annually, other friends
Howes, Mrs. V. H. Hall and Mrs. Dana have asked the privilege to furnish ten
B. Southworth.
the rooms and an account has been

THE STORE YOU WILL ALWAYS REMEMBEk

advertisements

CRAWFORD

Belfast friends of Mr. and Mrs. Pierre
R. Werner, who were here last last year
while the Radio Station wa being constructed, will be interested to learn that
Mr. Wi rner has left the Radio Corporation, and has entered the automobile business with his brother in New
YorK, and
Mrs. Werner
is being very successful.
writes friends that they have at last succeeded in getting an apartment in Brooklyn, where they are very comfortably sit-

Mrs. Cecil Clay of the Overseers of
the Poor solicits help in providing articles
for some very needy families in our city.
The articles most needed are stockings,
mittens, underclothes for children and
bedding. Anyone who would be willing
to provide some of these articles please
call Mrs. Clay at once as the need of

BERT L. DAVIS

new

"essones.

Type corrections played havoc in the
location in Islesboro of the new summer
home of Mrs. Essie P. Carle of this city
and her sister, Miss Mary E. Pierce of
Boston as published in our columns last
It should have read the cottage
week.
is on Marshall's Point ami across the
cove from the Drexel estate.

We can well afford to make this proposition, for nothing in America can beat the
values we offer in made-to-measure clothes
made by the International Tailoring Co.

Mrs Herbert L. Bucklin, who has been
for some time, is still confined to her
room
and her many friends wish for a
speedy recovery.

ill

Sherman
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond R
entertained their whist club last Thurswas
at 7
served
day evening.
Supper
o’clock followed by the game. The prizes
were won
by Mrs. Clyde B Holmes and
Mrs William H .Hall, the former receiving ail Indian basket and the latter a
bridge case. Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur J. Dorman were guests.

T. P. Ross of the White Star Dominion
Line, was a guest in this city this week,
withOrrinJ. Dickey of the
on business
Mr. Ross is putting in
heal agency.
special work on the West Indies cruises
of these sli ps sailing from New York,
Jan. I7lh, Feb. 18th and March 20th.

Come Here and We’ll Give
You Something Better

The News ot Belfast

\

substantial reduction

prices of their cars
effective January 1st, 1922
in the

About 125 were present at the parish
party given last Thursday evening in the
Universalist vestry by the ladies ot the
League, with Mrs. Marsha 1 O. Knowltoc
chairman ot the committee. A most interesting talk followed bk Rev. Milo Fulson, speakei and organizer who came here
in behalf of the Comrades, a layman’s organivation of the Uuiversa ist church.
He outlined the objects, dunes and benefits of such an organization and the matter was discussed, Kev. William Vaugbao,
Dr. George E. Morgan and Dr. Poster C.
Small speaking. A chapter of the Comrades will be organized latter.

Regardless of the

|

severe

cold

large

a

number atten led the first meeting of the
Round Table of the North church last

Thursday afternoon.

The church

parlor

been renovated and presented the
appearance of a large reception room
with all home conveniences, including a
had

tea

table.

Mrs.

John R Dunton, the
and outlined the en-

president, presided

deavors of the newly organized society
and also spoKe briefly of the historic
Round table, reading from Tennyson’s
Idyls of the King. Reports on current
events were given by Miss Anne M. Kittredge, Miss Mabel R. Mathews, Mrs.
Charles M. Craig, Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore
and Mrs. E# S. Bowker.
Misses Grace
H. Hall and Mabel A. Craig gave brief
reports of the recent missionary meetings
in Portland, where they were delegates.
Following the program sandwiches and
tea were served with Mrs. Clarence O
Poor pouring.
Miss Margaret A. Dunton
is chairman of the Half-Hour Club, a
branch of the Round Table, its members
being required to devote at least one half
hour daily in reading history, travel,

science, biogarphy,

etc.

The concert and ball given by the Belfast Piramen in the Armory Friday evening under the united auspices of Washington and Seaside Hose Companies drew a
crowded hoase. It was estimated that
about 150 couples were on the floor at
The music by Mcsome of tha dances.
Keen’s orchestra with Charles P. Hammons, soloist, was at its very best. Chief
engineers. S. L. Shute was floor marshall
with assistant chiefs, P. X. Pendleton and
There were 18
R. H. Darqy assistants.
Ice cream and cake
dances with extras.
The dance orders
were served after 9.30.
contained the official lire alarm list.

COAST TO COAST

A group of Camp Pire Girls has been
with Miss Ava Burgess as
guardian. A charter has been applied for
and pending its receipt many plans are
being made for the work. The girls of the
Baptist church are forming a Camp Pire
Grouy witn Mrs. Fred W. bailey as
guardian and they are only wailing the
arrival of their charter to begin active
work. They have 17 charter members
with Helen Poster,
Aurs
president;
;
Banks, vice pres.; Olive Michaels,
and Rovene Trask, treaa.
They have
chosen a very appropriate ludian name,
Passagassawaukeag, the name of our
river
They will have two basket ball
teams and will begin practice in the

'SSTCsIaMV

organized

!

houses away.

Armory Saturday afternoon, Tuesday
evening they will have a social in the
Baptist vestry from 7 to 9 o’clock, when
home-made candy and icecream will be
sold.

Wi

WAN'

YOUIt

BUSINESS

IN A CL»SS BY IfSELF

2-OZ. BOTTLE

PURE
EXTRACT
PARCEL I OS' PA D ON >1 OB MORE

Diricl Iiprtii Go.,
10 Main St., Helfast, Maine.
Stores also:
PI TTSFIE

LD.CAMDKN. ROCKLAND

The admission will be 5 cents.

Good News for

Corset Wearers
LEROY A. PAUL
64 MaIFT STREET,

FEBRUARY 46

COME

IN

Yours truly,

FRED D. JONES

BELFAST, MAINE

just received my new catalogue,
samples of materials. The prices

I have

new

price list,

lower and
and new
have
I
styles in
last
than
better
are
the materials
year.
AH
back.
lace
and
front
in
both
lace
and
misses
ladies,
169-12.
Tel.
one
for
corsets guaranteed
year.'
are

MRS. C. S. WEBBER, Belle Street

overgrown than even the Bagby
It was no trouble to ambush
the flivver in a thicket midway between
The road was
gate and mansion.
wheel
grsi**'* grown, yet showed faint

S. S. BARTLETT

worse

LIINCOLNVILLE

EVERYTHING
SEEMED WRONG

Schools ir town closed Fridaay for the
winter vacation.
Misa Lettie McKmDry of Boston is
guest of Mrs. Lena Rankin

a

Mrs. Clara McKinney was at home
from Searsport for a few days recently.

graDge is in a most prose
perous condition. Seven candidates wers
instructed in the third and fourth degreeon Saturday evening, and it was obaervs
ed as ladies’ night.
A fine program wapresented. after which a treat of pop corn
and apples was served.

under the instrudii n of Mrs. Grace Mahoney, who is serving her seventh successful term, was ti -.ted to a nice picnic
dinner and Mrs. Ca ne Hail furnished
hot soup, which appealed to their appe- i
tites, w hile others served pie, hot codec i
and doughnuts.

a moat interesting program
given, consisting of a solo by Mrs.
Helen Collomer, recitation by Miss Eleanor Coambs, an original poem by J. S.
Mullen, gong by Miss Winifred Young
md Mrs. Collomer, recitation by Mrs.
Lettie Law, followed by remarks by visi-

After the program a banquet was
nerved, consisting of baked beans, brown
tors.

bread, .salads, pickles, cakes, pies, doughnuts and coffee.
Mrs.
Effie
Hardy,
chairman

of the supper
committee,
withes to thank her assistants who so
willingly aaaisted in soliciting food and

waiting

on

table.

WINibRPURT
Mrs. C. L. Barrows has been spending
few days with her parents in Sherman.

a

Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Fellows called on
several relatives in Bangor, Friday Jan.
2(1.

Page & Bryer of this village opened
new

grocery store

on

a

distress".

since her arrival in the States last month,
left on the S. S. Belfast, Jan. 19, for Boston, where she has accepted a position.

Mrs. Eva Fellows, who has been the
guest of Mrs T. G. Fellows since the death
of her husband, Hon O. F. Fellows of
Bucksport, returned to her home in
Bucksport recently accompanied by Mrs.
T. G. Fellows and Hon. Frank Fellows of
Bangor.
The friends in her home town of Miss
Annie E. Ritchie, are pleased to note her
recent promotion to second assistant superintendent at the Eastern Maine General
Hospital in Bangor lrom which institution
she graduated as a nurse in 1921.
The Republican Club held a pleasand profitable meeting at the home of
the chairman, Mrs. C. C. Moody on Friday evening,Jan 20. The papers on various
departments .of local government which
were prepared and read by Mrs. T- G.
Fellows, Mrs, Fred A. Fernald,'Mrs. Chas.
Crockett, Mrs. James A. Carleton, Mrs
F. T. Bussey, Mrs. L. E. White and Mrs.
ant

Henry Eldridge

were

StructiYe'

interesting and jn-

Charles Penney’s daughter is ill with

a

throat trouble.

Carn.y Shure and family went to Massaebusetta, recently.

~G.

A. Gordon is having trouble with
one of hia knees, having strained the figamenta.

F. W. Mason has sold the Asa Harriplace at McFarlandscorner to Frank
Sanford.
man

Miss Edwina Berry,

•ver

recently.

one

of the telephone
was borne

Searsmont,

Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Mason attended
funeral of his sister, Mrs. Ellen

the

Shiblea,

Knox, Saturday.

in

Mr. and Mrs. Lauren Jackson with
their daughters, Minnie and Nellie, of
Morrill were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. P, W. Jaquith.

■

The teachers of the Sincock school at
Houlton make cocoa, which they aell at
coat—two cents per cup—to the pupils
who carry their noon lunch to school.
Some however, in spite of the small cost,
The members of the
are unable to buy.
Gui versa list Society beard of this situation
They immediately voted to donate
tbe money which had been dropped into
their “Birthday” box to the pupils of that

school,

the

so

that lunch carriers may have
and nourishing drink. They
the school.

warm
sent 626 to

Eight thousand divorces were granted
in Chicago in 1921, and peace is also in
sight in Ireland.
—American Lumberman

HUMPHREYS’

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT
(COMPOUND)

Fop Piles or Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or

Bleeding, Itching

or

A

MATTER

Burning.

One application brings relief
at all druggists
SaaS Vim Saaala al Olahaaat to

are

OF A FFW

phants,

lions,

leopards,

hippopotami,

»( the Broken Hill Mine in
“Bone Cave
Northern Rhodesia, Alrica. At a depth
of 60 feet below water level,what is probably the oldest human skull was recently
and
found, antedating the Neanderthal
Gibralter skulls and that of the Java Ape
Man.

jest

as

good and up-and-coming

as

town ones, even ef we don't have all
the money they squeeze out of us."
"Aw. ma—save that sort o' dope for
wimmen-folks have
the
club you
started.' Roy flung hack, edging toIf lie thought to go
ward ttie door.
checkmated his
was
be
scentless
mother set her hack against the door,

birds, bataand small mammals have been
removed during mining operations at the

holding him prisoner while she deluged
his head and his kerchief with her rose
essence; then with a flnal yank to his
jacket and a twist to his tie shoved
him through the door, with a parting
admonition: “Re sure to remember the
text, so you can tell me—and what old
Mine. Allen had on.”

_

Suppose the brain in that Kodesian
skull of the tertiary age could come to life
the
•nd could look out of its eyes across
thousands upon thousands of years elapsand 1921.
ing between the Miocene period
What would it think of an airplane flying
at a rate of 193 miles per hour, or electric
car
train at 130 miles an hour, or motor
train
doing a mile in 23 seconds, or railroad
Would it dare to
at 120 miles per hour?
listen in on the telephone, the telegraph
It would understand s
oi the wireless?
would
lamp before a candle but gas
confuse, and the snap of a switch showering it with electric light positively terrify.
it
A sight of the movies would annihilate

A
catapult could scarcely nave
landed Hoy quicker titan his own legs
did. at his steady haven, the Bagliy
place. It lay close, hut beautifully re- l
mote. thanks to clustering shrubbery,
untrimmed for years, and a rampant
hedge of arbor-vitae. with a sagging
green gate that Roy utterly disdained.
Instead, he shot himself through a
break, invisible from the road but
plain to see within. Old Major Rugby
upon the piazza, with dogs and his
Sunday paper littering space about
him. chuckled at sight of the boy, but

Thousands upon thousands of years elapswelcomed him hushedl.v. asking veryed without the use of these wonderful
Now they are so much a
conveniences.
low : “Say—is she waiting for you
no
part of our daily life that they cause
i outside?”
intercomment, save when the elements
Home with a beauti ful
"No. sir!
fere and temporarily disrupt our luxuriswelled
Roy answered undutijaw,”
the
that
And to think
ous possession.
electric
fully. “And that ain't all the luck.
telephone was a toy in 1876, the
industry a baby in 1879, moving pictures
and the
a flickering experiment in 189C,
coming into its own!
wireless
only just

OLD WALT MASON
Old Walt Mason is a prolific writer and
tackles any kind of old subject in an interesting and picturesque way. He evitowird
dently, like ourselves is looking
the disarmament conference, and this is

pious

away at church. If they shouldn't he.
ask if Mr. Dennis is awake yet anil
will pay the five dollars you must have
to leave the parcel for him. That 11
get the door shut in your face—so you*
can come hack here on the dead run
“I ain’t truly to go hack?’’ from Hoy.

“No—the change will come to us—
must be ready to take care of it,
“Now, on your
the major retorted.
way—and the Lord have mercy on

we

those Imre feet of yours.”
.lust twenty minutes later Roy. safe
returned, started to see a tall, stooped
figure in widow’s weeds, almost running toward them, (’lose up the.weeds

triumphant

line! Safe over it. Now. Mr. Guardian-Devil Inchpin. do your worst!”
A shaking white hand fell upon his
shoulder- he turned to beam on its
with: “Don’t cry, honey-girl!
You’re safe—and going to he safer.
It is too good
“I can’t believe it.
to be true,” the girl cried, her voice
“I had lost hope, faith,
breaking.
in this awful month that I

everything,
knew myself n prisoner, helpless—I
no
made
You
thought forgotten.
sign—’’
were

twenty-

maone—lucky I knew the date,” the
“Vntil you were it
jor interrupted.

wasn’t

safe

to

meddle

with

>ou

hardly even to think of you. Kidnaping is, you know, a pretty serious offense.
Inchpin would have nailed me
Resides, he would
for it, Joyously.
never have let us have today s chance
if he had dreamed I knew where he
had hidden

you.”

said

a

from
From resident estates *287,595,
81 making
non-resident estates $233,392
a grand total of $520,988.06.
Tbe 1920 receipts were:
from
From resident estates, $429,989.o3;
non-resident estates, $165,136.35, total,

dismissal
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Caroline l> Reid, late of LincoInville.de*
ceased.
Will ami petition for probate thereof
and that letters testamentary issue te Marion
Reid Dut.ley of Wilmington, Delaware, gbe
being the executrix named herein and presents
said petition. Application that no bond he re*
quired from said executor is contained in the
petition for probate thereof

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for (he Counts of Waldo, on the 10th day of
January. A. L*. 1982

Emma C. Cushman, guardian of Helen B.
Caroline K. Cushman, Msrgaret E.
Cushman and Pearl 1). Cushm n of M -nivill
in sail County of Waldo, having present, d a
petition praying that she may be licensed to
<

ushman,

and convey at public or p» ivate sale cer
tain real estate situate in lAontville in said
County of Waldo, belonging to said wards and
described in snid petition.

sell

said

Phebe B. Hunter, late of l.ircolnvilie, de*
ceased. Petition that Joseph S. Mullm or some
otner suitable person may be appointed administrator of said estate.
Application presented
by said Joseph S, Mullm, a crtditor of taid

Ordered, Tnat

the said petitioner give notice
all persons interested by causing a copy of
tnis order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Jour, ai, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the 14 h day of
February, A. D. 11*22, at ten of th* clock be
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
be granted.

estate.

to

E Johnson, Register.

George A. Bray, late of Belfast, deceased.
Petition that Charles H. Coombs, public ad*
ministrator for W aldo County, or some other
suitable person, may he appointed administrator of said estate.
Petition presented by Wilo k, a creditor in said (state.
L

liam

Estate of Rinaldo A Carr, late of Palermo,
Fins! account presented for allowance by f red
uller, administrator.

ELLERY BOW PEN, Judge
A true

copy, Attest:
Chas E. Johnson

A. f

f state of Andrew Jackson Cook, late of Bslf i«t.
f irst and final account presented for
allowance t-y Fugene H. Cook, administrator.

Register

At a Probate Court held at Helfant, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vac tu>n, on
the 16ch day of January, A, L) 1922.

Estate of Ph be B Hunter, late of Lincolcville. f irst and final account presented for
Charles S. Hichborn, t xecutor of the will of j allowance hy Joseph > Mullin, conservator
ceased.
Faustina Hichborn. iHte of Stockton Springs, |
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice 1 in said
Estate of Rinaldo A Carr, late of Palermo.
County of Waldo, dec ased. h;i\i >g Petition of Fred A. fuller, administrator, for
to all persona interested by causing a copy of
a petition
that the actual
presented
praying
three
Weeks
be
tucces
his order to
determination of collateral inheritance tax.
published
market value of the property of said deceased
sively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper o >*- in his hands
Estate of Andrew J tckaon Cook, late of Belsubject to the payment of
published in Belfast, that they may appear at a th collateral inheritance lax, th* persons in- j fast Petition of
Eugene M. Cook, admimslraProbate Court, to u« held at Belfast, within
terested In the succession thereto and the
tor, that it may be dt t'rnnned who are <4:
and for said County, on the 14'h day of Feb- am. u .f of the tax thereon
be determined
may
titleo
to
said
otate
and their respective shar
ruary, A. D. 1922, at ten of the clock before
by the Judge of Probate
therein.
nd show cause, if a*
hav*»,
that an allowance may b made
of the personal estate of said de

out

noon,

the

prayer of

granted.

said

y they
petitioner snould

why

Ordered, That the said petitioner gives m-tice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks *uc*

1

not b>

ELLERY BOW DEN Judge.

The Kepub'ican Journal, a newspaper j ublished at Belfast, that they may ap
Johnson. Register.
at
a
Probate
pear
Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the 14th day
At a Probate Court held at MeifHst. within ano j
of February, A. D, 1922. at ten of the cloc*
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
21st day of January, A. D 1922.
why the prayer of said petitioner shoul-J not
A certain instrument, purporting to be the j be
granted
last will and Ustarnem of Joseph F. Nich
EL LERY BOWDEN, Judge,
ols, late of Belmont, in said Ccunty of WalA true copy.
Attest*
do. deceased, having been presented for pro
Chm E Johnson. Keg,ster.
bate with petition paying that said will bt
allowed ar.d that letters testamentary issue t
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
her, Sarah A Nichols, she being the executrix
named therein/ without giving bond in accord- Belfast, on the 10th day of January. 1922.
testator as exAlma A. Morse, administratrix on the estate
ance with f|u r» qUt-st tt
in said
of Lucinda C A
d
very, late of Belfast,
^'**ss* ip said instruim nt.
(keamed, having presented htr first
Craereo, nat nCtlC" ** given to all person? I arid final acc uht 6i administration ol aftid
interested by causing a Copy of tins order to estate for
allowjinCG,
be pnblished three weeks successively in'1 he
Ordered, that fiotiee thereof be glVflf, thr**
Republican Journal, a Lewspapcr lAiblteftf-t! at
Belfast, that they rttny appear at a Probata Weeks successively, in The Republican Jour
said
Court, bo be held at Belfast, within and for nal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in
said County, on the second Tuesday of Febru- County, that all persons interested may attend
on
the
at
Belfast,
at a Probate Court, to bfe held
ury ne*tk at ten of the Clock before noon, and
14th day of February next, and show cause, if
show cause, if ahy they have, why the same
any they haVe, why the said account should
should not be proved, approved and allowed
not be allowed.
ELLERY BUWDEN, Judge
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
A true copy,
Attest:
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. JotiNSOK, i egiaier
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within
and for the County of Waldo, in vacation, i, GUARDIAN'S NOTICE.
The subscriber
on the 19th day of January, A. D. 1922.
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
of
estate
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
of
the
appointed guardian
last will and testament of John F, Paine,
D.
of
Burnham.
EMMA
WOOD*
late
of
of
Searsmont, m said Count}
Waldo, deceased,
having been present- in the county of Waldo, and given bonds ae
! ed for probate with petition praying that the law directs. All
persons havu g demands
said will be allowed and that letters testa- against the estate of said Emma D. Wood
mentary ieBUe to her, Emma M. Paine, she are desired to present the same for settlebeing the executrix named therein, without ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
giving bond, in accordance with the rtqtrest to make payment immediately.
of said testator as expressed in said instruJAMES E. WOOD
ment.
Burnham, Me., Dec. 13, 1921
be
to
all
That
notice
Ordered,
given
perI
sons interested by
causing a copy of this
A

true

copy.

cessively

Attest:
E.

E. Peabody. late of Brookline, :n the
of Norfolk and Commonwealth of
A
ertain
Massachusetts.
instiumenl purto
he an aut enticated copy of the last
parting
wili and teslanirn ar d probate thereof of the
said John E Peabody w ith a petition that said
will may be allowed, filed and r» corded m the
Probate Court for Waldo County ai d that letters
testamentary issue to Martha W. Peabody. she being the executrix named therein
a id
presents »aid J tition. Application that
no sureties be requir d on her bond is contained in ihe petition lor probate thereof.
John

County

<

in

■

L

Inches
by H little
more than 8 ineheij wide is known as
foolscap, and till if is the story of it's
name:
“When Oliver Cromwell became protector,
after the execution
of Charles I. lie caused the stamp of
the cap of liberty to be placed upon
the paper used by the English government.
Soon after the restoration
of Charles
II,
having occasion t«

13^

$100,000._
HILL, Swanville.

Hyomei’s germ-killing medication is
i the only sensible and safe way of treating
th< catarrh. Goes right to the spot. Brest lived through the nose and mouth. Guar
anteed satisfaction or money refunded.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.

Jam s D,
the County

PROBAIt

three weeks succes; order to be published
I sively in The Republican Journal, a news! paper published at Belfast, iu said County,
1
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
! held at Belfast, within and for said Count},

To all persons interested in either ol the
estates hereinafter named:

the second Tu sday of February next, at
ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
<f any they have, why the it*me should not be
proved, approved and allowed.

on

A true copy.

James D. Winsor wub a
LJMt
.-aid will may be allowed, filed and
the Probate Court for Waldo County an i L. k*
letter* testamentary tasue to Janus l). Wiusor,
Jr.. and the Pennsylvania Company for InsurAppliance on Lives and Granting Annuities.
cation presented by said James l). W insor. Jr,
tbs said

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
Attest:

ary,

1

County of Suffolk, deceased, and given
the law directs. All perones having
! demands against the estate of said deceased
as

desired to present the same for settlement. and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately to my anthor-

: are

I

zied agent, Grace C. Pillsbury, Belfast, Me.
GEORGE W. P. BABB.
Boston. Mass., Dec. 13, 1921.

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
The aubscriber hereby gives notice that he has been
administrator
de
bonia
non of
duly appointed
the estate of

WILLIAM A. SWIFT, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the ssme for
settlement,
end sll indebted thereto sre requested to mske
payment immedistely.
RALPH L MORSE.
Belfast, Me, Jsn, 10, 1922.

Estate of James C. Gilmore, late of 'earswane*
port, Third account presented for a
by Amos Nichols, executor.
.''earsEstate of Matilda S. Gilmore, late 1
.wance
port, Third account presented for a
by Amos Nichols, conservatory
Lottie P. Vose, late of Freedos, esc eased.
Will and petitian for probate thereof and that
letters testameritary issue to William A.
Thompson, he being the executor named therein. Petition presented by said William A.
1

Thompson.
1

Estate of George W. Hardy. late of Winterai.ewaoce
port. First account presented for
by Emma L. Johnston, executrix*

Estate of Sarah E. Stevens, late of Everett.-

County of Snobonish and State of W ashPetition of James O. Klliott. adminis! lugton.
| tialor, that he may be licensed to sell and
convey at public or private sale cettaie
of
! estate situated in .Belfast, io the County
Waldo, belonging to aaui deceased and described in said petition,
,

in the

rea^

(

ELLERY BOW HEN.
Judge of said t.ourt.
A true copy of the original. Atttsi
CH AS. E. JOHNSON, Re» ster

Probate Court held at Belfast, in anu
Notice is hereby given that the following?
County of Wsldo, on the second TuesProbate
day of January, in the year of our Lord one appointments have been made b., the
within and for the County of W aldo and
Court,
thousand nine hundred and twenty two. The j
State of Maine.
following matters having been presented for
the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it
Estate of John H. Terry, late of Mcntvitfo#
is hereby ordered, that notice thereof be given
William A. Norton of Boston, in the Commonto all persons interested by causing a copy of |
wealth cf Massachusetts, appointed executor
this order to be published once a week for
10. A, D. 1922. Ralph 1. Morse of Belthree weeks successively before the second January
fast
!
appo inted agent January 10, A. D. 1922.
of
Tuesday
February, A. D, 1922. in The ReEstate of Angie N. Gilmore, late of >earepublican Journal, a newspaper published and
printed at Belfast, in said County, that they port. Nancy P. Merry man of Searsport »P'
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
j pointed executrix January 10. A. L). 19*22.
the Probate Office in said Belfast on the second
Estate of Sarah J. French, late of Scocktoff
Tuesday of February, A. D. 1922, at ten o’clock
Sptinga. Annie M. Thompson of Stockton
in the forenoon, and be beard thereon if
they Springs appointed executrix
January 10, A.
see cause.

!

1922.

William Lincoln West, late of Belfast, deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
and that letters testamentary issue to Sarah
! not be allowed.
ELLERY BOW DEN. Judge
E, West, she being the executrix named therein and presents
A true copy. Attest:
said petition.
Application
Chas E. Johnson, Register.
! that no bond be required from said executrix
is contained in the petition for probate thereof.
The subADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
Alden J, Whitney, late of Freedom, deceas*
scriber hereby give notice that he has been ed. W ill and
petition for probate thereof and
administrator
of
the
estate
of
duly appointed
that letters testamentary issue to Frank W.
EMILIE B. PFAFF. late of Boston,
Penney, he being the executor named therein

in the
I bonds

rec^*-S^ir|

At a
for the

Chas E Johnson, Register.

In Court of Probate, held at
W ALDO SS
Belfast, in vacation, on the 11th day of Janu
1922.
Dorothy F. R- pers. administratrix
of the estate of Donald H. R gers, late of Belfast, in said County, deceased, having pre
! sented her first and final account of adminI istration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, ir The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published at Belfast, in said county, that all persons interested may attend at a
to be held at Belfast, on the
; Probate Court,
14th day of February next, and show cause, if
any they have, why the said account should

INOIlltS

W insor, late of i,ower Merion, in
of Montgomery, in the State of

Pennsylvania, deceased, A certain instrument
purporting to be an rytbfftOcated copy of the
lss'. will and rinnamrhi aiif ortN'tttere uf of

Counj/i

j

A woman who speaks twelve languages
“Can a nun love two women at
has married a man who speaks seventeen. same timeT” asks a writer.
That's about tbe right handicap.
Not if they find it out
—Arkansas Gazette
l
—Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

{

/

Soto

UmatWon.andDuny;
verishness
amt

praying

her

to

^^The

Certainly Not

nr

I1
1

Ai.;-Ipful Remedy

Attest:

true copy.

lition

"You’ll find out time enough, sonny,” said the major. “Plenty time—a
Now let. me see! I.ove
God’s plenty.
feast now—nine o'clock; that’ll hold
use some paper for dispatches, some
|
I
; the church folk a full hour or better.
of this government paper was brought
$594,125.88
non-resiSinging, preaching, sacrament and so
to him.
This shows an increase in the
19-0 of
on ’ll give us three hours longer. Heap
“On looking at it and discovering
dent estates receipts lor 1921 over
of doing in that much time—if only
the stamp, tie inquired the meaning
in the receipts
off
It
how
to
out.”
know
falling
get
you
apparent
of it; and, on being told, he said:
to
from the resident estates is due largely
“Yes. sir,” said Roy. not quite easily.
"‘Take it away; 1 have nothing tc
two very
the fact that taxes were pBid by
The major was his oracle, guide,
do with a fool's cap!’
two paying
the
1920
in
estates
early
large
philosopher and friend. Suppose Jimover
my Higgs went back on himself, he,
Man of Varied Character.
Roy, would be crushed to the dust. He
OAK
Yale, although he was honi
Klihu
In
the
must not fall
this mystermajor
in or near Boston, always boasted of
ious emergency—yet going home unwith the
being a Welshman, according to the
fortified with service facts was dreadMrs. Augustus Walker is ill
He amassed a
Manchester Guardian.
his
relief
to
ful
Fancy
contemplate.
grip.
fast fortune in India, where he “shook
when the straggly division hedge of
with
Oscar Webster has employment
the
questionable
pagoda-tree"
by
cedars was violently stirred—Jimmy
Mr. Bryant in Waldo.
methods of his time: and he appears
Higgs coming through it like a cannon
to have been what the cabman called
Mra. Percy Whittford who has had the ball, hut panting as he stood upright:
John Forster, “a wery harhltrarv old
I mustn’t
be—late.
“Roy!
Hurry!
grip is about in her usual health.
gent." When governor of Madras he
he
New scholars Is worth a dime a head
LiDWOod Thayer is in Belfast, where
hanged his English groom for faktoday. I got to he rolled up a new
Black.
Herbert
with
has employment
1
ing his horses too far afield for exscholar, or know the reason why."
Webb
ercise. But on his return to England
Mr. James Webster and Porter
Action answered his appeal.
Butit is
he won wide reputation for the openhave been harvesting their ice and
tons, buckles, the cherished knot of a
which
with
he
lianded
liberality
of excellent quality.
rare blue tie, all fell before fingers
scattered his gifts.
are
that dared not shake.
The many friends of Leon Webster
The exchange quickly made. Jimmy
been very sick
sorry to learn that he has
Peasants Not Bolshevists.
:
darted
toward the gate: hut Roy
His mother, Mrs Jas
with indigestion.
The peasants make up approximatereyanked him bark with a stem:
Webster, was with him several days
ly 90 per cent of the population of
“T’other way. or I’ll skin you.” and
cently.
Bussia and 90 per cent, or 00 per cent,
Then grinning over
was duly obeyed.
of the peasants are opposed to the
Maine is soon to be again connected by
an outfit much patched though clean,
Some of
theories of the Bolsheviki.
water, with direct line of freight ships,
he looked Inquiry at the major, who
the Bolbetween Portland and New York.
the
oppose
actively
peasants
as
he
said enigmatically
rose: “ReWedAn agreement was entered into
sheviki.
1 am not speaking now of
member—we’re
going
fishing—got
Steamship
Eastern
the
nesday between
those in the “outside" armies, such as
the port
nooks and lines and poles all right.
Lines, Inc., and the directors of
hut of purely peasant orWrangel’s,
construction
to
we’ll
have
the
But
halt
to
at
once,
dig
up
to
of Portland,
begin
ganizations. The rest of the peasant*
catch our whale."
of proper pier and dock, fully equipped
re
with adequate sheds; railroad tracks and
“I’m game,” said loyal Roy. hut i maintain a passive but successful
side of the
sistanee to Bolshevist doctrines,—Huge
team facilities, on the westerly
with a delighted shiver.
in
new State pier, now being constructed,
W. Koehler, in World’s Work.
Speedwell, a mile from town, was
Portland. Conatruction will begin at once
The subADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
earliest
and tne terminal completed at the
Deen
GUARDIAN’S NOTICE.
The eubecribei scriber hereby gives notice thst be has
the
estate of
the
of
administrator
possible moment and when complete
du'v
sppointed
gives notice that be has been duly aphereby
Maine
Eastern Steamabip Lines, Inc.,
LULA M. CUSHMAN, late of Montviile.
pointed guardian of the eatate of
Steamship Line, will operate adequate
MARY E. TWITCHELL of Burnham,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
re
two
the
ports,
freight service between
bonds as the law directs. All persona having
for in the County of Waldo, and,given bondaaa th«
newing a service operated regularly
demands against the estate of said deceased
law directa.
All
demand*
peraone
having
*Eich
at
1917
50 years,-prior to October,
against the eatate of said Mary F. Twitchell ai< are desired to present the same for settlement
which
te
over
and
all indebted thereto are requested
conditions
time by reason of
desired to present the same for settlement,
the Company bad no control, obliged them and all indebted thereto are requeeteo to mak< i make payment immediately,
HAROLD E. CUSHMAN.
Every effort payment immediately.
to discontinue the service.
Montviile. Me Jan. 10, 1922
ARLO C.jTWITCHELL,
will be made o serve tbe interests of forBurnham,Me., Jan; 10, 1922.
warders and receivers of freight, in
to Reach Catarrh
Maine, to and through the port of New

York.

m

,J

i,

Annie S Davis of Freed -m w idow of Arnold H. Davis. I te of Freedom, in said counts
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a je

Way

SICK STOCK

...

\

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast within
arid for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day
of January. A. D 1922

£ui

were as

/,
jt

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

in a manner hoist by his own petard.
He blustered, of course, but what is
a man to do when the law. the right',
husband chocka wedding ring and a
of fight a?e leagued against him!

jimmy Higgs lias done promised to swap clothes, go to church for
me, tell me the text 'n everything—so's
I can go 'long with you on this 'boob
hunt’—whatever its like."

published

(.

held In trust since Hilary was a baby.
He had secluded her, browbeaten tier,
as
he thought, out of all resistance.
Finding himself mistaken lie tiad virtually imprisoned her at Speedwell,
not knowing the major's close neighborhood or that of the plans which
Tims lie had been
meant also Jimmy.

^either.

newspaper

A

ed troth and tried to marry out of
Between them had come the
hand.
scheming Inclipin, intent upon keeping
in bis own family the fortune he had

Paper

,V ZZ
J, i,U, W/»
Mi* ***

14th day of February next, and show
cause, if any they have, why the said account
should not be allowed

war-turmoil, had fallen in love, plight-

Door.”

^

j^TTm****'***

the

bride away. Roy Willem playing ring
bearer and Dancy Alien jubilant us
After it the whole story
best man.
came out.
Hilary Arkworth and Jimmy Raynor, whirled together in the

“T:ike Thi» to the Side

PromotingW®5**

neither

county, that all persons interested may attend
Probate Cour», to be held at Belfast, on
at a

there was
an
impromptu wedding some fifteen
miles off with Major Bagby giving the

I

J

Opium.Morphine
otic.
Miner.,!. Not Narc

Ordered. That notice thereof be given three
weeks succesaiveh in the Republican Journal,

enjoy doing justice to your guardian.”
Jimmy Raynor with his pal, Dancy
Allen, shattered all speed limits, and
nearly wrecked a perfectly good car,
after getting the major's message.
Thus it came about that coincidental-

_

tirntthcSiomachsandBo
There!

lowance

his ill doings. Or rather leave him to
justice—and Jimmy ltaynor. We'll stop
shortly and phone for him; lie's one
of three fellows safe not to tie at
And next to seeing you free,
church.
and your own mistress, I think lie will

"Foolscap."

for.Vs 1

f.hcerfii i ness and RestCanWB

In Court o! Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 10th day of January. 1922
Bei jamin b Coleord, surviving trustee under
the will and testament of Bei j «rnin F. Pendleton, late of Searsport, in said county, deceased, having presented his seventh and
final account is trustee of said ♦ state for al

I

church

cent, a

AVevetable Preparation

sltn.mi. ^UieFoodtrrR^l

WALDO

never

with

ai.cohol-3 ter

fj1

Probate Satires

was only nineteen mm
live to see twenty If I
kept refusing to marry his nephew,"
the girl, Hilary Arkvvorth, said tensely.
Again the major patted her hand, saying: "Forget it! Forget him ami all
"He

would

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

■

owner

mu
Urachal
For Infants nnd Children.

in New England, he was recognized as
to
one of the most capable of the staff
assume an important place in the vaults,
of which he eventually b came manager'
In recent years Mr Bartlett lived in winter at the Hotel Tourame, and yesterday
he started to walk across Boston Comttend the morning service at the
mon to
First Church at Berkeley and Marlboro
streets.
Near the orner of Beacon and
Charles streets he fell ill and entered a
drug store, where he awaited the airival
or a taxicab to take him back to his ; o
tel.
He died a few moments after returning to his apartment, before a physiBartlett was twice
Mr
cian arrived.
married, his first wife being the late Mar
Aft r
garet Hazelline ot Belfast, Me.
tier deatli he married trances Smith of
He is survived
Boston, since deceased.
by a step-daughter, Mrs. Mabel S. Walter, who lived with him at his summer
home on Abbott road, Wellesley, and at
his hotel suite during the winter; a nephew, William B. Thurber, vice-president
of the Walter Baker Company, Limited,
of Milton; and two nieces, Mrs. Henry S.
Dennison ot South
Framingham and
Miss Elizabeth Thurber of Plymouth.—
Boston Herald of Jan. 16th.

showed as a disguise for roses, dimples
Nobody spoke
aim silk-clad ankles.
the major’s finger was on his lip. Rut
inside another twenty minutes he let
I he state
out a
whoop:

“Had to wait till you

letCMttgats 1' Fl'iid

connection with the l nion Safe Deposit
He
Vaults, of which he was manager
boy in the
rose from the post of errand
hank ol Col. Henry Lee to one of the
most responsible positions in the employ
hi*
ol l.ee Higginsoii \ Co., with whom
Boin
entire banking caieer was spent.
at Plymouth in May, 1841, he attended
the public achoo a of that tow n and then
came to Boston, where he found employment in the State street banking house
His diligence won him early recognition,
va
and as a young man I c was awarded
hen 20 years old he
rious promotiona.
answered the President’s call lor volunCol.
teers and enlisted under Ins patron,
Henry Lee, who commanded the 44th
regiment, and served under him throughHe resumed his place in
out the war
the hanking huuse and when the safe de
lirst
posit vaults were opened in 1868 the

tax

ice tax
The receipts from ike inherits
1921 according
law io Maine for the year
by Assistant
to figures just made public
D. t>tubbs, in
Attorney General Philip
in the attorney
charge of that department

general’s office,

Schuyler S. Bartlett, prominent in
banking for half a century, died su denly
yesterday after suffering a stroke while
He was 81 years
on his way to church.
old and three years ago observed the
50th anniversary of the beginning of Ins

marks.
Major Bagby smiled to *-*e
“Not two days old.* he said,
them.
then handing Roy a fair-sized covered
basket: “Take this to the sfile door
girl say:
w lien it opens if you see a
The eggs, madam—and I’ll come back
for my change after a bit.’ You’re apt
elders will he
t<> see her—the

ly

what he says about it with the aggregation of slang he uses:—“It will be splendid when wars are ended and peace has
busted and
come to stay, when swords are
cannon rusted, and no one yearns to slay
Through all the ages, in futile rages, the
found
sons of min have fought, in war
pleasure, and none can measure the evil
on
they have wrought. The soil we tread
of bywas scrapped and bled on by nuts
was wont to
gone days; the early savage
Are we
ravage, and kill off other jays.
we
so dotty so vain and naughty, that
can't quit old tricks? Must we forever atIs
tempt to sever the domes of other hicks?
all our yearning for higher learning a wish
for some disguise o cloak our longing for
armies thronging, and death for countless
betguys? Oh, donnerwetter, are we no
ter than men who lived in caves, whose
daily labors were killing neighbors, and
digging early graves. Let's make it plainer that we are saner than those ancestral
boobs, and scrap our cruiser* and ran the
bruisers who kill off harmless rubes.'7

INHERITANCE

CENTER MCNTVILLE

your hund'chlf before you pass the
Allen pew. Stuck up ns they are. they
S pose
never smell of nothing at all.
they think It’d be a waste—here with
nobody but country folks to notice. 1
want 'em learnt good, country folks

Many tons of petrified remains of ele-

V«—--

operators at North

MOSES MURPHY.

THOUSAND YEARS

Bangor recently.
Miss Elizabeth Spurden of Liverpool’
who has been the guest of her aunt,
Mrs. C. E. Bowden on W ashington street

“I’m treating you to my best—Essence of White Rose,” h;s mother in“Re sure you shake out
terrupted.

50c a box. f> f r $2.80, trial size 25c.
At dealers or from 1-RUIT-A-Tlt s
Limited, OCliKNsrt UG, Nd.
ONLY

They

had dlferent Ideas—as was manifest
if
by his answer: “Make it camfire.
you're bound and determined to put
something. It’s sorter clean, like paragoric. smells baby all over—"

These “Fruit Law Tablets" will always
cure such troubles

Stillwater Avenue,

Eng.,

painful
dressed to please his mother.

“Fruit-a-tiyes” was the only remedy to help me. They strengthened
the Kidneys, made my houols move
the
regularly and treed me of all

Fereuts’ dav was observed in the
schools here and many parents visited
the various schools
The Miller district,

ter the work

sort o’ seen! d’ye want on
of
your hund'chlf?" Mrs. Willem asked
her son, Roy, aged twelve and onehalf. therefore a steady prey to the
embarrassment when
most

“Whajt

Yfrvost.
Mourn
Kidney
“For years, I suffered w
and Liver Com plaint; m> Kir ached;
whole
my liver was sluggish ; an’ my
system Seemed, out of order.

Tranquility

was

fc. mi, by McClure Newspaper Syndicate

Everything Right

baby boy—Richard Byron.

Elizabeth Ambone; sentinel,
Ferd Ambone; organist, Lida Blood.
Af-

a

•/

Until “Fruit-a-t*ves” Made

Mr. and Mrs. Byron Snell are receiving
congratulations on the recent arrival of a

warder,

Catching
Whale

By MARTHA MAC WILLI AMS.

Mrs. Dora Moody has returned from a
week's visit with her lister, Mrs. H. I.
Holt, in Camden.

Beach Chapter O. E S
h-ld i s annual installation o' officers on Monday
evening, Jan. ll>, with
laige attend
ance. Miss Angie Dr:nnwater acting as
installing officer, a .s.sted by Mabel Pei
dleton as marshal, boiii performing their
work in a mo t creditable and appreciative manner.
Follow ng are the officers
elected: Worthy matron,
Lettii Law;
worthy patron, William Law; associate
matron, Mary McCobb; secretary, Phebe
Wade; tieasurer, Alice Howe; conductress, Lillian Worcester; associate conductaesa,
Mary Coombs; chaplain, Madge
Bullock: marshal, Jessie Drink water;
Adan, Lydia Stevens; Ruth, Winifred
Young; Esther, Clara Hopkins; Martha,
Elenora Coombs; Electa, Alice Pitcher;

place.

and presents said petition.
no
bond be required from
contained in the

Application

that

said executor is
thereof.
Mary C. Clement, late of Belfast, deceased.
W'ill and petition for probate thereof and that
letters testamentary issue to Amos Clement,
he being the executor named therein and
presents said petition.
Application that no bond
be required from said executor is contained in
the petition for probate thereof.
Albert 8. Higgins, late of Thorndike, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof
and that letters testamentary issue to
George
P. Higgins and Flora L. Hunt, they being the
execuio s named therein.
Charles Nickersoo, late of Winterport, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof
and that letters testamentary issue to Alice M.
Nickerson, she being the executrix named
therein and presents said petition. Application that no bond be required from said execu*
tnx is contained in the petition for probate
thereof.

petitionVor probate

Estate of George W. Burkett, late of Belfast. Clement W. Wescott of Belfast appoint*
ed executor January 10, A. D. 1922.

Henrietta L. Beckwith, late of
Russell S. Beckwith of Belfast appointed executor January 10, A. D, 1922.
Estate of Catherine O'Leary, late of Belfast. William P. O’Leary of Belfast appointed executor January 10, A. O. 1922.
Estate of William A. Mason, late of Belfast,
Lcula A, Mason of Belfast appointed executrix January 10, A. D. 1922,
Estate of John H. Kelley, late of Searsport.
James Kelley of Belfast appointed administrator January 10 A. D 1922,
Estate of Sumner Abbott, late of KnoS,
Anna W. Abbott of Knox appointed adminiatratnx January 10. A. D. 1922.
Estate of Edwin H. Walker, late of Belfast.
Jenette Estelle Walker of belfaet appointed
administratrix January 10, A L>. 1922.
Estate of Eben W. Blanchard, late of Boston, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Nettie B. Morrill of Lynn, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts appointed
tratrix. with the will annexed, December l-*»
A. D. 1921,
Robert F. Dunton of Belfast »P“
pointed agent December IB, A, D. 1921.
Dated at Belfaat, in said County of Waldo
and'State of Maine this 17th day of Januaryt
A. 6. 1922.
Estate

of

Belfast.

adminis-

CHAS. E. JOHNSON. Regwtor.

"bIlFAST

THE

MAN’S

EMBATTLED

AFFAIRS IN EUROPE

FARMERS.

LfcNINE’S

SCEHME.

Bangor Commercial.
During the past summer Mr. Edward
The farmer is and always has been the i
It is difficult to understand just what
cornerstone of this Republic, says the A. Filene of Boston made a study-tour the Allied
f’ouncil expects to accomplish
Cornerstone? He through nine of the principal countries of
the evidence of this Bel- Minneapolis Journal.
by the inclusion nt Russia in the confer»n you doubt
m well nigh the whole foundation, in fact
not
a
i<
Mr.
filene
politician
ence ai Genoa.
Europe.
Russia unfer its present
Belfast endorsement
pretty much the edifice. It was the farmThat any agreede- nor is he a newspaper correspondent. rule is outside the pale
ers who made the Thirteen Colonies,
ment can be reaclie
with Lenine that
Belfast, says, creed independence, wrote the ( onstitu- He is one of the most prominent and farSt.,
*
Cedsr
Ellifc
would
be kept it is impossible to believe
tanMd
who toan attack of
seeing business men in the city of Boston. Any attempt to reach such appeals to us
tion, developed the country, and
year ago 1 had
a
and
back
perpet
in
my
day will save our institutions
He made a study tour through nine of the to be a waste of time and that is evidenttrouble and the misery
1 felt ired uate the Nation when he fully understands
going.
lost put me past
Eutope. Here are ly what the administration of the United
nations of
of
principal
hiinseif
were
clear
to
is
able
kidneys
and
the
issue
States believes.
all the time and my
rascals. his conclusions:
these
organshim
for
by‘"plausible
the
ir
set
knew
1
»ps
Russia has accepted the invitation to
free m action.
conservative.
natural
order to check
is a
and
in
our
1
farmer
our
tie
and
surpluses
1
Europe needs
be represented at G noi.
That was to be
rtd attention
box of Doan.
a
He is the natural American as well as the producing ability more than ever before.
bought
1
comblamt.
expected, but the participation will contill constitutes the
S'ore. I bey original one, and he
I
to
we
Drug
sell
Europe
the
we
freely
City
could
at
2.
If
sist of submitting impossible and pred ?y | ills
My kidneys
<»urt of last appeal in this country.
could put our unemployed back at work posterous claims to the conference.
0f the trouble
It is
has
was
largely in tl e and have great prosperity
backache
the
legislation
and
Parly
-sme regular
now reported that the,Soviet gover iment
I know Doan s farmer’s interest, and established him as
is poor as the result of j
me since.
But
3.
Europe
at Moscow is now engaged in preparing a
vrr bothered
lor the main estate of our free republican
the war, and can buy only on long-term bill against the Allies that will ask tor
pill, can be depended upon
am givrealm The homestead law determined the credits.
disorder and that’s why 1
indemity for the various costs to Russi
character of all our West pretty much
endorsement.
4
Long-term credits are impossible of the different revolutions against the
I them my
the
Pacific.
to
Don’t simply from the Appalachians
unless the danger of new wars in Europe Soviet government, on the ground that
all dealers.
Price 60c at
1
So well provided for was the farmer, is lessened and important reductions in
Doan s
they were encouraged and assist d by the
for a kidney remedy—get
has
that
he
and
law,
nature
by
both
by
had.
are brought about.
Mr.
Ellis
armaments
same
Allies.
Tills—the
Civil
.i(iey
N- V not been demanding much since the
But the reduction of armaments is
5.
There is no reason to believe that I.e- |
ster-Mdburn Co., Mfra BulTalo,
War.
True, passing conditions have at impossible unless there are adequate nine has
any belief that the Allies will |
1
times urged him to take up with pana- guarantees of the protection for which
He well
honor such a ridiculous bill.
Than
ceas designed to cure railroads or mortBetter
intended.
armaments are
but
bill
the
that
will
knows
not,
they
and
gages or middlemen, but for himself
6.
Such guarantees, satisfactory to will be framed in olfset to the claims of
Health Laws.
his status the farmer has not been de- the citizens of any nation, cannot be furAllied countries against the government
manding much.
nished except by an association of na- of Russia for loans made under the adinteresting things
many
There are
sea or
He ought to have some things, never
important
which
of
every
tions
Lenine lias
ministration of the czar.
to make Maine
As
thelet-s.
not the campaign
political and economic in- land power is a part. Lack of co-opera- promised to pay these bills and has also
to which
the Union
vestment no government can do better tion by any one of the great nations is
althiest State in
but perhaps
repudiated them. The promise to pay
r-i.rred a few dsya ago,
than to legislate to keep the farmer on fatal.
The lack of payment
was most recent.
of them is that the
the
working
in
significant
land
the soil, to keep the
emost
7.
Because one great nation, the Unit- is one of the greatest factors that stands \
and operation, is
in origin
farmthe
foster
to
farmer’s possession,
svement,
ed States, is out of the present associa- 1 in the way of the recognition of the Soa matter of legislation,
j
er’s welfare, provide for his education, tion of nations, there are being formed in
polar and not
And so Lenine proviet government.
matter of more laws
a
j
consider his convenience, cheri-h him as Europe today new balances of power
ills it is not
doubtless
bill
in
to offer a
but
someposes
offset,
an individual and promote the interests
new State departments,
“
among the nations.
with the hope of delaying payment and
public of his class.
that a voluntary association,
Balances of power are dependent at the same time securing recognition 1
8.
of
riled citizens am! representatives
The farmer is the one indispensable on military strength, and must result in
promise of adjustment. It is a
upon a
attending to through
It was the American new rivalries in armaments.
unit for a republic.
groups, is
plan that will not succeed.
0| education, co-operation, eri
Confarmer who really curbed American busiWashington
the
if
Therefore
9.
and extension
It
ness when it had grown obstreperous
•cement of existing laws
fere. ce is really to bring about a reduc- COL. ALBERT GREENLAW TO COMin a limited way
will curband
who
farmer
work now carried on
American
tion of armaments, it must furnish the i
isjthe
Health Association is
MAND 386th INFANTRY, O. R.
,he Maine Public
already beginning to curb organized guarantee of protection necessary before I
and is
two
ago
years
existence
labor which today has a somewhat exag- any large or small nation will effectively |
me into
the
Announcement was made Thursday by
jntallied by the 500 local granges,
gerated estimate of the function it per
reduce its armaments.
the military authorities of the appointl labor unions, the 200 women’s clubs,
forms and of the power it can exercise.
is
furnished,
this
10.
If
guarantee
and
ment of Col. Albert Greenlaw of Eabt150 posts of the American Legion
The common sense of the American then the strong Balkan nations can deAssociated Industries, representing farmer before he concludes, is going to vote their power to the development of port, former adjutant general and former
ie
through
commander of the Department of Maine,
p manufacturers, all acting
jolt excess labor action, just as in Roose- their great agricultural wealth and cease
American Legion, as commander of :
hr example,
cir State organizations,
velt’s presidency it jolted the toploftmess the present economic wars that threaten The
the 380th Infantry Regiment, 97th Divithe State are holding of the
farmer
he
'I
of
business.
e granges all over
supermen
to bring on new military wars.
this month to raise their is thfe balance-wheel, the leveler.
He
sion, Organized Reserves. The headquarx suppers
11. If this guarantee is given, then ters of the 386th Infantry is located at
on the work.
unthis
Republic
are of the funds to carry
a
to
of
continue
risk
the
France can alTord to take
through purposes
! Bangor, but will be temporarily retained
to continue it as a
lere are sustaining memberships
Germany strong enough industrially to at the office of the adjutant general in
1 he changeably American,
j
tiich individuals contribute to it.
land of opportunity to the self-helper and be able to pay the indemnities
! that city.
spreading health not as a boarding-house for lazy agitators
wspapers join in
If the Balkans and France and
!2.
association
the
Col. Greenlaw s military recoru uaies
ot
work
and unproductive anarchists.
the
opaganda. The
again,
at
are
peace
really
Germany
when he encarried on under eight divisions—tuHis interests are American, and so are outlook for world peace will be good, and back to 1894, 28 years ago,
listed as a private in the old 2nd Maine
rculosis, extension of district nursing his demands.
to
we in the United States will be able
Infantry at Eastport, later becoming
ork, mental hygiene, etc. and the local
sell our goods to Europe without undue
Porfour
quartermaster of the company.
The State board of health
ALASKA ONCE SUBTROPICAL.
credits
term
on
risk
long
but not in any
years he was quartermaster of the 2nd
lards lit into the scheme,
oilier
ana
our surpluses
13
Selling
two years, from 1913
official stamp on it. The
The ancient vegetation of the Arctic goods to Europe will make a better de- Regiment and lor
ay to put the
in its
to 191a was adjutant general of Maine.
of its fos
bole project is popular, both
region, as is shown by a study
lor our producworld
the
all
mand
over
Colonel Greenlaw on April 4, 1917, enlannal support and in the associations sd plants, indicates that its climate was
tion, and will therefore put our unem- tered the World War as supply officer of
committees, State and local, that once very unlike that which prevails
us
great
ployed back at work and bring
the 103rd Infantry with the rank of capInstead of consisting of a
there now.
gineer it.
prosperity.
u.
tain. During the remainder of the war he
The executive secretary, Walter
handful of smali plants struggling for
their
price.
Peace and prosperity have
much that
was acting chief of staff in the 26th Dina!
life amid snow and ice in a scant, almost That
the
lurber, is the mainspring of
with
price is co-operation
Maine is the first State
vision and was also quartermaster of |
frozen soil, its vegetation
and
■ accomplished.
reduction
the
perpetually
for
tions of the world
of
that division under Gen. Clarence R. Ed- j
and includset in motion a State-wide agency
was abundant and luxuriant
limitation of armaments and the stopks sort and there will be wide interest ed ferns and palmlike plants that grow ping of disastrous economic wars. Upon ; wards, lie was made a major March 3,
I the way the thing works out. It is only in a mild and probably frostless clim- the success of the Washington Confer- \ 1919, and a lieutenant colonel April 7,
ce of
■tiling new for Maine to take a pi
This vegetation flourished in the ence to bring about such a co-operation | 1919.
ate.
the
Colonel Greenlaw participated i
Arctic region from at least late Paleozoic —co-operation effective enough to make
pdership in a good cause. Incidentally,
a
battles of Suissons Sector, I’oul Sector,
big advantage to middle Cenozoic geologic time, millions
|ture bas given MaineStates
of armaments
and
reduction
limitation
that might
AlChampaign-Marne, Aisne-Marne, St. Mirer many of its sister
of years ago, before man existed.
really safe—depend, 1 believe, the solu- biel and Meuse Argonne, and received
iter a racd for the distinction of being though these lands are nowso inhospitable
of unemployof
tion
America’s
problem
ttie
for meritorious service,
healthiest State in
]own as the
and are rarely visited, the United States ment and the restoration of our business several citations
lie is also on the general staff eligible list.
a large
has
nion.—Boston Herald.
gathered
it
Survey
make
Geological
And we should
prosperity.
Colonel Greenlaw has also served as
assoamount of information concerning their
is
quite clear to the President and his
mayor and postmaster at Eastport and
are
we
conomic Conditions in
that
fossil floras,
ciates at the Conference
at present a member of the Maine Public
for
the
A study of the coal beds of the Cape
to
price
pay
ready and willing
Utilities (7(>mmission.
has ineidently disclosed w orld
peace.
Mr. Hoover says: "The economic re- Lisburne region
beds are
coal
I
liese
and
fossil
slow
plants
many
ttvery of Europe is necessarily
THE RESPONSIBILITY
com- ]
it contains great dangers, but extensive and are the only known
IE-mH
OUR HOME MARKET
of
e
resources
mineral
statevaluable
some
as
as
all
mercially
t
gloomy
V
We wonder what the Allied Council will
that region. A little coal is occasionally
ly \ ould ake it appear.
It is not a theory,—it is a fact demonthe
do with the recommendation of the commined for vessels that aie short of fuel,
since
the
Armistice,
\ear by year
no
is
lat
there
cold
strable
by
ligures,—t
mission that it appointed last August to
ornbatant states (except Russia) show which, as there is no harbor, lie olT-hore
of market in the world at all comparahle to review the German trialsof the warcrimeady gains in soc ial and political stabil- and perilously load on a few sacks
When the
States
the
United
of
that
inals.
This commission attended to its
y, they show great progress in recovery coal by means of lighters.
classes of the United States
Cape Lisburne is the bold headland workiug
duty and reports that in only two instanagriculture, industry, foreign trade
betlive
have
they
steady
employment,
land
a
The one field of which marks the northwest end of
ces did the trials at
id communications.
Leipzig bring the reter than the working classes of any other
sults that were justified by the evidence.
lutmuous degeneration is that of gov- mass that projects into the Arctic Ocean
in the world and buy more liDe-rcountry
about
Alaska
of
coast
It recommends that the Allies now pro
nmentai finance, the unbalanced bu«lg- from the western
Even ally of those products which the farmer ceed as it is authorized to do under the
300 miles directly north of Nome.
g and the consequent currency deflaIt is a matter of common
furnishes.
north
the
no
means
train
is
its
by
Versailles treaty and try the war offendCape Lisburne
ons of certain countries with
that tile American working
The commerce ern limit of the fossil plants of this near- knowledge
ers.
certain destruction.
when he has employment, eats'
man,
have
for
they
sutlers
We thing, that the public sentiment in
greviously ly tropical vegetation,
E the whole world
white bread three times a day and red
the Allied countries favors the punishbeen found in the rocks 180 miles north
om this failure in fiscal science and the
at least once a day,—a diet which
meat
ment of those Germans who used the war
iprehension which flows from it, and east of Cape Lisburne.
European
the working classes ot no
a
as
cover for criminal acts.—Bangor
iless some remedies are found the grea*.
alford.
can
country
EtENSIVE WEAPON
Com’l.
icuperalion in the live great fields of OUR dEST I
Government data issued by the Del'he Allied Commission do just what it
»< lal,
political, industrial, agricultural
conclusively
of Commerce
That a given war weapon is more ad- partment
has done in other matters. Its members
4P<I commercial life of the past three
farm
American
the
of
that
price
proves
to
some
than
will sit tight and draw good salaries—
jjfcars are endangered. Its effects spread vantageous to one natioji
products varies, not according to the vol- nothing more.
constantly outside the borders of those other, or that its use in a defensive way ume
of
those products (that is,
of
exports
inthe
to
make
battleship
is calculated
•tales predominantly concerned and sub
the amount the American farmer sells
effective, is not sufficient reason for its by
■tir tally check our recovery also.
THIS SCHEME WON’T WORK
in the foreign market) but by the amount
sTiie most eminent and most dangerous abolition.
in the United
The submarine, invented by an Ameri- of those products consum^J
Of these unbalanced inflation situations is
The rise and fall ot farm prices
States.
Efforts have been made irom year to
Germany. Her case depends upon the can and perfected as a war craft by is in almost direct
proportion to the rise year to adopt a system of time that
and volume of reparation pay- Europeans, of itself renders the United
those
cf
fall
of
domestic
and
consumption
would begin at some point in the day and
•h nts. As the United States does not States practically immune from invasion
When
American
working continue to the same point the next, or
either in its control or its re- Our isolated geographical situation, with products.
are
are
classes
they
profitably employed
from one to twenty-four, instead of countJipts we have no voice or right to in- an ocean rolling between each of our
farm products and i
ing up to twelve in the middle of the day
irfere. In any event this is peculiarly coasts and any possible enemy of suffic- liberal consumers of
When
the
advance.
working
prices
and
the
and then beginning all over again. So far
Europeau matter and must be adjusl- ient strength to give us concern,
classes are not employed and they are conservatism has prevented general adopI by the parties at interest.
great length of our C03St line, equal to all
I
on their living,
cut
down
to
compelled
the
submarine
makes
It is earnestly to he hoped that the that of Europe,
tion, but our southern neighbor, Mexico,
Stutes the consumption of farm products de- is going to try it this year.
more important to the United
According to
esent negotiations upon reparation may
So long as clines and with the decline of consump- their scheme the day will begin with zero
iccced in finding a sound basis that will than to any other nation.
at midnight and continue up to twentywarships are retained, this government tion there is a decline in prices.
cure permanent'economic and political
Nothing would be so fatuous (in fact it four on the middle of the next night. This
ability to Germany and certainty of should not give consideration to the abowould be suicidal) as for the agricultural
plan has its its disadvantages for no protegular payment to the Allies. With this lition of the submarine.
Tbe United States is ready to make all interests of this country to align them- vision has been made toconfuse the trusteffected the way is open for constructive
and
ful wife or old maid when truant husband
consideration of the situations n other reasonable concessions to promote peace. selves with the movement fathered
imor tomcat will still continue to get in at
•tates.
The American people have never These concessions do not include the sac- financed by international bankers,
to
attraders
tree
in the morning.—Oxone or two o’clock
and will not be remiss in participa- rtlice of the nation’s means of protection porting interests and
of the ford
Democrat.
iu these further measures, but our against the armaments permitted to re- tempt to capture the markets
the
world
world
the
capture
a
motto
it
will
is
by letting
pie cannot successfully enter unt 1 main. “Safety lirst’’
be well for us to remember at this junc- markets of America.
THE SEABOARD TOWN.
se who have control of the reparations
not
seize
of
the
did
so
This
nation
ture.
any
re settled this major issue upon
I like the seaboard cities where the
nd an economic basis that we can spoils of war; it is uot looking for the
Resolutions ot
streets
k upou lie future of Europe with con- territory of any other nation; there is no
reason
Frame river endings that delight our
why we should render our own
mce.
Once more death has entered our grange
eyes;
)utside of the government finance of a situation dangerous by giving up weapons
midst our Some tail ship etched where land and
ited number of states, the outlook is most essential to us for the reason that circle and removed from our
water meets,
they are to us fundamentally defensive, beloved sister, Lula A. Cushman; therey encouraging.
A vista maritime to fall and rise.
and we do not expect to light any offen- fore, be it
in
subbow
Resolved, That while we
sive war.
■ A ten million dollar contract with the
mission to the will of Hun who doeth all The saline airs that drift across the town,
Apublic of Poland on behalf of several
Fresh from the misty rim where white
STUCK.
U. S. REDUCING
things right, we will ever keep in memAmerican firms was announced today by
sails gleam,
ory the many virtues of our dear sister
E Taylor of New York, who has just
Shipping board wartime housing pro- and strive to emulate them in our daily Or smoking steamers surging swiftly
eturned to this country after 16 mouths’
down,
legotiations leading to the signing of jects at Bath, Maine, Groton, Conn., life; therefore, be it
Bound for some tropic isle of which we
Resolved, That we as members of Union
Wilmington, Del., Chester, Pa., anl Esrhat is said to be the largest single order
dream.
sington, Pa., whose total original cost Harvest Grange, extend our heartfelt
rough t out of Poland since the war.
The equipment, of which $700,000 has approximated $11,650,000 will be sold by sympathy to the dear children bereft of Blue water tossing where the eye may
it was father and mother.
reach,
Iready been started overseas, according auction within the next month,
stated today by Sidney Henry, commerResolved, That our charter be draped
o Mr. Taylor, consists of motor trucks,
The seagulls circling o’er the channel’s
cial manager of the Emergency fleet in mourning for 30 days; that a copy of
machine
steel
bars,
mbulances, tires,
flow;
these resolutions be placed on our records The slow surf pounding on a distant
ools, machinery and raw materials. It Corporation.
At Bath, Maine, there are 109 houses and a copy sent to the loc 1 paper for
rill be used for extension of agricultural
beach.
ife and general reconstiuction through- and four dormitories of brick, which cost publication.
These flood my senses with a golden
"To calm repose the kind death angel
ut the country. The contract was made originally $1,500,000.
glow.
It is the intention of the Emergency
won her.
ntirely on a credit basis, the Polish gov- fleet
when the wild nor’easters fling the
And
the
to
conduct
liquidaCorporation
Touching the eyes that never more shall
rnmeut issuing six year eight per cent
rain
tion along the lines of the auction sale
weep,
reasury notes, payable in American gold,
On some black midnight, far my spirit
recentN.
held
at
fairview,
J.,
Camden,
And lo! the sweetest of all slumbers fell
lelivery of the entire order is to be made
fares
ly. Every opportunity will be given the
upon her.
rithio six months.
To stormy reaches past the pelted pane,
homes For
Mr. Taylor said he had made a thorough present tenants to purchase their
so, He giveth his beloved sleep.”
Out where the sea born sailor swings
it was said.
John w. Tibbetts
uvestigation of conditions in Poland and
and dares.
strikes
of
bund no threat
Bolshevism,
annie l. Clement
—Thomas J. Murray in New York Herir uprisings. He declared there was large
Cora B. Gay
ald.
ipportunity for A nericau business there,
Committee on Resolutions
hat it must be done on a credit basis.
Edward Johnson of Massachusetts who Union Harvest Grange, Jan. 21, 1922.
?
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To appreciate the real economy of
WILLIAM TELL, compare the disappointments and waste of inferior quality in cheaper
flours, with the satisfaction of splendid dependability,
superior baking qualities and delicious flavor.

|nt

“sses

Try WILLIAM TELL.
yourself how it takes the

See for
ache out
of bake and puts the flavor in. Under
our guarantee of satisfaction, you
run no risk.

Tell your Grocer—WILLIAM TELL

Yes, the price

j

DISTRIBUTORS

“When a bit of sunshine hits ye,
After passing of a cloud,
When a bit of laughter hits ye,
An’ yer spine is feelin’ proud.
Don’t forget to up and fling it
At a soul that’s feelin’ blue;
For the minute that ye fling it,
It’s a boomerang to you.’’

spread

Tou will want a bgUla^S the wonderful Tanlac
remedy. You can get it from
Head & Hills.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R ! A

Elm Tree Farm
Offers milk at reduced prices commenc-

ing Feb. 1st: Single quarts, 11c.; pints,
6c.; over one quart at wholesale price of
10c. per quart; hctels and restaurants,
8 1-2 quart cans, *0c. a ean.
Reduced
prices in hay and grain make these prices
New customers wanted. Good
possible
milk guaranteed.
Prompt delivery. Tel.

cover the

133-3.
tf4

E. H.

KNOWLTON, Prop.

QUEEN BROODERS

Use

to

j

Pratt's Baby Chick
for chicks.

Protect the Chicks.
Food is

the ideal food

Booklets on requesi.
KENDALL & WHITNEY. Em. 1858 Portland. Me.

a

AReal Bust Developer
Discovered

at

last.

Rosetone applied night and morning
works wonders when used in con«
Election with 5 grain Tonoiine Tablets.
Rosetone is put up m 60c. $1.00 and.
American Proprietary
$2.50 jars
Syndicate, Malden 4s, Mass.

To the Inhabitants of the
of Belfast
In the

City

STORMY WEATHER
Makes many

County of Waldo,State of Maine

in the house and it
wm

broken,

now

therefore, by

reaaon

Notary Public.

Sarah A.
Edgecomb, aa administratrix of the estate of
said Percy fc>. Edgecomb, now deceased, claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated January 20, 1922.
SARAH A. EDGECOMB,
Administratrix of the estate of Percy S.
3w4
D. & M.
Edgecomb.

|

Two

Tuesdays

BY SEA
Sailings Weekly
Saturdays. 3 P. If.

and

Boston to Savannah

First

Class Passenger Fares. Boston
Way

$36.65 R?r°Jd $67.24

tooi.retersburg
Hound
Trip

(QC

Off

lo

Jacksonville

&n.'y $42.82
KxTpd $7833

Including meals and stateroom
accommodations

Pier 42,

Justice of the Peace.

Dr.M.C. Stephenson
DENTIST

Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood.
Fur Constipation.
Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
Signature on each box.

MNSONIG TEMPLE.

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
320

I
nMiow»i«»«a:i>iUiiiisln'idl

i

ROOM 3

Telephone 228-3J

Dr. Hester Brown
lei.

Hooeac Tunnel Docks. Boston

tf45

ALGOLA PILLS

GIVE US A CHANCE

High Street,

FLORIDA

W.e» $51.28

We Are Good Buyers CICHESTER^Pp^
to bid on your furniture or anythingtyou
have to sell.
Drop postal or call.
J. AUSTIN MCREEN,
tf 17
Belfast, Maine.

$36

75c an hour spare

must be sworn to.

30 High Street.

FOR SALE

or

making $75 00 to $125 00 a week. Good
hosiery is an absolute necessity, you can
sell it easily.
Our fall line ready at pre
war prices.
EAGLE HOSIEY MILLS.
10w<8$
Darby, Pa.

License and

Hayfsrd Block, Belfast, Maine

of tbe

.condition thereof, I,

time,

316-3

MAURICE W. LuRD

certain lot or parcel of land,
situated on the easterly side of said Edgecomb
road and bounded and described as follow*, to
wit: Bounded northerly by land of Fred Toothaker; easterly by land of heirs of J. C Townsend; southerly by land of heirs of James P.
Wight sod land of heirs of H W. Edgecomb;
and westerly by said Edgecomb road; containing thirty-thres acres, more or less; and
whereas tbe condition of said mortgage haa
been

iPhone

time, selling guaranteed Hosiery. Agents

Registration
APPLICATIONS,

more or lees.
Also oae other

breach of the

per week full

We wish to inform the public that wt
•re doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me
tf47|

J 1922 Auto

Automobile

We Guarantee

serious

Special Notice

Colcord of Belfast, in

day
mortgage deed dated the
by
September, A. D. 1917, and recorded in Waldo
conBook
of
207,
Deeds.
326, Page
Registry
veyed to Percy S Edgecomb of Belfast, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, in his
lifetime, a certain lot or parcel of land, with
the buildings thereon, situated in said Belfast,
on the westerly side of the road known as the
Edgecomb road, and bounded and described as
follows, to wit: Bounded northerly by land of
Leslie Simpson; easterly by said Edgecomb
road; southerly »by land of James P. Wight
heirs; and westerly by said Simpson and land
of Ernest Piper, containing fifty acres, more

pie vent

colds and pneumonia. Don’t dose and
upset the stomach with internal remedies, but simply apply MINTOL at
night and your cold will be gone in the
morning. It’s inexpensive.

j
WHEREAS,
the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
tenth
of
his

Fire, Liability,

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

MINTOL

Notice of foreclosure
Amos A.

ORRIN J. DICKEY
Insurance

colds,

chills, fevers and
pneumonia. Don’t
a cold, but
| neglect
| have a jar of

You are hereby notified that the BOARD OF
REGISTRATION will be in session to revise
and correct the VOTING LISTS of the City of
Belfast on the six secular days prior to the
thirteenth day of February, 1922. Said Board
of Registration will be in session from nine in
the forenoon to one in the afternoon, and from
three in the afternoon to five in the afternonand from seven to nine in the afternoon, to receive evidence touching the qualifications of
voters therein and to revise and correct the voting lists, and on the last two secular days
to verify and correct said lists and to complete and close up its records of said sesOn the last two said secular days, at
sions.
nine o’clock in the afternoon, verified copies
of said voting lists shall be delivered to the
Clerk of said City of Belfast and a receipt taken
therefor, but no names shall be added to or
stricken from said iista after nine o’clock in
the afternoon of the last of said days devoted
6w2
to registration as above.
Board of Registration of Voters of the City
of Belfast.
By CARLETON DOAK, Chairman,

BIRDS
MISS BKAGG.

Hatch"

Over 17 Million Jan Used Yearly

“hAElTcATARRH

awe

thickly

Satisfactory

Highest Grade. Even Temperature.
Trays Can't Slip Gut. Moderate Prices.

and

parts with

a

VICKS
W VapoRub

MEDICINE Is a
acts through
liquid, taken internally, and surfaces
of
the blood upon the mucous
the
inflammareducing
the system, thus
tion and assisting Nature in restoring
normal conditions.
Circulars free.
All Druggists.
F J Cheney & Co.. Toledo. Ohio.

The Colonial House,

Hatch

120 out of 130 105 of 130 345 of 350
115 of
120 120 of 125 etc .--Experiences of QUEEN users.

hot flannel cloth.

will
HALL’S CATARRH MEDICINE
do what we claim for it-rid your system
cacaused
b>
of Catarrh or Deafness
tarrh. We do not recommend it for any

CANARY

on

Tray-Full
LIVE Ones

v

—

HOW’S THIS

The only explanation of Tanlac’s great
Read &
succegg is Tanlac’s true worth.
Hills.

a

Rub Vicks over throat
and chest until the skin
then
becomes red

paIermo.

It was 33 years ago Wednesday, Jan.
8, that the towboat Adelia, Capt. Eugene returned home.
pall, left Richmond for a trip to LoveMrs. Alice Jones is at home for a vacajoy’s Narrows, east side of Swan island,
to break an ice jam, so that when the tion after teaching the fall and winter
Kennebec finally did close for the winter term of 20 weeks school at Sand Hill with
• good freeze of ice might be secured. The
Mrs. Jones rode
one week of vacation.
iam having been broken and started down
the river, Capt. Call told the passengers five miles both night and morning through
that he would go aiound the island on the all kinds of weather. We can report a
return,that they might enjoy the sail, the very profitable and pleasant school sesThe Adelia
weather being like April.
sion.
After the closing exercises consistgrounded in the dredged channel near
Hatch’s Rocks and the party sat around ing of recitations and readings by the pu>n their
shirtsleeves, awaiting the tide. pils all enjoyed a fine treat.
The weather of Jan 18, 1889 differed some
from that of Jan. 18, 1922.

FLOUR

Assure

HEST COLDS-

S

has been visiting at Oscar Turner’s, has

TELL

“Every

jpcthod

In

WILLIAM

a
woman
In preparing
breakfast,
takes 446 steps; in preparing lunch, 651
steps, and in preparing dinner, 996 steps
—unless she lives in a kitchenette apartment.

_

Respect.

OF

A Boomerang

~

Iirticpate

now as

3WAN-WHITTEN COMPANY

J

burope

only about
used
to
you
pay.

is down—a sack costs

half as much

soLflBnmjGQsnPwwv

W L COOK
Undertaker
Licensed Embalmer
License 377.

Belfast, Maine.

TeL 61-3

Political

Political Advertisement

enjoyed. Altogether it was one of the
best installations in the history of the
Chapter.

Advertisement_

following communication from Blaine S. Viles, ReLeroy R. lolpublican candidate for Congress, toinSenator
issue of the
recent
a
som of Somerset County, appeared
Independent-Reporter of Skowhegan:
The

STOCKTOnIsP RINGS
William H. Morrison srrived borne Fria business trip to Washington,

day from
D. C.

B. S. Viles Writes Prominent Citizen

Weather permitting, there will be dancing in Denslow hall next Saturday night
to McKeen’s orchestra.
The Bayview Rebekah lodge held a

Leroy R. Folsom ot NorridgewocK Receives Letter
Candidate.

Congressional

trom

card

a

pect

The truth according to Levi is that he
well known couple on the street
recently and, commenting on their youthful vigor and embonpoint, game I an adthat the combined avoirdupois
mission
met a

reached 115

splendid position

law and order.
You know

to

as

which Maine has

I

always

taken

regarding

Miss Ethel Colcord is in Park, in attendance upon Mrs. Sewell Lancaster,
has been uncertain for
whose health
Mrs. Elizabeth Staples,
many months.

perfectly well and you well know that I
nor anything else, which I did not pronot
this,
would
say
in
letter and in spirit.
to
live
to
up
pose
I hope the people of this district will send me to ConI
me

Capt. Lancaster’s daughter, recently returned to her home in Winthrop, Mass.,
after a stay with her parents.

I am and for what
mask
or manacle-and in
without
teet
on
my
am—standing
I
whatever
that
ability possess will be given
full confidence
of
behalf
in
and
good government and for
freely
wholly
and
the
of
principles in which and
the’advancement
policies
for‘which the State of Maine has long been a conspicuous
Sincerely yours,
leader.
(Signed) BLAINE S. VILES.
send
gress; but I want them to

me as

Augusta, Maine, January 16,

of the week.

be sold it seemed almost nec
essary that the town purchase it for future use.
It is'to be dedicated to our
boys who died in service during the
World War, therefore, it seems most fitting that it should be called Mossman
Memorial Park, which is the name that
it will bear hereafter.
The Mossman
Memorial Park Association has been in
corporated, and approved by the attorney-general. Officers pro tern have been
selected to act until ai annual meeting
can be held early in the summer, probably in June. Capt F. C. Nichols is
president; Capt. Joseph Sweetser, vice
president; W. R. Blodgett, clerk; Capt. J.
D. Sweetser, treasurer; D W. Vaughan,
C. N. Meyers and J. U. Sweetser, trustees.
To Mrs. James B Parse of New
York city and Searsport, who promoted
the scheme, solicited funds, and aided
the plan in every way possible, great
credit is due.

Mrs. Lewis Rich underwent a serious
operation at the Tapley hospital in Belfast, Thursday. The operation was successful and Mrs. Rich is as comfortable
as could be expected.
Miss Mabel Noble of Stockton Springs,
who has been in the office ,of the Central
Maine Power Co in Searsport for the
past year, has discontinued her work for
the remainder of the winter months.

George Cl rk and George Baker of
Waltham, Mass., arrived in Searsport
Saturday, accompanying the remains of
Mrs. Ida Field Baker of Waltham. The
remains were placed in the receiving
tomb in Elmwood cemetery.

:

Captain E. L. Hichborn of Stockton
Springs was in town Friday, the guest of
Mrs. Melvina Hichborn, while his com
maud, the four-masted schooner, the
Maude L. Morey lay in the stream, after
discharging coal. Capt. Hichborn sails
Saturday for New York to load ties for

The special evangelistic meetings at
the Methodist church during the list two
weeks were concluded on Sunday night,
Jan. 29th. Since the first the attendance
baB been good, and on Tuesday evening
the various lodges of the town were in
The singing has been made
attendance.
especially interesting by the leadership
A
and solo work of Gordon Beckett.
part of the lime the chorus has been assisted by an orchestra.

The Searsport high school basket ball
played their first game with an out
of town team in Union hall, Tuesday
sight, Jan. 24th, when they defeated the
Stockton Springs H. S. team, 51 to 0.
The home team has been training with G.
R Wilson as coach, and although rather
light they are faat, and abowed excellent
team work. The attendance was good.
The summary:
Stockton (5)
Searsport <51)

team

Card, c S
Hendricks,

ParkerTrg!

c,

McGeorge

c

1

M. Staples. Ig

rf, Randall

Edward G. Clifford of Sandypoint
Boston early last week to enter the
Deaconness hospital, where he underHis
went an operation on Saturday.
many friends regret to learn that the operation has proved more serious than
was
During his absence
anticipated.
Mrs. Clifford and their daughter, Miss
Grace Clifford, are in Bangor for a fort

coast to

;

|
;
|

Morey,

the south.

N B.

installed:

It has been a sad week in bisketball
Friday night Harold Haskell
circles.
look the team to Casline in l<i» 7-passenwhere ttie high scliool live
ger Ford,
started out for r r-e-e venge and judging
by the score did a fine job of it, complete
Earner in the week an
to the last detail.
unorgan zed band of tne roungsters went
to Searsport to play a scliool team, with
Neal Wood joined the
ideas c arilied.
Bucksport team Saturday night for a
game in Cam ten where he unkindly was
not permitted to get a chance to discover
if it was one ot is t IT nights or if he had
along his sometimes phenomenal eye for

j

WOMAN SIJE1EREI)
IN SILENCE
resident of New Auburn,
’’There must be lots of
I suffered in
women who teel as I did.
silence on account of my pride, but now I
know that a good laxative is essential to
A

!

Late in the'week the team
the basket.
is scheduled to go to Searsport for a
game—defeated but undismayed 1
G. G. More, district deputy and F. A
marshal of Brewer were in
town Monday night, installing the officers
of Stockton lodge, I. O. O F. The officers
for the ensuing year are: Noble Grand,
Carl N« Dakin; vice grand, Albert M.
Ames; financial secretary, A Earl Trundy;
recording secretary, Walter F. Trundy;
warder, Gerry B. Harding; conducter,
Bruce R. McLain; chaplain, Asa Stiles;

Ellingwood,

Here is an authentic cat story which
supplies material on the debatable quesBillie is
tion of how much a cat knows.
a family pet of mature years, a privileged
character in a family of two no longer
youthful in years. He sleeps on a couch
in the kitchen at night, while the open
doorways give him access to his master's

bed room.
All was quiet one night when
he came in and claimed the attention of
his master; nor would he be content until
his master followed him to the kitchen
where the door leading to the cold shed
Another night he awakwas found ajar.
ened the slumberers who, presuming that
he wanted to be 1 t out, arose to find the
stove door sprung open, the unusual light
having made HisCatship understand that
something was wrong. The story is true,
i the psychology may be figured to suit
one’s self.

former

40c—6oc—*1.20.

a

chance up to

Saturday night

on

to
at

all cash purchases.

The Main Street Clothiers, Belfast

SANDY POINT

Maine, wrote:

good health. T neglected my health, pretending I was all right when I wasn’t. I
had terrible pains, was ‘grouchy’ and my
headaches almost (killed me with pain,
and worst of all I had a sallow, unbecoming complexion which was not helped by
face powders.
Why didn’t I try to cure
myself rather than pretend? After taking
Dr. True’s Elixir, the True Family Laxative,
I now know that a laxative was what I
needed. My complexion cleared up, blemishes vanished and everyone remarked
how much better I looked.”
Dr. 1 rue’s Elixir used for over 70 years.

overcoats

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,

Sunday morning the weather w is so
windy that the trotting at Half Moon
scene supporter, Llewellyn McLain;
pond was called off. Wnat with the at- right
scene supporter, Manley Grant; right
tendance from out of town and Berry’s left
noble grand,Emery D Bickmore;
King Autobon. Hupper’s Uncle Charlie, supporter
noble grand, Norman D.
Arthur Shute’s and Lewis Barrett’s good left supporter
trotter fresh from Griflin; right supporter vice grand, Angus
old
6
the
year
ones,
left supporter vice grand, George
the West owned by Ernest McLaughlin, Holmes;
inside guardian, Damon Shanand McLaughlin bringing Lady Booker Lanpher;
Fred T. Harriman.
back to town, th re ought to be good non; outside guardian,
After the ceremonies a spread and a social
sport at Half Moon or on the harbor.
were enjoyed by the large assemAnd apparently halt the fun is talking it hour
blage
over!

very

This T. D. Bill sale offers you

20% reduction

The writer has been reminded that in

Lewis F. Clifford, who lias been laid up
tnan a month with a carbuncle and
went to work only last Monday, narrowly
escaped serious injury on Thursday when
he was knocked down by a falling lump
of coal while at work in the hold of a
He escaped
vessel at the coal pockets
Some
with no more than a scalp wound.
days previous Burton lJunaver met with
an accident which laid him off temporarily, no bones being broken.

or

etc.,
get pants, mackinaws, boys’ suits, shirts, underwear, sweaters,

mentioning elderly people ot Ibcal birth
he neglected the brother of Mrs. Caroliue
S. Berry, Capt. Horace Staples, the old
time deep-water shipmaster, who has
found life- congenial among men who
speak his language of the sea on Staten
Island, still hearty at 85; and Mrs. Avalina Griffin, 87, who for a number of
son
years has lived with the family of her
in Mattapoisett, Mass.
more

or over

thiough
Remember: This clothing sale offers you profits in two ways. Fiistbonus.
Oui
dollar
s
ten
Bill
T.
I).
then
and
through
the big reduction from regular prices,
s
finest
season
goodsentire stock of suits and overcoats is involved in the offering-this
Patterns and styles for every preteience, sizes to
Clothes.
Good
including Kuppenheimer
fit all men.
Saturday is the last day —T. D. Bill is leaving.

The deplorable death of Mrs. Geneva
Haley Ellis, wife of Allan D. Ellis,
brought sorrow to a large circle. The
untimely passing of a yuung wife and
mother, the mainstay of an aged, widowed mother by adoption, arouses universal
sympathy. At the largely attendel funeral in Prospect on Sunday, there were
from this town members of Mr. Ellis family and A. M. Holmes and O. A. Brown.

_

$35

A Five Dollar Bill FREE with suits
from $29.50 down to $18.00

Capt. F„ L. Hichborn, lying off the coal
pockets up to Tuesday awaiting a delinquent shipment of new sails from Bath,
will go to Jacksonville, Fla to load tires
Capt. Hichborn
for Port Reading, N J.
returned last Thursday from a trip to
Bath.
Ihe delay doubtless saved him
from meeting the heavy gale on the

to

The following
pleasingly.
Worthy matron. Miss
Lillian G. Runnells; worthy patron, W'm.
M. Parse; associate matron, Mrs Annie
Mortland; secretary, Mrs Louise Fletcher; treasurer, Mrs. Jennie Gilkey; conductress, Miss Violet Meyers; associate
conductress, Mrs. Alice Davis Havener;
chaplain, Mrs Ida Adams; marshal. Miss
Florence Colcord; organist, Mrs. Mary
Meyers; Ada, Mrs. Mamie Littlefield;
Ruth, Mrs. Olive Trundy; Esther, Mr.-.
Ella Sweetser; Martha, Mrs. Agnes Gil
key; Electa, Mrs. Mary Smith; warder,
Mrs. Mildred Stinson; sentinel. Ralph
Music was furnished by Mrs.
Mortland.
William Goodell at the piano, who also
gave a whistling solo, accompanying herself.
Miss Violet Meyers rendered ‘\Senora" by Felix and her dramatic soprano
voice was heard to .dvantage in the brilFor an encore she
liant Spanish song.
Riley’s Prayer
gave James Whitcomb
Perfect, with music by Stenson. She
was accompanied
by Mrs. Meyers. A
pleasing feature of the program was the
presentation of a past matron’s jewel to
the retiring worthy matron, Mrs. Agnes
Gilkey; also of a bunch of roses to past
matron, Mary Meyers, and carnations to
Rev. N. F
Florence Colcord, marshal.
Atwood, Rev. A. J. Saunders and Mr.
Gordon Beckett were called u on for re
marks and
responded happily, after
which the march was formed to the banquet hall, which was prettily decorated
Cake and coffee were
with evergreen.
served, with Mrs. Grace Curtis in charge,
assisted by Mrs. Lucy Towers, and other
members of the Chapter. After refreshments, Mr. Beckett was prevailed upon
to sing, and he gave Harry Lauder’s own
song, Roamin’ in the Gloamin’, and responded to enthusiastic applause, with
When I waa Twenty-One and It’s Nice
to Get up in tho Mornin.’ Mr. Beckett
is a native born Scotchman, and posHis splense sacs a pure baritone voice.
did imitation of the fa me us Scotch artist’s voice, mannerisms, etc., was hugely

at

night.

formed the arduous duties in a most
commendable and satisfactory manner
Miss Florence Colcord, marshal, took her
were

SUIT OR OVERCOAT

to

schooner Maude M.

bill FREE
cash purchase of a

dollar

with every

went

Chapter, O. E. S., was held on Monday evening, in the presence of a large
number of invited friends. The installing
officer was Mrs. Mary F. Meyers, past
matron of the Chapter, and she pei-

part

rrmkp his acnuaintance before he leaves.
A ten

The ice, which threatened to block the
Cape Jellison terminal docks was cut out
Friday by a tow boat, the field being
The
taken away by the north wind.
sheet which stands out as far as a line
between the Cape and Kidder’s will soon
be strong enough for horse racing if the
weather holds. W. M Berry tried it Saturday but found it unsafe.

The annual election of officers of An

The masquerade dunce given in G.A.R.
hall Saturday evening was enjoyed by a
large number of dancers and spectators.
The prizes, boxes of chocolates, were
awarded to Mrs. Willaru P. Rich and
Charles Moody for the beat costumes.
Mrs. Rich represented an ancient dame
in peaked cap and shawl and carrying
staff, and Moody wore a clown costume.

vmi

Bangor.

chor

Jacksonville, Florida.

The annual installation of officers of
Penobscot Lodge, Knights of Pythias,
was held on Monday evening, the installing officer being District Deputy Lewis
Ward oi Prospect. The following were
installed into office for the ensuing year:
Chancellor Commander, Alton L. Small;
Vice Commander, Rev. N. F. Atwood;
Prelate, James Pottle; Master of Work,
Gordon Curtis; Master at Arms, Richard
Hendricks; Inner Guard, Amos Lane;
Outer Guard, Charles Curtis; Master of
Finance, Charles Clark; Keeper of Records and Seals, Fred L. Perkins; Master
of the Exchecquer, Henry F. Partridge.

Many friends will be interested to know
that Mrs. W H. Morrison with her husband was able to walk the distance to the
home of Mr and Mrs B. B Sanborn on
Sunday where they were the guests for
This is Mrs. Morrison’s first
the day.
venture out o( doors since returning from

The Bath

the finish

means

hand to bring joy and clothes-satisfaction to every man who
bell Saturday
comes to the store before we ring the closing
evening. T. D. Bill has made a lot of friends in this town
if
during his short visit, and you’ll call him a real friend too

Mrs. George Knox and her sons Everett
and Arnold were in Bangor on Monday
where Capt. Knox is making a good rea
covery at the E. M. G. hospital from
It is expected that he
senou: operation.
will be able to return home the latter part

The cafeteria sociable given in the
Congregational vestry on Friday evening, under the direction of Mrs. Harold
assisted by Mrs. Frank C. WhitMrs. Ernest Murphy went to Bangor LeMay,
and Mrs. Elbert Monroe, was a
Wednesday, called there by the illness of comb
novel and interesting entertainment and
a relative.
was
much enjoyed by the good sized
was called to
Harding
Faustina
Miss
The entertainment was
numberpresent
illcritical
the
Wednesday
by
Prospect
given in the lower room, and as one enness of bar brother.
was
tered one
given a numbered tag to
each number,
Mrs. D. C. Nichols returned Saturday pin on. There were four of
the same number
from Belfast, w ere she was for several and the people bearing
formed a group, each group receiving didays the guest of Mrs. Leroy Palmer.
rections to do certain stunts, such as act
in
dance
a
free
The firemen will give
ing charades, singing songs, taking part
Feb.
Union Hall on Thursday evening,
in the various races, etc. The winners
Hank’s
Music will be furnished by
9th.
of each group then competed, and at the
orchestra.
close of the entertainment, the final winto the upper
ner led the line of march
Miss Ethel Colcord, who cared for Mrs.
where cake and hot coffee were
Joseph Kalloch during her recent illness room,
The entertain
served cafeteria style.
and death, left Thursday tor her home in
ment committee of the Ladies’ Guild has
Stocxton Springs.
appointed one person to. represent each
Miss Miriam W’hittier, who is teaching calendar month of the year by giving
was the weekNorth
Stockton,
in
school
some sort of entertainment or social funcMrs.
end guest of her mother, Mrs. Elizabeth tion during the month designated.
Whittier in Bay View street.
LeMay has cnarge of January and Miss
Florence Colcord will represent February,
Rev. and Mrs. Harold LeMay and son
her function will probably take the
David arrived Friday from Bangor, where and
form of a valentine party.
Mr LeMay attended Convocation Week
at the theological seminary.
It now generally known that the sum
ot
money necessary to
purchase the
Mr. and Mrs. Farnham Stone of South
Mossman property on the shore front has
Cushing and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stone been raised
by subscription, and those
of Port Cl>de were in town to attend the
who are interested in soliciting the funds
funeral services of Mrs. Joseph Kalloch.
wish to thank all the contributors, especArthur Harrison, who spent the past ially those who have lived away rrom
D.
M.
of
Mrs.
heme
the
few months at
town for many years, and so generously
Nichols, left Tuesday for New York to responded to this call; even in many in
FloriS.
S.
in
the
that
from
stances expressing their pleasure at beport
ship
dian.
Most of them
ing able to do their share
realized the value of this property as a
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson of Bangor
for
the
land
has
been owned
public park,
were the guests ot Mr. and Mrs. Rentrew
the Mossman family since 1806, and
.Wilson last week, called here by the by
that time the town has had the
death of Mrs. W ilson’s mother, Mrs. during
privilege of using it for public gatherings.
Joseph Kalloch.

leave-taking

of this extra-value and cash distribution event.
But there are enough suits, overcoats and ten dollar bills on

Monday.

1922.

was

T. D. Bill’s

the home
Vance Wells was a guest
of Capt and Mrs. E. S. Shute for several
days last week having come down on
Wednesday after finishing the mid-winter
Maine, to
exams at the University of
await the opening of the semester on
at

SEARSPORT

If it

T. D. BILL
is leaving Saturday

The Longfellow League of the intermediate and primary schools desires to publicly express appreciation of generous
patronage at the candy sale Friday afternoon.
The sum of $14 G8 was added to
the fund for the purchase of a talking
machine.

confidently expect to
If I
Congress,
fellow
Republicans in maintaining the
be, 1 shall join my
elected

pounds.

Mr and Mrs. Lincoln A Gardner returned to their home in this village Monday afternoon from an extended stay^ in
Bath, bringing their small daughter, Elinor, who is recovering from a seriou illness of pneumonia.

principle
conspicuous hypocrite.
am

were

Gerry B. Harding made a trip to ProsFerry on Saturday, calling on his
cousin, Percy Harding, whose condition
is serious as the result of an attack of
blood poisoning.

Hon. Leroy R. Folsom,
No/ridgewock, Maine.
My Dear Sir:- Replying to your recent inquiry 1 beg to
advise that I am fully informed as to the statement which
friends of the opposing candidate are making regarding my
position upon the Prohibitory Law: friends of the candidate,
mark you, but not the candidate himself.
I am very sure that he would not stoop to such detestable methods'to promote his candidacy, or draw any comparison between his position and mine, on the temperance
me,
question. He, himselt, will claim no superiority over
or in practice, nor will he play the part
either in
of

party in the Odd Fellows hall Tues-

day evening. Coffee and doughnuts
served as refreshments.

Mrs. Hattie Grant was in Bangor Sat-

urday.

JAMES W, NICKbRSON.

Clifford

E.
are

G.
in

Clifford and Miss Grace
Bangor for a week.

B. F. Spriuger of Lisbon Falls has been
a business visitor in town recently.
Mrs. Harry Murpby and little son
spent last week with relatives in Augusta.

Tuesday morning, January 26 the thermometer registered 32 degrees below zero
at S. M. Grant’s store.

FRED F

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE

MARKET !

Apples,

bush
Beans, pea,
Beans, y. e.,

Butter,
Cheese,
Chicken,

Duck,
Eggs,

Kowi,
Geese,

tl 00
6
9
35a 40
24
35
35
42
35
32

RETAIL PRICE
30a32
18a32
75
Corn,
75
Cracked corn.
75
Corn meal,
35
Cheese,
2 65
Cotton seed,
30
Cranberries,
Clover seed,
10 00a 13 50
Elour,
H. G. seed,
18
Lard,

Beef, corned,

Butter salt,

PAID

PRODUCER

'Hay,

20
Lamb,
20
Mutton,
Potatoes, 1 OOtol 25
Round

Hog,

12
15 00a20 00
26a32
Turkey,
16al8
Veal,
W ood, hard, 11 00
8 00
Wood, soft,

Straw,

Augusta, Maine,

LOST

■

Finder please reA TAN SILK SCARF.
turn and receive reward.
MRS. W. J. DORMAN,
15 Church Street.
Tel. 120.

carToT thanks

1 wish to thank the neighbors and
friend* for their kindness to me at the
I
2
20
Lime,
time of the death of my husband; also
62
Oats,
the firemen for their generosity and for
Oat Meal,
5 the
many beautifrl Rowers sent to the
12
Onions,
MRS. J. H. DARLING.
funeral.
ft
I9a20
Oil, kerosene,
8
Pollock,
19
Pork,
6.5
Rye meal,
1 65
Shorts,
7 A
Sugar,
Salt, T. 1., bus. 1 25 one
call The
Sweet potatoes,
8
RETAIL MARKET

GOULD-MESEKVEY. In Belfast, Jan.
27, by Rev. Char'es W Martin, Charles
Gould arid Florence Meservey, both of
Belfast
In Newport,
STEVENS REYNOLDS.
Jan. 21, by Rev. J. W. Reynolds, Alexander Stevens and Mrs. Faye Reynolds,
both of Brooks.

DIED._
In Morrill, Jan. 23, James
HIGGINS.
Higgins, aged 77 years, 6 months and 8
days.

In
NICKERSON.
Wollaston, Mass.,
Jan. 27, James W. Nickerson of Swan74
years.
ville, aged
PATTERSON. In Belfast, Jan. 27, Lorenzo Patterson, aged 78 years.
In North Belfast, Jan. 30,
SEEK1NS.
Mary F. Seekins, aged 63 years, 1 month
and 28 days.

i

LAWRENCE.

Rank Commissiener.
January 30, lifJ2 6

125 00

MARRIED.

Aaa Styles and family went to Stockton village for the week-end.
Mrs.

Blue Sky Law Advertisement

James Wilbert Nickerson of Swanville
Application having.’been made to the BankFuneral
died Jan. 27tb in bis 74th year.
ing Department by the following named parservices were at the home of his daugh- son
to r»e registered as a Dealer in Securities
ter, Mrs W.W. Wilson, 106 Fenno street, under thw provisions of (.'hap. 3U, Sec, 11-23 of
i
at
the Revised Statutes as amended, legal notice
Wollaston, Mass., Sunday, Jan 2tHh,
The body will be put in the is herety given and any person may, within
2.30 p m.
f >his publication,
two weeks from the date
receiving tomb in Quincy until more fa
the proposed registration with
vorable weather conditions in the spring, file objection to
the Banking Department.
when it wi 1 ne taken to his late home in
Business
Swanville for interment.
Address
Name
Eastern Illustrating & PublishBELFAST
PRICE CURRENT.
ing Co. Belfast, Maine.

STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF WALDO. Sb.
January 31.
Taken this thirty-firm day of January, 1922
on execution dated sixteenth day of January.
to
1922, issued on a judgment rtndertd by 0
the bounty
supreme Judicial Court, for
he.
and
Waldo, at the term thereof begun
the tirst Tuesday of January, to wit,
o
twelfth day of January, 1922, in favor
loudIunabitanU of the l own of LincolnviUe.
McDona
ty of Waldo, against Florence
°
LincolnviUe aforesaid, tor thirty four
nine
and four cents, debt or damage, and
Urs and aeventy cents, costs of sui
ft.leen cents more for said execution, an
r
of
be sold at public auction at the office
Kitchie, Belfast, Maine, on the Ithirtiel
of March, at ten o’clock in the forenco
deserw»
the highest bidder, the following
>n
rea» estate and ail the right, title and
ha
which the said tiurence McDonald
y
t.aa in and lo the same on the ninth
t**11
December, 1921. at eight o’clock srd t e
when
^
j utes in the forenoon, the timethe same s
was attached on the writ in
m u*
wit:—A certain lot or parcel of land
LincolnviUe aforesaid, bounded on the
L.
west by the road leading to Center
^
7
v 1 lie
from Camden; on ihe northeast
on
r«>ad ,1-ad.i g to Lincoinville beach;
southeast by the land of Annie Watson,
«
southwest by land of Sidney Moody;
went by land of Clara McKinney.
t HANK A. LITTLEFIELD*

132J.

3*5
_

__

For

Sale

CHILD’S SLEIGH.
interested please
Journal Office.
CARD

Any-

OF THANKS

wish to thank our friends and
durneighbors who so kindly assisted us
ing the death and illness in our family.
Also for the beautiful flowers.
Mrs. Thomas Waterman,
MR. and MRS. ALFRED SHUTE.
Mrs Grace Dickey,
Mr. Carle dickey
We

LOST
brow*
RABBIT HOUND, color dark 8
weight about 30 pounds, long lines.
»'*
hair, white strip on breast, lony
O. i vf
nose, wearing collar marked
water, Northport, Me. Write o'vo*r,
AI.LEN DRINKWATEK. NortbP®'1*
or tel. 27-22, Lincolnvdle
2w&*

A

FOR SALE
A

bet
fifty-acre lumber.lot in

mont.

NOTICE

CARDOFTHANKS

of

GEO. W.
142

from
If the party who took a package
the parlors of Betsy M. Seldon Friday
will
return same, no questions will be
BETSY M. SELDON,
asked.
93 Main Street.

1 wish to thsnk all my neighbors and
friends for their kindness in my late beELI E. ELLIS.
reavement.

Inquire

LUCE,

High St., Belfast.

WANTED
maker.
ulars.

Send two cent stamp tot 9*
GEO. E. HARDY CO,,
16 Granite St., Auburn,

